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Preface

The emerging generation of Cyber Physical Objects (CPOs) brings new powers
opening novel and revolutionary applications and new areas of innovation. The
Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) constituted by the CPOs enable fusion between the
physical and virtual worlds realizing the totally and globally connected scenario
known as Internet of Things (IoT).

In the past decade, Cyber Physical Systems and consequently Cyber Physical
Objects as their basic units and IoT as their reference scenario have become one
of the ICT priorities.

The range of potential application domains is broad and embedded hardware and
software systems could expand functionalities of household appliances, vehicles,
aircraft, medical applications, digital libraries, etc. The interconnection of CPOs,
through a virtual environment featured with globally networked services, is opening
towards innovative business platforms.

The pervasive “features” of the emerging CPOs perfectly match and embrace the
philosophy of the future “Internet of Things” (IoT), as the vision that nearly every-
thing is connected to the Next-Generation Internet. This emerging paradigm is
demanding novel methods and revolutionary architectures to respond to innovative
applications in several daily scenarios.Methods for engineeringCPSs that will be able
to respond in real-time to dynamic and complex situations while preserving control
reliability, safety, and keeping security and privacy need to be designed ad hoc.

Based on these premises, it is easily arguable that new issues and challenges
arising with the IoT paradigm and the definition of CPSs need to be identified and
timely addressed.

The main objective of this book is to explore multidisciplinary and recent
advances in terms of methods, architectures, and identify novel applications
deriving from the CPOs as main building blocks of the Internet of Things paradigm.

The book is structured into eight chapters focused on the above-mentioned
topics and providing novel and cutting-edge contributions for the Next-Generation
IoT systems. A short introduction to the chapters is provided below.
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Chapter “Cyber-Physical Systems: Opportunities, Challenges and (Some)
Solutions,” by Peter Marwedel and Michael Engel, discusses the integration of
information and computation technologies (ICT) with real and physical objects. It
motivates the work in the Cyber Physical Systems area by presenting the large set
of opportunities resulting from this integration. However, this requires coping with
a number of challenges that are also discussed. The chapter comprises solutions
demonstrating that it is feasible to address the challenges and find solutions, even
though a major amount of additional work is required.

Chapter “Cyber-Physical Objects as Key Elements for a Smart Cyber-City,” by
Riccardo Petrolo, Valeria Loscri, and Nathalie Mitton, investigates the Cyber
Physical Systems and their Cyber Physical Objects as key units, in the context of
Smart City concept. It surveys the Smart City vision, providing information on the
main requirements, the open challenges, and highlighting the benefits; it also
browses the European Commission initiatives for Smart Cities and some pilot
projects that are under development.

Chapter “Structuring Communications for Mobile Cyber-Physical Systems,” by
Luis Almeida, Frederico Santos, and Luis Oliveira, addresses the problem of
developing applications for, and controlling, Mobile Cyber Physical Systems
composed of a team of mobile autonomous agents. It focuses on the communica-
tions and middleware platform on which most cooperative behaviors rely. For such
purpose, a platform that allows sharing state among team members, while
abstracting away communication, has been developed. The platform relies on a
shared memory middleware that extends the traditional Blackboard concept with
local data proxies that also include data age information.

Chapter “ANIMO, Framework to Simplify the Real-Time Distributed
Communication,” by Y. Rodríguez, C. Alejo, I. Alejo, and A. Viguria, presents
ANIMO, an IoT communication framework developed for interconnecting
multi-systems based on the Data Distribution Service (DDS). ANIMO facilitates the
integration of DDS in an application and the interoperability between the different
data types of the Cooperating (Cyber Physical) Objects with the great feature of
real-time. This chapter explains the complete architecture of the ANIMO frame-
work, its diversity of possibilities, and two principal works where it has been
applied.

Chapter “SERAPH: Service Allocation Algorithm for the Execution of Multiple
Applications in Heterogeneous Shared Sensor and Actuator Networks,” by Claudio
Miceli de Farias, Wei Li, Flávia C. Delicato, Luci Pirmez, Paulo Pires, and
Albert Y. Zomaya, proposes an adaptive algorithm (called SERAPH) to select and
allocate what they call services, for multiple applications in a heterogeneous sensor
platform. They regard the applications as a set of primitive services, which each
node in a Shared Sensor and Actuator Network is able to exhibit. The authors
compare their algorithm with three other approaches in terms of network lifetime,
allocations successful rate, and loss rate and delay.

Chapter “A Smart Platform for Large-Scale Cyber-Physical Systems,” by
Andrea Giordano, Giandomenico Spezzano, and Andrea Vinci, introduces
Rainbow, an architecture designed to address Cyber Physical Systems issues.
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Rainbow hides heterogeneity by providing a Virtual Object concept, and addresses
the distributed nature of Cyber Physical Systems introducing a distributed
multi-agent system on top of the physical object. Rainbow aims to get the com-
putation close to the sources of information and tackles the dynamic adaptivity
requirements of Cyber Physical Systems by using Swarm Intelligence algorithms.

Chapter “Towards Cyberphysical Digital Libraries: Integrating IoT Smart
Objects into Digital Libraries,” by Giancarlo Fortino, Anna Rovella, Wilma Russo,
and Claudio Savaglio, proposes an approach for the inclusion of Smart Objects into
Digital Libraries. The inclusion is based on a metadata model for Smart Objects
purposely defined to fully characterize all the Smart Object properties (both
physical and cyber) as well as their interactions with other human, digital, and cyber
physical actors. The approach has also been exemplified through a case study
concerning a smart office environment.

Chapter “Cooperation of Smart Objects and Urban Operators for Smart City
Applications,” by Simona Citrigno, Sabrina Graziano, and Domenico Saccà,
describes a set of software tools and intelligent platforms for collecting, repre-
senting, managing, and exploiting data and information gathered from sensors and
devices deployed in the territory. Tools and platforms are integrated into a complex
smart environment that provides advanced services to citizens and operators for
environmental monitoring, urban mobility, and emergency management.

We would like to thank all the book contributors, the anonymous reviewers, and
Ravi Vengadachalam from Springer for his support and work during the publication
process.

Antonio Guerrieri
Valeria Loscri
Anna Rovella

Giancarlo Fortino
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Cyber-Physical Systems: Opportunities,
Challenges and (Some) Solutions

Peter Marwedel and Michael Engel

Abstract The notion of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) has recently been intro-
duced. The term describes the integration of information and computation tech-
nologies (ICT) with real, physical objects. In this chapter, we motivate work in this
new area by presenting the large set of opportunities resulting from this integration.
However, this requires coping with a number of challenges which we do also
include in this chapter. The final main section of this chapter comprises solutions
which demonstrate that it is feasible to address the challenges and find solutions,
even though a major amount of additional work is required.

1 Introduction

Until the late eighties of the last century, information processing was associated
with large mainframe computers and huge tape drives. During the nineties, this
shifted towards information processing being associated with personal computers,
PCs. The trend towards miniaturization continues and the majority of information
processing devices will be small portable computers integrated into larger products.
It is obvious that many technical products have to be technologically advanced to
find customers’ interest. Cars, cameras, TV sets, mobile phones, etc. can hardly be
sold any more unless they come with built-in computers. Following the success of
information and communication technologies (ICT) for office and work flow
applications, ICT components embedded into enclosing products are considered to
be the most important application area of ICT during the coming years.
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The presence of ICT in these products will be less obvious than for the PC. In the
future, ICT devices will be embedded into products such that, for most users, they
will actually become invisible. Due to this trend, Weiser [54] introduced the term
“disappearing computer”. The fact that ICT components (computers) are embedded
into systems led to the term “embedded systems”, which can be defined as follows
[30]:

Definition Embedded systems are information processing systems embedded
into enclosing products.

Examples include embedded systems in cars, trains, planes, telecommunication
or fabrication equipment. Such systems share a large number of common charac-
teristics, including real-time constraints and dependability as well as efficiency
requirements. For such systems, the link to physics and physical systems is
important. This link has been emphasized by Lee [26]:

Embedded software is software integrated with physical processes. The technical
problem is managing time and concurrency in computational systems.

This citation could be extended into a definition of “embedded systems” by just
replacing “software” by “system”. However, the link to physics has recently been
stressed even more by the introduction of the term “cyber-physical systems” (CPS
or “cy-phy” systems for short). Cy-phy systems can be defined as follows:

Definition “Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) are integrations of computation
and physical processes” [27].

The new term emphasizes the link to physical quantities such as time, energy
and space. Emphasizing this link makes sense, since it is frequently ignored in a
world of applications running on PCs. Further discussions of this topic led to the
funding of research on CPS by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in the US.
In their call for proposals, NSF is describing CPS as follows:

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are engineered systems that are built from and depend
upon the synergy of computational and physical components. Emerging CPS will be
coordinated, distributed, and connected, and must be robust and responsive [37].

2 P. Marwedel and M. Engel



The definition also stresses the importance of distribution and networking and, in
this way, goes beyond an interface between physical and ICT components. This
emphasis is also present in the description of CPS by the German Akatech orga-
nization, which followed the NSF proposal. According to Akatech,

CPS “represent networked, software-intensive embedded systems in a control loop,
provide networked and distributed services” [3].

In this case, control loops are also explicitly mentioned. Control loops are
considered in several of the proposals for research on CPS, including proposals
supported by NSF. In its report, Akatech explicitly presents four application areas
of CPS: mobility, health, energy, and production. In Germany, innovation in pro-
duction is frequently associated with the term “Industrie 4.0” [19], referring to the
fourth generation of factory design, after the introduction of steam engines, elec-
tricity and numerical control. Industrie 4.0 links design phases, logistics and pro-
duction. In principle, each customer could have his or her own custom designed
version of a product.

More recently, the European Commission has also started a program supporting
the design of CPS. In a call for the current eighth funding framework, CPS is
explained as follows:

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) refer to next generation embedded ICT systems that are
interconnected and collaborating including through the Internet of things, and providing
citizens and businesses with a wide range of innovative applications and services. These are
the ICT systems increasingly embedded in all types of artifacts making “smarter”, more
intelligent, more energy-efficient and more comfortable our transport systems, cars, fac-
tories, hospitals, offices, homes, cities and personal devices. Often endowed with control,
monitoring and data gathering functions, CPS need to comply with essential requirements
like safety, privacy, security and near-zero power consumption as well as size, usability and
adaptability constraints [14].

Distribution, connectedness and control loops are highlighted as well. Also, a
number of expected application areas and properties are included.

In a way, the term CPS describes many opportunities arising from the cooper-
ation of ICT and physical components. We do expect that the term will be used for
many new projects linked to ICT. The precise boundaries are blurring. We could
discuss how many new aspects are considered in CPS which were not already
discussed in the context of embedded systems. However, this can be a rather
fruitless discussion. Therefore, we prefer to look forward and discuss opportunities
arising from CPS as they were introduced above. We will present such opportu-
nities in the next section. Section 3 is devoted to challenges for implementing CPS.
Section 4 highlights some of the solutions for these challenges. This chapter will
close with a conclusion in Sect. 5.
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2 Opportunities

There are many opportunities resulting from the integration of computing and the
physical environment. In the following, we would like to demonstrate the large set
of opportunities by listing some of the prominent sample areas.

2.1 Transportation and Logistics

The introduction of this chapter does already highlight some the potential appli-
cations of CPS technologies in transportation.

More precisely, we can point to the fact that—in industrialized countries at least
—no contemporary car can be sold unless the car provides a good amount of ICT
components. Such components include engine control, comfort features and safety
features such as electronic stability programs (ESP). In order to meet environmental
standards, ICT technologies are required. Parking assistants are being offered on a
regular basis. There is huge progress in autonomous driving [39].

For rail-based systems, ICT components are added as well. High-speed trains are
feasible only due to ICT components. The next generation safety standards are also
based on an increased amount of ICT.

For avionics, the use of ICT components is also increasing. Even pilot-less flying
is possible. In fact, it is already happening with drones and is expected to gradually
become reality for airplanes as well, starting with freight planes [47].

The fourth means of transportation, ships, is also using an increasing amount of
ICT components. For example, these can help finding the best route or even enable
autonomous operation of vessels [12].

Very much linked to transportation, we have logistics, comprising the opti-
mization of supply chains and just-in-time delivery. Efficient parcel delivery is of
extreme importance, due to the increasing amount of customers ordering through
the Internet. Storage and retrieval of goods can also be supported by ICT com-
ponents [4].

2.2 Fabrication/Production

Closely related to logistics, we have fabrication. There are many opportunities for
optimization of fabrication by using ICT. Fabrication is actually one of the appli-
cation areas of CPS mentioned in the Akatech report [3]. The large amount of
opportunities led to the introduction of the term “Industrie 4.0” in Germany [19].
Expectations for innovation in this area are high.

4 P. Marwedel and M. Engel



2.3 Smart Home

There are many opportunities for improving life at home with respect to various
metrics. For example, we can improve the level of safety, energy efficiency and
comfort. In particular, we can support elderly people. Ambient assisted living is one
of the targets here. Connecting the various devices in a home can improve energy
efficiency and safety.

The so-called zero-energy building is one of the special cases. Such a building is
supposed to generate as much energy as it is consuming, at least on average. In order
to turn this vision into reality, we can use solar cells, smart ventilation and control of
blinds, as well as energy-efficient heating and lighting. The consumption of energy
has to be adjusted to the actual use of features. For example, air conditioning of
empty rooms can be reduced. In some cases (like for washing machines and charging
of batteries), consumption times can be adjusted to times of availability.

2.4 Health

The health sector comprises a huge amount of different applications of this
integration.

This starts with CPS-supported diagnosis. We can design new, ICT-enabled
sensors (later in this chapter, we will be presenting one). We can have advanced
data and risk analysis techniques (they are studied in our collaborative research
center SFB 876 [34]). Supply chains can be monitored in order to identify sources
of problems.

Once a diagnosis has been completed, therapies can be supported as well.
Personalized medication is within reach: with this concept, every person will
receive just the right amount of medication. Result monitoring is also becoming
feasible due to the use of sensors. Handicapped patients can be supported in an
appropriate way.

Finally, patient information systems can provide detailed information about a
patient, in this way avoiding redundant analysis. The health sector is also one of the
four sectors mentioned in the Akatech report.

2.5 Further Opportunities

There are many more opportunities. They cannot be covered in detail. Therefore,
we provide only a list:

• Structural health monitoring: It is feasible and beneficial to monitor the struc-
tural health of artificial and natural objects. For example, we can try to predict
the risk of falling rocks or collapsing bridges [36].

Cyber-Physical Systems: Opportunities, Challenges … 5



• Disaster recovery: ICT can help to organize rescue operations following dis-
asters. Communication is a key in such a scenario.

• Public safety: There is an increased demand on public safety. Places of
increased vulnerability are frequently monitored by cameras. Research efforts
aim at the automatic identification of periods of higher risk. Privacy concerns are
preventing the fast grow rate which we could otherwise expect in this area.

• Scientific experiments: Most of the experiments in physics require an analysis
using ICT components. By definition, this is a classical case of CPS.

• Robotics is one of the roots of CPS.
• Energy grids must become smart in order to cope with the challenges of

renewable energy sources, in particular their fluctuating generation of power.
• We include telecommunication here as well, since it is a key ingredient for the

exchange of information between connected components.
• Finally, we include consumer electronics, since it shares many features with

other types of CPS, like the limited amount of resources, including energy and
the presence of real-time constraints. However, this inclusion is debatable.

A few examples from the catalog of projects supported by NSF prove the
existance of a wide scope and a wide range of opportunities:

1. One project considers applications of oceanographic research [7].
2. A second project concerns a programmable lab on a chip, with applications in

life-sciences [6].
3. A third project considers validation and monitoring in robotic surgery systems

[8].
4. Air traffic management is studied in another project [2].

2.6 Summary of Opportunities

Summarizing the opportunities mentioned above, we can conclude that there is an
abundant amount of opportunities for the integration of ICT components and the
physical environment. In a way, the term CPS comprises most of the coming
applications of ICT, with the exception of traditional office and compute center
applications.

3 Challenges

Unfortunately, there are many challenges on the way to the bright future of ubiq-
uitous support by CPS in our environment.

6 P. Marwedel and M. Engel



3.1 Security

We believe, that security will be the number one challenge in the coming years.
Several examples demonstrate the importance of caring about security:

• In 2014, the Penemon Institute estimated the annual worldwide cybercrime costs
at $160 billion [42].

• Cyber attacks such as Stuxnet [18] found world-wide attention.
• Cyber terrorism has become a real threat to our infrastructures. For example, the

potential impact on our power distribution is being considered.
• Cyber war has already become reality. The use of drones can be seen as an early

example of this. Consequences of the new options are largely unknown.

The key feature of CPS, global connectedness, is actually also the key reason for
security threats. The fact that “everything” is connected is also enabling adversaries
to affect “everything” in a malicious attack. A large amount of effort is required in
order to fight against such attacks. No perfect solution seems to be feasible, unless
we give up on the idea of global connectedness. In fact, highly secure islands of
very sensitive information are typically not connected at all and the only guaranteed
safe way of preventing information leaks is not to capture the information. So, as
long as we want to stay connected and we want to capture information, we have to
invest into security-improving solutions.

3.2 Safety

The fact that CPS are tightly integrated into the physical environment is also a
potential hazard. Errors in the information processing part of the system can spread
into the physical parts and can be dangerous to people, animals or our environment.
Obvious examples include cars (especially self-driving cars), airplanes, trains,
production sites and devices in the health sector. Threats to safety can be diverse:
they could result from improper specifications, from design errors, from the failure
to provide the expected operating condition and also from hardware failures. Safety
needs to have far-reaching consequences: they may imply the necessity to employ
formal verification techniques such as model checking or the use of special pro-
gramming languages like synchronous languages [44].

3.3 Reliability

We denote by reliability the probability of providing the expected service at
run-time. Failures are cases of not providing the service at run-time. The underlying
reasons for failures can be diverse: there may be design errors, hardware errors or

Cyber-Physical Systems: Opportunities, Challenges … 7



environmental conditions outside the specified range. Reliability requirements may
come in the form of ceilings for tolerated failure rates. For example, one might
specify a ceiling of 10−9 failures per hour for safety-critical systems.

Failure rates of actual hardware devices may be orders of magnitude larger than
the mentioned failure rate. For example, Triquint published failures rate of up to
almost 10−6 per hour for late phases in a circuit’s life [52]. For shrinking semi-
conductor device dimensions, these values may even increase. This means that fault
tolerance technologies must be employed to reach the required failure rates.
Significant research into new fault tolerance technologies is required.

Overall, we aim at dependable systems, that is, systems with a low probability of
service failures, even when they are not used under the conditions laid down in the
specification.

3.4 Timing Predictability

Time is one of the most important physical quantities. Linking information pro-
cessing to physical systems also implies that the timing behavior of information
processing becomes extremely important. In fact, many CPS are real-time systems.
For such systems, it is necessary to react within a time interval dictated by the
environment. The consequences of this requirement are frequently underestimated.
Many systems are designed such that they provide a sufficiently fast response time
in most of the cases, but may fail to do so in some others. For example, there may
be communication retries, access conflicts, accesses to slow members of the
memory hierarchy, etc. which really slow down a system, especially if worst case
behaviors of components are combined. Desktop- and server-based computing have
very much been influenced by the absence of the need to provide real-time guar-
antees. For CPS, this needs to be changed. Changes may affect the entire
hardware/software stack, from the design of caches via the design of access to
shared resources in multi-core systems to the timing of operating system calls and
communication protocols.

3.5 Energy Efficiency

Many CPS are mobile systems or have to be operated in areas where only a limited
amount of electrical energy is available. As a result, such systems either have to
generate electrical energy themselves (energy harvesting) or they have to use bat-
teries. In both cases, energy is a very scarce resource and must be used carefully.

As an example, we would like to use the smart “InBin” box for applications in
logistics. The box is designed by the IML Fraunhofer Institute at Dortmund [20]. It
is aware of its content and can communicate its content and location to the local
computer network. InBin contains two processors for this purpose. The box uses
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energy harvesting by solar cells. Energy consumption is low enough to allow an
operation of the box even in rather dark storage facilities. This design clearly
demonstrates the challenges which may exist in the design of low power systems.

3.6 Human and Social Issues

Presently available ICT systems already have a large impact on society. For
example, some types of businesses like movie theaters, newspapers, book pub-
lishers, travel agents, and shops are severely affected by the availability of the
Internet. The role of employees is being changed and there is even an impact on the
way governments are run. Future CPS have an influence even on a larger number of
human activities. The overall impact on the human society is largely unknown,
since social sciences can hardly cope with the speed of changes. It will be a
challenge to ensure that, overall, the use of CPS will be to the benefit of the
majority of the society as well as to our environment and not just to the benefit of a
few. Furthermore, there may be cases in which CPS technology will not be accepted
by society, including cases when it would be beneficial. In other cases, technology
might be accepted even when it is dangerous to do so. Hence, education and public
discussion have to go hand-in-hand with the development of new technology.

3.7 Legal Issues

Connecting a large number of components together implies that we are connecting
components of different manufacturers. Each of them may be operated by a dif-
ferent legal entity. A natural question arises: Who owns the data? This question is
actually very difficult to answer. Problems do already exist with social networks.
Typically, each social network operator claims to own the data. If more legal
entities are involved, this approach becomes unmanageable.

Liability is another important issue. In the case of some damage, one has to
identify the legal entity which is liable. In case several legal entities are involved, it
is difficult to figure out, who should compensate the damage. Unsolved legal issues
could actually prevent useful CPS technology from being implemented.

3.8 Dynamism

Desktop systems are essentially remaining at a fixed location. Their network
interface is hardly ever changing. This is different for CPS which are being moved
around. The network connection is changing frequently. Different networks based
on wireless LAN, Bluetooth®, mobile phone standards, etc. can be used. Each may
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have different connection speeds and costs. The connection quality may be
changing over time. Network delays may vary. Due to this, network connections
have to provide a high level of fault tolerance.

The amount of available energy, available external devices, and the computa-
tional load may also change over time. All of this means that operating conditions
may be highly dynamic.

3.9 Heterogeneity

Connecting many different components also implies that we are connecting com-
ponents of different types. Some may be analog components, whereas others may
be digital components. Components may be designed for different communication
protocols, by different companies, or for regional variants. Achieving interoper-
ability despite this heterogeneity is a challenge.

3.10 Multidisciplinary Nature

Obviously, the design of CPS requires knowledge from various domains, including
physics and computer science. There are also many aspects which require knowl-
edge in electrical engineering. For example, communication engineering is typically
linked to electrical engineering. Furthermore, knowledge from disciplines like
medicine, mechanical engineering, biology, chemistry, and statistics may be nec-
essary for many applications. As mentioned earlier, some issues require knowledge
in social sciences or law. Due to tight ceilings imposed on student workloads and
credit points, it is impossible to incorporate all of this into one curriculum. Hence, it
is necessary to design CPS educational programs such that some core knowledge is
guaranteed while the ability to lead discussions with specialists for the other areas
must be available as well.

3.11 Verification Problem

Verification of digital systems has typically tried to find an answer to a Boolean
question: Is this system a correct implementation of my specification or not? In the
context of physical quantities, it is not appropriate to phrase the verification
problem in this way. Many of the physical quantities are analog quantities.
Measurement of analog quantities comes with inevitable uncertainty, at least due to
the Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Hence, we are unable to demonstrate that a
real CPS is an exact implementation of the specification. We have to replace
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Boolean verification by a kind of Fuzzy verification. Fuzzy verification provides a
level of confidence ‘; 0� ‘� 1 for a correct implementation [41].

3.12 Inappropriate Number Systems

Many physical quantities are represented as a pair (n, u) consisting of a real number
n and a unit u. There are infinitely many real numbers. In fact, in between any two
such numbers, there are infinitely many more numbers. This is completely different
within the digital information processing part of CPS: in practice, we can use only a
finite set of symbols. So, the majority of pairs cannot be represented. Floating or
fixed point numbers are used as approximations. Absolute resolution frequently
depends on the absolute value. This leads to the question: do these approximations
actually represent physical reality? If the relationship between physical quantities
and observed physical phenomena were completely chaotic, discrete approxima-
tions of physical systems would be of limited value. Fortunately, monotonic
behavior can be observed between two discrete approximations if the difference
between these two approximations is small enough. Nevertheless, this mismatch of
number systems results in challenges for the simulation of CPS [51].

3.13 Selection of Sampling Intervals

Information processing in digital systems is usually based on periodic sampling of
analog signals. Sample periods are typically selected by rules of thumb. For
example, physical systems can be approximated with equivalent electrical circuits
(e.g. for thermal modeling) comprising time constants of RC-combinations. Sample
periods are then selected as the shortest time constant divided by some small factor.
Noise may have a negative impact if the sampling period is made much shorter,
which therefore is typically avoided. This approach has worked well for many
applications. However, this approach may result in a large amount of actions like
computations and communications which are not needed for a safe and stable
operation. For example, if the values of physical quantities and corresponding
sensor signals remain essentially unchanged, no new sampling may be required.
Sampling could focus on cases of rapidly changing signals. At least, this could
result in techniques for energy-efficient control loops. In such a scenario, the
selection of the time until the next sampling can become an art by itself. Machine
learning can be used for this [50].
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3.14 Zeno Behavior

In physics, there are cases for which, under a certain model, an unbounded number
of events or changes can happen in a finite amount of time. For example, consider
the case of an elastic ball which gets dropped from some height. Suppose it bounces
on the floor. We assume that the bouncing happens at height y ¼ 0 due to either
approximating the ball as a point mass or due to shifting y by the radius of the ball.
Suppose there is some damping by a factor of γ, resulting in a reflection of the ball
not reaching exactly the same maximum height before falling down again. This
process will repeat and for each reflection, a lower height is reached. Also, the time
between reflections will get shorter and shorter. Equations in Fig. 1 describe a
single bouncing at t ¼ 0.

This process will continue indefinitely unless some other effect (e.g. a sticky
behavior) is assumed. Now consider a time interval T. Can we guarantee an upper
bound on the number of reflections within this interval T? No, we cannot, since the
interval between reflections is getting shorter and shorter.

The bouncing ball is a special instance of Zeno behavior. A system exhibits
Zeno behavior if we cannot guarantee a finite number of events (e.g. reflections) in
a finite amount of time [35].

The simulation of Zeno behavior on a digital computer is not trivial and requires
special care, including approaches taking the limited resolution of number systems
into account.

3.15 More Challenges

There are even more challenges for the design of CPS. We briefly mention some of
them: they include

• sensitivity of CPS to radiation (including electromagnetic radiation and
radioactivity),

Fig. 1 Bouncing ball with Zeno effect
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• large amounts of data (“big data”) generated in some scenarios,
• exactness issues (how exact is the result?),
• cost issues (of course, we would like to have cheap CPS),
• size issues (the CPS has to fit into the available space),
• weight issues (the CPS must be carried somehow),
• environmental friendliness,
• user friendliness,
• extensibility.

4 (Some) Solutions

Due to the large number of challenges, there may be doubts as to whether or not
CPS can be implemented at all. Of course, compromises have to be found. We
would like to demonstrate, that some solutions exist, even though they are typically
not addressing all challenges. Our focus will be on contributions made by our own
group, except for the very first example.

4.1 Modelica

The Modelica simulation system is our first example. This system shows that
simulation of physical systems, despite all the challenges, can be performed.
Modelica starts from a schematic model of the components (e.g. pumps, reservoirs
etc.) and their connections. Components consist of connected sub-components or
are described by equations. Figure 2 provides an example.1

This schematic model is transformed into a set of differential equations. These
equations are then fed into one of the tools for solving differential equations, e.g.
Matlab. More information is available on the Modelica web site [40].

4.2 Energy-Efficient Bio-virus Detection

A special combination of an advanced sensor and advanced information processing
makes up our second example. In this case, the aim is to be able to detect (bio-)
viruses fast. A new sensor (see Fig. 3) is the key component.

The sensor comprises a prism. On one side of the triangular prism, there is a very
thin layer of gold. Laser light is entering the prism from a second side. The light

1Figure taken from Modelica Overview by Otter and Winkler [40] under the Creative Commons
Attribution-Share Alike license.
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gets reflected at the gold layer and the reflected light leaves the prism through the
third side. Assuming a correct adjustment of the beams, the reflected light is
detected by a video camera. Viruses can be detected in liquids or gasses potentially
flowing along the thin gold layer, at the layer’s side opposite to the prism. Viruses
can get stuck at the gold layer, by binding to the antibodies on top of the gold layer.
One could have the impression that this should have no impact on the amount of
light seen by the camera since the gold layer is still between the viruses and the
light beam and since viruses are typically smaller than the wavelengths of light.
However, the gold layer is extremely thin and viruses are causing a so-called
resonance effect which changes reflectivity in a region larger than the size of the
virus. As a result, even single viruses which get stuck on the gold layer will cause
an observable change in the intensity of the reflected light. This change can be
detected and hence, single viruses can be detected. This has potential applications in
the fast recognition of viruses, for example at hospitals.

Fig. 2 Specification in Modelica

Fig. 3 Virus sensor
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Due to the small dimensions involved and because the changes in reflectivity
caused by a single virus are very small, images captured by the camera contain
quite some noise. Sophisticated image analysis is required in order to discriminate
real viruses from noise. Figure 4 shows the image processing pipeline [28] we are
currently using.

The integration of a physical sensor with this information processing pipeline
highlights the fact that we are dealing with a cyber-physical system.

In order to enable real-time image processing, we are using graphics processors
(GPUs). Table 1 shows analysis rates that can be achieved for different CPUs and
GPUs for different resolutions [28].

The rates are capped at the screen refresh rate of 60 Hz. Real-time image
processing for a Intel i7-2600 desktop CPU is only feasible for a resolution below
1024 × 128, while it is not feasible for the tested mobile Intel i7-620M CPU. For
the NVIDIA 3100M mobile GPU real-time image processing is possible for res-
olutions up to 1024 × 256. GPUs with a higher performance, like the NVIDIA GTX
480 desktop GPU, would allow us to increase the resolution beyond the one we are
currently aiming at.

While GPUs offer the required performance, there may still be the question
whether or not the use of GPUs is energy effcient. In order to answer that question,
we measured the energy consumption of a NVIDIA 3100M GPU card, compared to
an Intel i7-620M CPU. Figure 5 shows the results for three different resolutions. We
are able to demonstrate that we need only 27 % of the energy that is required for a
CPU-based solution. In this way, we are able to demonstrate that we can improve
the energy efficiency of a cyber-physical system.

Further optimizations could be achieved by porting the Pamono code base to the
Odroid XU3 [22], an embedded platform utilizing a state-of-the-art heterogeneous
embedded eight-core ARM BIG.little [43] processsor with an integrated

Fig. 4 Image processing pipeline

Table 1 Analysis rates attained for different image sizes and different devices

Frames per second (fps) Image size in pixels

1024 × 128 1024 × 256 1024 × 512 1024 × 1024

Desktop CPU: i7-2600 23 20.1 16.1 11.5

GPU: GTX 560 Ti 60 60 60 26.8

GPU: GTX 480 60 60 60 40.3

Laptop CPU: i7-620M 16 8.5 4.6 2.4

GPU: 3100M 60 32.6 16 7.8
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OpenCL-capable Mali T628 GPU [38]. Using a multi-criterial hardware in the loop
approach to generate and evaluate different configurations of the detection software
generated by a genetical algorithm, we were able to run the Pamono software in
real-time on this embedded platform while saving up to 76 % of energy compared
to an unoptimized baseline. Some of the Pareto-optimal solutions for an opti-
mization of runtime versus energy and detection quality are shown in Fig. 6.

4.3 Worst Case Execution Time Aware Compilation

We did already mention the fact that CPS require paying attention to the timing
behavior. In particular, we need to make sure that computations are completed
within the time interval that is available. This leads us to having a closer look at
execution times of programs. If we execute a program, we will in general observe
an execution time which depends on input values. If, hypothetically, we run the
program with all possible input patterns, we will—in the general case—observe
some execution times more frequently than others. Overall, there will be a distri-
bution of execution times (see Fig. 7).

Energy per frame CPU 3.26 J 5.84 J 10.52 J Reduced to
Energy per frame GPU 0.93 J 1.56 J 2.76 J avg. 27%

Fig. 5 Comparison between energies required for CPU- and GPU-processing

Fig. 6 Pareto-optimal solutions for the Pamono optimization on the Odroid platform
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Among all execution times, there will be one, which is the largest. We call it the
“worst case execution time” (WCET). Also, there will be one execution time which
is the smallest. We call it the “best case execution time” (BCET). Unfortunately, the
WCET and the BCET can typically not be computed exactly, since the number of
input patterns times the number of initial states is such a big number that complete
simulation, with all possible combinations, is not feasible. Hence, results of such
“dynamic” techniques have to be considered with care. Static techniques are an
alternative to dynamic techniques. For static techniques, programs are evaluated
off-line, using, for example, abstract interpretation [10]. Abstract interpretation is
safe by design. However, in order to use abstract interpretation, safe abstractions are
required. For example, marginal cases leading to long execution times may be
modeled as if they were feasible, even though they are not. As a result, abstract
interpretation provides a safe upper bound on the execution time, which we call
“estimated worst case execution time” ðWCETESTÞ. We require that WCETEST is a
safe approximation of WCET and that it is a tight estimate (the difference between
WCETEST and WCET should be small). In a similar way, we can define the “esti-
mated best case execution time” ðBCETESTÞ.

Now, suppose that there is a deadline D until which our computations must be
completed. We will then have to check whether WCETEST �D holds or not. If this
relation does not hold, we have to change some detail of the design, potentially also
details such as compiler options. Next, we will have to rerun the check. Such
“trial-and-error” iterations can take quite some time and it would be nice if they
could be avoided.

One possibility for at least reducing the number of iterations can be detected by
revisiting the standard software production. In the standard approach, there is some
specification from which the software written in a high-level language is produced.
This software is then compiled. During compilation, the compiler will try to “op-
timize” generated code, but the cost function is unclear and not considered except
for a few compilation steps. If the software production is done carefully, the
resulting code is then fed into a tool for static WCET estimation. If the deadline is
violated, we have to go back to one of the earlier design steps.
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Obviously, there is hope that some of these iterations can be avoided, if the
compiler is already aware of the WCETEST as the objective to be minimized. It
could then favor the generation of code which for worst case input data is faster
than some other code. Figure 8 visualizes the change from post-compilation
computation of WCETEST to compilation with integrated WCETEST minimization.

In order to minimize WCETEST , we have created the compiler structure shown in
Fig. 9.

Compiler

Source code

Compiler
WCET-
analysis

WCET-
analysis

Source code

Fig. 8 From post-code-generation timing verification towards integrated timing optimization

ICD-C
Parser

LLIR Code
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Linker
Script
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Optimized
Assembly

Memory
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Sources &
FlowFacts

Code
Generator

Low-Level
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Standard compiler structure

Fig. 9 Structure of the worst-case execution-time aware compiler WCC
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Components shown within the dashed outline are standard compiler compo-
nents. These are designed to read in C source code, to represent this code in an
internal high-level format, to map high-level operations to machine operations and
to represent these at the corresponding lower level (LLIR). Optimizations can be
performed at both internal representations. The essential change compared to a
standard compiler is the incorporation of WCET-analysis as well as the addition of
back-annotation and WCET-aware optimization. Towards this end, we added a link
to the commercial aiT WCET analyzer [1]. This link provides the compiler with
WCETEST estimates, so that optimizations can, among various different codes,
select the one that has the smallest value of WCETEST . The resulting compiler is the
experimental “worst case execution time aware compiler” WCC. In order to speed
up the optimization and in order to improve the flexibility, later versions of WCC
use their own local abstract interpretation package.

This integration of WCET-estimation enables a fresh new look at almost all
known compiler optimizations: we can analyze their potential for reducing
WCETEST . Much hope relied on WCET-aware inlining: inlining is performed at a
high-level, before the mapping to machine instructions. Therefore, it is largely
unknown whether or not a certain in-lining will have a positive effect. Interestingly,
benefits from WCET-aware in-lining were rather limited [29]. However, there are
also cases where WCET-estimation has an impact exceeding expectations. For
example, register coloring assigns variables to registers. An abundant amount of
algorithms has been proposed for this task. Nevertheless, large improvements are
possible with WCET-aware register allocation, as can be seen in Fig. 10 [15].

How can such large improvements be explained? Standard register allocation
tries to find enough registers so that all variables can be allocated to registers.
Typically, this is not feasible and some variables have to be copied to memory (the
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Fig. 10 Result for WCET-aware register allocation
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so-called register spilling). For a standard compiler, it is difficult if not impossible to
predict the effect of spilling a certain variable to memory. For WCET-aware register
spilling, the effect of selecting a certain variable with respect to the cost function
can be predicted. Hence, code quality in terms of this cost function can be
improved.

A second example is cache locking. With cache locking, we try to identify
objects which are copied into the cache before execution of a certain program is
started. Then, the cache is locked. This means that automatic, hardware-controlled
replacements are disabled and cache content remains unchanged. Cache locking
results in a very predictable cache behavior, but could have adverse effects on
performance for applications with large and fluctuating memory requirements.
Figure 11 shows the improvements in terms of a reduction of WCETEST for five
different applications for the locking of the instruction cache [17]. The results apply
to an ARM 920T processor.

WCETEST can be reduced by more than 50 % in all five cases.
How much does WCC reduce WCETEST for actual applications? In order to

answer this question, we ran the Democar software which we received from Bosch,
one of the partners in our PREDATOR project [45]. This software is said to
resemble actual engine control software. From the Democar software suite, we
compiled the thread IgnitionSWCSync, which is activated every 90° of the
crankshaft angle. The compilation was performed for an Infineon Tricore processor
including scratch pad memory (a small tagless buffer). WCC was able to reduce
WCETEST by about 50 %, compared to gcc [16].
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4.4 Flexible Fault Tolerance

As outlined above, creating reliable hardware/software platforms is one of the
challenges in the design of CPS. Traditional fault-tolerance approaches are based on
the replication of hardware components [5]. These approaches rely on the addition
of redundant processing units, using Dual or Triple Modular Redundancy, and
redundant storage using error correcting codes [21] to detect and correct permanent
and transient errors occurring during a system’s lifetime with a high probability of
success.

Typical embedded computers used to control CPS, however, face a number of
constraints in time, energy, space, and cost, which render these traditional
hardware-based approaches infeasible. Software-implemented fault tolerance, such
as SWIFT [46] and redundant multithreading [53], provide lower-cost error
detection and correction (EDAC) approaches. Compared to hardware EDAC
approaches, however, these software-based approaches mostly rely on redundant
execution of code without reserving some of the available hardware units exclu-
sively for redundancy purposes. As a consequence, the computational overhead
required to correct a detected error will disturb the expected temporal behavior of a
CPS. This could result in deadline misses with potentially far more severe conse-
quences for the overall system compared to the impact of the error which was
corrected in the first place.

One of the problems that leads to a high overhead for hardware-implemented as
well as early software-implemented fault-tolerance methods is that these approaches
neglect to include semantic information on the possible worst-case outcome of a
specific error. As a consequence, these approaches have to handle all errors alike,
which results in the same effort expended to correct fatal errors and errors with no
or only negligible effect on a system’s operation. A SWIFT approach to overcome
some of these efficiency problems can include information about the worst-case
severity of a specific error in order to reduce the error correction overhead [23].
A classification of the effect of a given error is employed to determine the mode of
error correction to apply. Specifically, this classification enables a SWIFT system to
determine if, when, and how to correct an error. This separation of error detection
and error correction allows for a number of degrees of freedom to handle errors
which do not critically impact system operation, i.e., errors which do not result in a
system crash or are externalized to control critical components of a system. These
errors may be ignored (if), their handling can be delayed (when), and, finally, the
EDAC system is also able to select among a set of—potentially imperfect—error
correction methods (how) with different impacts on the timing and energetical
overhead of the overall CPS.

Figure 12 shows a possible effect of this separation of error detection and cor-
rection by introducing an efficient error classification approach into SWIFT. In the
commonly used approach, as shown on top of the figure, error detection is immedi-
ately followed by a correction phase, which introduces a significant overhead, e.g., to
restore a previous system checkpoint and re-execute calculations or to algorithmically
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correct erroneous data in memory. Due to the introduction of a classification phase, as
indicated by the block labeled “CL” in the bottom row of the figure, the handling of
non-severe errors can be delayed as shown, or even ignored, which allows the task
currently executing on the system to adhere to its real-time constraints.

This classification of possible worst-case error impacts requires information on
the semantics of a CPS application which is commonly not available using standard
software development toolchains. Advanced compiler techniques to support more
efficient operation of SWIFT systems, thus, commonly include methods to provide
annotations indicating the criticality of an error on the execution of an application.
On the one hand, annotations can indicate the criticality of a section of code, as
shown for the Relax framework [25] in Fig. 13.

Here, the body of a function is enclosed in a relax statement, which indicates
that the enclosed code should be handled with relaxed error correction. In case of an
error, the correction method applied can vary, as indicated in the recover clause
of the block. A recovery method of retry indicates classical checkpoint-and-
restore behavior, whereas the method indicated in Fig. 13 corrects a potential error
imprecisely by returning the maximum integer value instead of the expected sum of
the passed values.

However, these code-based annotations face a significant disadvantage, since
they are unable to capture the data flow throughout an application. This results in a
large number of annotations that have to be provided by the developer in order to
reduce the EDAC overhead and, additionally, is unable to distinguish between
different use cases of code, i.e., functions which can handle data with different
levels of criticality to the overall application. As a consequence, our FEHLER

Fig. 12 Temporal behavior of EDAC without and with error classification

int sad(int *left, int *right, int len) {
relax (rate) {

int sum = 0;
for (int i = 0; i < len; ++i)

sum += abs(left[i] - right[i]);
} recover { return INT_MAX; }
return sum;

}

Fig. 13 Code-based annotations of error criticality and correction approach in Relax (from [25])
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project introduced data annotations, which can be automatically analyzed and
propagated throughout a program’s code base by an advanced compiler [13]. The
worst-case criticality of an error affecting a data object (a variable or structure) of a
program is indicated by an additional type qualifier. As shown in Fig. 14, FEHLER
implements two classes of qualifiers.

A variable classified as reliable is critical to the execution of a system and
demands instantaneous, perfect error correction, whereas a data object classified as
unreliable can sustain incorrect values without causing critical errors.

One of the major advantages of this data-centric approach is that only a number
of key data objects, such as input and output variables, have to be annotated
manually. The criticality of related variables in the control and data flow of the
program can, in turn, be derived by appropriate static analyses of the program’s
code. As shown in Fig. 15, the derivation of annotations for non-annotated variables
is the result of a data flow analysis, which adheres to a number of safety constraints
which prohibit the propagation of possibly erroneous (unreliable) values to
reliable variables which require correct data.

Additional rules require reliable data in key objects such as variables influencing
the control flow of a program and pointers.

Many applications of CPS are an ideal target for this data-centric flexible error
handling, since they comprise a large amount of signal processing operations. In
simple sensors, such as analog-to-digital converters, as well as in complex sensors,
such as video cameras and radar systems, inputs coming from the physical envi-
ronment of a CPS are subjected to noise, i.e., statistical and methodological aber-
rations of sensor values from the physical value that is measured. As a consequence,
the related algorithms and the code derived from these are already tolerant to a
given level of imprecision. An analysis of the improvements of the flexible SWIFT
implemented in FEHLER in a typical signal processing application, H.264 video
decoding, was performed in [49]. Figure 16 shows frames from a video decoded
under the influence of transient memory errors.

static inline unreliable int Clip1(int i) {
unreliable int j;
if(i<0) j = 0; else if(i>255) j = 255; else j = i;
return j;

}

Fig. 14 Data-centric reliability annotations in FEHLER [13]

unreliable int u, x;
int y, z;
...
x = y - ( z + u ) * 4

=

x -

y *

+

z u

4

Fig. 15 Safe derivation of
type qualifiers in FEHLER
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The amount of error introduced is given as the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
of the erroneously decoded frame compared to the same frame decoded without
errors. The different subfigures of Fig. 16 show the effect of different error rates on
the quality of the output. In the example, all errors influencing the decoded picture
data have been ignored. As a consequence, the time required for decoding a frame
did not change significantly (except for a small error classificiation overhead),
resulting in a sustained decoding frame rate. However, depending on the amount of
errors introduced, the quality of service (QoS) of the decoder, as indicated by the
PSNR rate, decreased significantly from picture (a) to (c). For a CPS, the acceptable
QoS of a system under error influence has to be determined by the system designer.
Here, additional research is required to ensure the constraining of unreliable
output values to required safe bounds.

The resource conservation potential of flexible error handling, however, is sig-
nificant. Table 2 shows the reduction in the amount of main memory that has to be
protected by ECC for different video resolutions using FEHLER.

For low resolutions, already 45 % of the data processed by the video decoder
could remain unprotected, whereas for a 720p resolution, as much as 63 % of all
data memory did not require ECC. In addition to the reduction in protected
memory, the timing behavior of the decoder could also be improved. As shown in
Fig. 17, the jitter introduced (the number of missed deadlines) by the different
approaches to error correction available in FEHLER could be reduced to less than
0.4 % for an error rate of k ¼ 10�16 while constraining most jitter to a negligible
timing deviation of less than 10−5 %.

PSNR = 26.9 dB PSNR = 20.5 dB PSNR = 13.5 dB

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 16 Comparison of different PSNR values

Table 2 Ratio of reliable to unreliable memory

Video resolution Memory size of reliable data Memory size of unreliable data

176 × 144 92,908 bytes (55 %) 76,184 bytes (45 %)

352 × 288 228,784 bytes (43 %) 304,280 bytes (57 %)

1280 × 720 1,623,104 bytes (37 %) 2,764,952 bytes (63 %)
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Recent approaches do not only concentrate on efficient error handling; instead,
they deliberately accept errors in computations in order to provide a more efficient
execution of software. These approximate computing approaches allow for the
reduction of energy and execution time by enabling the near- or sub-threshold
operation of semiconductors, which can result in timing violations in clocked circuits
as well as value aberrations in memory cells. Techniques such as Probabilistic CMOS
(PCMOS, [9]) implement hardware which exploits these characteristics, e.g., prob-
abilistic adders and multipliers. Based on these components, software based
approaches such as EnerJ [48] and an extended version of the FEHLER type qual-
ifiers [24] can be used to determine operations which can accept imprecise results
and, thus, can be safely executed using probabilistic hardware components. While
approximate computing techniques are a comparatively new area of research, recent
publications from physical atmosphere and climate modelling [11] show a promising
potential for significant reductions of energy and runtime overhead.

4.5 Education

We mentioned CPS education as a crucial area.
We have provided, for many years in a row, embedded systems as a subset of the

scope of CPS as a concentration (set of electives) of our computer science program.
Our course on embedded systems plays a key role in this concentration. For this
course, we have carefully selected core topics of embedded systems. These core
topics have traditionally been described in disjoint locations and have been difficult
to access for students. We have therefore written a textbook [31] which comprises
the topics which we consider to be the most relevant in this area, limiting ourselves

Fig. 17 Reduction of decoding jitter
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to the amount of material which can be covered in a course requiring about 135 h
(corresponding to 9 European credit points) of work on the student side. These are
the topics which we are covering in the textbook:

1. Introduction: characteristics, challenges, design flows
2. Specifications and modeling: requirements, models of computation, communi-

cation state machines, data flow, discrete event languages, von Neumann
languages

3. Embedded system hardware: input, processing units, memory, output
4. System software: Embedded operating systems, resource access protocols,

middleware
5. Evaluation and validation: multiple objectives, performance, energy, thermal

models, risk and dependability analysis, simulation and verification techniques
6. Application mapping: scheduling in real-time systems, hardware-software

partitioning
7. Optimization: task level concurrency management, compilers for embedded

systems, power and thermal management
8. Test: test procedures, evaluation of test pattern sets, design for testability

Using the textbook, we ran the embedded system course for more than a decade
and finally decided to record the lectures. The lectures are now available online at
youtube [32].

As a result of the availability of the videos, students started to suffer from a very
serious case of procrastination: they skipped the lectures, assuming that they could
learn from the videos just before the finals. Of course, watching around 40 h of
technical videos just before the finals and still understanding the material does not
work. Only few students attended the finals. In order to cope with this problem, we
adopted the flipped classroom concept: we requested the students to watch the
videos at home and to work on worksheets during class meetings [33]. Using these
worksheets, we trained the teamwork capabilities and helped them to understand the
material at a level that allows them to pass the finals.

Teaching embedded systems as a concentration of a computer science program
has to cope with tight constraints on the workload. If we want to go further and
include more CPS topics, we have to carefully evaluate advantages and limitations
of using a concentration of an established program versus creating a new one on
cyber-physical systems. Table 3 lists advantages and limitations of both approa-
ches. Obviously, the usual credit point and program constraints have to be met. In
Europe, Bologna regulations apply to most universities.

The bottom line is that only a program exclusively focusing on CPS has enough
headroom to cover CPS core content. Let us consider an example of a curriculum
design of such an integrated program. We have opted for a program at both the
undergraduate as well as the graduate level, since we believe that a CPS master
program would not allow the workload necessary to cover key areas of CPS. Even
for a program which includes undergraduate as well as graduate education, we
observed a tight constraint on the workload, which made it necessary to select
between possible concentrations. The current proposal focuses on an integration of
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computer science and communication aspects of electrical engineering. The fol-
lowing list contains the subjects which we have included in our draft curriculum for
a 4.5 year integrated CPS program.

• Undergraduate level

– Computer science (31.11 %): data structures, algorithms, programming,
computer structures, operating systems, networks and distributed systems,
embedded systems, information systems

– Electrical engineering (20 %): Foundations of electrical engineering, system
theory, communication networks, theory of communication

– Mathematics (17.22 %): engineering mathematics, statistics
– Logistics (5 %): Flow of materials, automation
– Integrated CPS content (16.67 %): project, integrated CPS course, Bachelor

thesis
– Electives/concentration (10 %): data mining, mechatronics, data analysis,

signal processing, smart grid, …

• Graduate level

– Computer science (21.67 %): theoretical computer science, modeling,
simulation

– Electrical engineering (15 %): advanced communication modeling
– Logistics (6.67 %): advanced automation
– Integrated CPS content (33.33 %): seminar, project, Master thesis
– Electives/concentration (16.67 %): intelligent systems, robotics, advanced

network concepts
– Non-technical subjects (6.66 %): legal and economical aspects of CPS

However, such a new program requires a larger effort, compared to CPS as a
concentration in a computer science or electrical engineering program. We have
proposed such a new program to the head of our University. At the time of writing
this text, acceptance is pending.

Table 3 Tradeoffs between a separate CPS program and CPS as a concentration of an available
program

Concentration Separate CPS-program

Well-known degrees + −

Enough headroom for teaching
integrated CPS/ES material

− +

Headroom for more depth in physics,
mechanical engineering, biology

− +

Effort for introduction Small Large

No. of faculty members required Moderate Larger

Building community? Difficult Easier

Feasible at all? For ES ok, for
CPS questionable

Yes, but there are still tight
workload constraints
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5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have shown that the term Cyber-Physical Systems refers to a
large percentage, if not the majority, of future applications of ICT. A huge amount
of industrial sectors is affected by the availability of CPS. However, quite a number
of challenges have to be overcome, which means that an extremely large research
and development effort is required. In order not to waste resources, it is necessary to
work against the possible fragmentation of research efforts and to highlight com-
monalities. In the final main part of this chapter, we have shown how some of the
issues can be addressed and how the challenges can at least be partially overcome.
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Cyber-Physical Objects as Key Elements
for a Smart Cyber-City

Riccardo Petrolo, Valeria Loscri and Nathalie Mitton

Abstract The continuous growth of the urban population has generated a drastic
expansion of our cities. Nowadays, indeed, more than 50 % of the world’s popu-
lation is urban, and they forecast that it will reach 70 % by 2050. Therefore, cities
need to be ready to accommodate this huge amount of citizens and to face new
challenges (e.g., traffic congestion, air pollution, waste management, etc.). The
concept of cyber-physical systems, as integration of computation and physical
processes, can help toward the realization of real smart cities capable to ensure
sustainability and efficiency. To this purpose, this chapter investigates the
cyber-physical system (CPS) and their cyber-physical object (CPO) as key units, in
the context of a smart city concept. We survey the smart city vision, providing
information on the main requirements, the open challenges, and highlighting the
benefits; we also browse the European Commission initiatives for smart cities and
some pilot projects that are in development.

Keywords Smart city � Cyber-physical systems � Cyber-physical objects

1 Introduction

The continuous growth of cities started with the urbanization phenomena in the late
eighteenth century. Since that time, more and more people moved from rural to
urban areas in order to access major opportunities for jobs, education, housing, and
transportation.
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Following this trend, in 2010, 50 % of the world’s population was living in cities
[1]; as shown in Fig. 1, in the developed world the proportion of people living in
cities is higher than 75 %. In China, even though the proportion of people living in
cities is under 50 %, the total number of urban dwellers is greatest (559 million).

Fast Co. Design [2] forecasts that in 2050, 70 % of the world’s population will
be urban; therefore, it is crucial, for cities, to be ready to accommodate this huge
amount of citizens and to face new challenges (e.g., traffic congestion, air pollution,
waste management, water monitoring, and so on).

In this context, information and communication technologies (ICT), together
with local governments and private companies, play a key role for implementing
innovative solutions, services, and applications to make the smart city a reality [3].

Hancke et al. [4] define a smart city as a city which functions in a sustainable
and intelligent way, by integrating all its infrastructures and services into a
cohesive whole and using intelligent devices for monitoring and control, to ensure
sustainability and efficiency.

This definition makes evident that the smart city concept (Fig. 2) needs inter-
operability between the different application domains, that are, nowadays, mainly
closed and vertically integrated (e.g., smart mobility, smart living, etc.).

Aloi et al. [5] outlined the requirements for a smart city can be classified into two
different types:

1. Service/application, considered from the point of view of the citizens.
2. Operational, seen from the city authorities and network administrators

viewpoint.

Concerning the service/application aspects, the end-user devices equipped with
multiple radio technologies and several sensors and actuators deployed all over the
cities, make possible the individuation of novel services and applications for the

Fig. 1 Number of people together with percentage of population living in cities in each country in
2010 [41]
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citizens. These services will have specific features, like: (a) user-centric: based on
the specific context and the preferences of the users, (b) ubiquitous: reachable
everywhere and from any devices, and (c) highly integrated: based on the inte-
gration of services and data from several and different applications or on the social
cooperation of multiple users. Of course, beyond the citizens, also the stakeholders
of a city, like educational institutions, health-care and public safety providers,
governmental organizations, etc., will be in conditions to exploit the key features of
these new services that make the city more sustainable.

On the other hand, the smart city concept considered from the point of view of the
administrations and the network providers are translated into a network infrastruc-
ture, i.e.,: (a) highly interconnected: by overcoming the heterogeneity of the devices
and the Internet of Things (IoT) platforms, it is possible to provide ubiquitous
connectivity, (b) cost-efficient: the deployment and organization of the network
should be as much automatic as possible and independent from the human inter-
vention, (c) energy-efficient, able to realize an efficient resource utilization, in order
to meet the main requirements of green applications, and (d) reliable: that con-
nectivity, the ubiquity of the network should be guaranteed above all in the case of
exceptional and adverse conditions. The real scenario we can observe at the moment
is characterized with a high level of fragmentation of technologies, lack of ubiquity
in terms of both connectivity and coverage, due to the plethora of technologies and
devices present in a city. This fragmentation is mainly due to the presence of many
access networks usually managed by different operators (i.e., Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System—UMTS, Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave
Access—WiMAX, WiFi, etc.).

The requirements aforestated trace the need of systems highly interconnected,
able to communicate with the surrounded environment in order to learn,
self-organize and react. To the follow, we will introduce what we envisioned as a
potential “horizontal-integrator” enabler that can play a crucial role for the

Smart
City

smart
economy

smart peoplesmart
governance

smart
mobility

smart
environment smart living

Fig. 2 Smart city concept
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realization of the smart city: the cyber-physical system (CPS) concept and their
key-elements, the cyber-physical object (CPO). We will analyze as the key features
of CPS and CPO, can play a primary role in the fulfillment of the smart city
requirements.

2 Cyber-Physical Systems

Cyber-physical systems (CPSs) are defined by Lee [6] as the integration of com-
putation and physical processes. The potential of such systems is enormous con-
sidering both economical and social points of view; just thinking, for example, the
disparate applications achievable thanks to CPSs, to name a few, high confidence
medical devices and systems, assisted living, traffic control and safety, process
control, energy conservation, environmental control, and critical infrastructure
control (e.g., electric power, water resources, and communication systems).

Wu et al. [7] discuss the unique features of CPS introducing also some technical
challenges:

• Cross-domain and cross-network. Multiple types of sensors will be adopted at
the same time; these cross-domain data will be exchanged over heterogeneous
networks.

• Embedded and mobile sensing. Sensors are no longer static and may have
high-degree mobility through carriers such as smartphones and vehicles,
introducing then uncertainty due to the variability of the sensing coverage.
Intelligent discovery mechanisms are required to analyze these mobile data.

• Elastic load. With the maturity of cloud computing, the pay-as-you-go concept,
introduced by Banerjee et al. [8], is likely to be adopted in CPS to serve storage,
computing, and communication needs. This allows CPS developers to focus on
their own work and users to choose the part of CPS applications that they really
want.

• Accumulated intelligence. Data in CPS may have high dynamics and uncer-
tainty, therefore learning and data mining technologies can be useful to retrieve
knowledge.

• Interactions among many objects. A lot of sensor–sensor, sensor–user, sensor–
actuator, user–user, and user–actuator interactions may occur in CPS applica-
tions, therefore a flexible communication channel, like the Internet, is required.

Figure 3 shows the differences between two different approaches, middleware
and CPS. The first solutions (Fig. 3a) follow a vertical architecture, indeed servers,
at the virtual layer, use the network to analyze data gathered from the sensors, and
then send command to the actuators. On the other hand, the CPS solution (Fig. 3b),
is more independent, devices are all the same level horizontally integrated around
different networks.

The above features manifest the differences between CPSs and traditional systems
(e.g., desktop computer, wireless sensor networks (WSNs), etc.) and they also open
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new research directions on the field. It is reasonable that networking and computing
aspects play a key role within the CPSs evolution; below we review the technical
challenges and progresses that have been made with regards to these issues.

2.1 Networking

As own enabler of the communication between the different actors of the CPSs, the
network aspect plays a key role. In the past years, researchers have focused on
wireless communication and network, making significant progress in the fields of
mobile ad hoc network (MANET) and wireless sensor network (WSN). CPS would
take advantage from expertise in the areas of MANET and WSN since they are
quite similar in many networking aspects even if there are some major differences.
Roughly, while MANET is for ad hoc communications [9] and WSN is designed
for delivering sensor data [10], CPS aims to construct intelligence across different
domains like sensing data, crosses multiple sensor network and the Internet.

Therefore a CPS has to combine WSNs with the Internet, and a lot of
inter-working issues have to be resolved. Indeed, ubiquitously deployed Internet
protocols such as HTTP, TCP, or even IP are too complex and resource-demanding
[11]. The lIP [12] includes a low-power link built on IEEE 802.15.4 for small
embedded devices. IETF introduces 6LoWPAN [13] which defines mechanisms
capable to fragment and to compress the header of IPv6 datagrams. In [14] authors
consider multiple WSNs connected by IPv6-based border routers through IP link,
including Ethernet, WIFi, GPRS, and satellites. COAP [15] is an application layer
protocol designed for energy constrained devices. It deals with constrained
RESTful environments, providing a lightweight alternative to HTTP.

All the technologies above presented, open an opportunity for future CPSs, since
cross-domain end-to-end communication among objects is possible.

(a)

Middleware Cyber-Physical Systems.

(b)

Fig. 3 Middleware versus CPS approach
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2.2 Computing

We believe that cloud computing techniques can play a primary role toward the
CPS’s development. In the past years, cloud computing has attracted the attention
across the world, thanks to its ability of transforming service provision models over
the entirely current IT industry with reduced upfront investment, expected perfor-
mance, high availability, tremendous fault tolerance, infinite scalability, and so on
[16]. The services offered by the cloud computing can be divided into three layers:
[17]:

• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) that offers computing resources such as
processing or storage.

• Platform as a Service (PaaS) that offers particular platform to software devel-
opers according to their specification.

• Software as a Service (SaaS) that offers software applications to be accessed and
used by end-users.

This service isolation enables autoscaling and automanaging capabilities that are
crucial for the future CPSs.

In addition to the above main layers, some others are also introduced and dis-
cussed in the literature such as Data as a Service (DaaS) [18], Network as a Service
(NaaS) [19], and Identity and Policy Management as a Service (IPMaaS). The
Everything as a Service model (XaaS) [8] promotes the “pay-as-you-go” method,
allowing the consumption of a service by paying only for the amount of resources
used. This concept is also at the base of the Sensing as a Service model, introduced
by Perera et al. [20], in which authors delineate four conceptual layers:

• Sensor and Sensor Owners Layer: to manage sensors and their possible pub-
lication into the cloud.

• Sensor Publishers to detect available sensors and get permission to publish them
into the cloud.

• Extended Service Providers to select sensors from multiple publishers based on
customer’s requirements.

• Sensor Data Consumers Service Providers that need to register to consume
sensors data.

The advantages and benefits promised by the SeaS model are numerous, to name
a few: sharing and reusing sensor data (no need to deploy other sensors, it is
possible to access sensors already deployed by paying a fee to the owner), reduction
of data acquisition cost due to the shared nature, collect data previously unavail-
able (companies are stimulated to “sell” data).

The inherent features that the SeaS paradigm is able to offer, perfectly match
with the smart city requirements. First, the possibility to reuse devices and resources
already available; cities are currently disseminated with many sensors and “com-
municating” devices that may be effectively and properly “re-used.” This will
embrace the philosophy expressed very well by Jochen Kreusel “Many of the
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building blocks for creating smart cities are already available. It is an ongoing
evolution rather than a disruptive change.”1 Second, the “data shared” nature,
intrinsic in SeaS, that would face in some way the problem of the big data
intrinsically correlated with an ICT City.

The SeaS together with the other models of cloud computing, represent a good
approach to be adopted in CPSs to serve storage, computing, and communication
needs.

2.3 Actors of CPSs: Cyber-Physical Objects

In this section, we will try to “dissect” the CPS in order to individuate the atomic
units of the CPS. In the following, we will refer to these elementary units/objects
that constitute an important block of the CPSs as cyber-physical object (CPO). In
order to be integrated in sophisticated and ubiquitous CPSs, objects have to
self-organize, learn, and react; they will be accessible via the network and queried
in order to facilitate everyday life, at home, in the office, and in leisure. Examples of
objects, to name some, can range from monitoring devices and sensors, home
appliances, lifts, cars, buses, traffic light, parking meters, containers, security
cameras, locks, alarms, water valves, wind turbines, drills, retail objects, and retail
selves [21].

In [22], Kortuem et al. differentiate smart objects following three design
dimensions:

• awareness smart object’s ability to understand events and human activities
occurring in the physical world.

• representation refers to a smart object’s application and programming model.
• interaction denotes the object’s ability to converse with the user in terms of

input, output, control, and feedback.

The combination of the Internet and emerging technologies as near-field com-
munications, real-time localization, and embedded sensors let us transform every-
day objects into smart objects that can understand, communicate, interact, and react
to their environment. Such objects are building blocks for the CPSs and enable
novel computing applications.

In contrast to RFID technology—main actors of the Internet of Things [23]
success—smart objects carry chunk of application logic that let them make sense of
their local situation and interact with human users. They sense, log, and interpret
what is occurring within themselves and the world, act on their own, intercom-
municate with each other, and exchange information with people.

1http://www.abb-conversations.com/2014/10/smart-cities-intelligent-solutions-for-future-
generations.
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The goal of the Internet of Things is to enable things to be connected anytime,
anyplace, with anything and anyone ideally using any path/network and any
service.

As stated [24] the Internet of Things is a new revolution of the Internet. Objects
make themselves recognizable and they obtain intelligence by making or enabling
context-related decisions thanks to the fact that they can communicate information
about themselves. They can access information that has been aggregated by other
things, or they can be components of complex services.

Different technologies are available to connect an object, already well spread in
our everyday life environment like RFID in subway, 3G with our phone, WiFi for
Internet at home, etc. However, due to the very heterogeneous landscape in terms of
hardware capabilities/constrains and network protocols, IP-based access is required
as unifying network layer in order to turn smart objects into Internet-connected
objects (ICOs).

Hauswirth et al. [25] point out on the need of a semantic representation in order
to understand the data which comes out and goes into the ICO interfaces. This
“data exchange layer” may influence discovery and routing approaches and it will
be crucial to enable scalability from an application’s point of view as nobody will
be able to deal with the number of ICOs efficiently and scalable without such layer.
The necessary technologies are already being developed and deployed: Linked Data
[26] and the Resource Description Format (RDF) [27] are accepted standards in the
web and provide a general model. However, these technologies need to be con-
densed into lighter forms in order to be used on resource-constrained devices, very
much in the same spirit as CoAP was done for the service side. With light-weight
semantics, ICOs will be the first-class citizens of an interned-wide semantic data-
base that can easily be indexed, searched, and used using standard web
technologies.

In order to manage those ICOs, several IoT platforms have been introduced in
the literature; we review some of the most representative without pretending to be
exhaustive:

• GSN2 (Global Sensor Networks), provides a flexible java middleware to address
the challenges of sensor data integration and distributed query processing. It lists
all the available sensors in a combo box, which users need to select. GSN’s
purpose is to make applications hardware-independent and the changes and
variations invisible to the application. Its main limitation is a lack in metadata
semantics.

• LSM3 (Linked Sensor Middleware) is a platform that bridges the live real-world
sensed data and the semantic web thanks to many functionalities such as,
wrappers for real-time data collection and publishing; data annotation and
visualization; and a SPARQL endpoint for querying unified linked stream data
and linked data. However, it does not offer tools for manipulating data.

2https://github.com/LSIR/gsn.
3http://lsm.deri.ie.
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• Fortino et al. [28] propose a multilayered agent-based architecture for the
development of proactive, cooperating, and context-aware smart objects. This
architecture takes into account a wide variety of smart objects, from reactive to
proactive, from small to very large, from stand-alone to social.

• Sensor-Cloud [29] aims at managing physical sensors by connecting them to the
cloud, providing the service instances (virtual sensors) in an automatic way in
the same fashion as these virtual sensors are effectively part of the IT resources.
The generation of the services implies that the sensor devices and service
templates (used to create the virtual sensors) and metadata should be first
described by using SensorML.

• OpenIoT,4 a joint effort of several contributors to IoT-based applications
according to a cloud computing delivery model, provides a cloud-based mid-
dleware infrastructure to deliver on-demand access to IoT services issued from
multiple platforms. It can opportunely collect and filter data from the
Internet-connected objects. Its main limitation is the lack of an ontology to
describe smart city concepts.

• Xively5 (formerly Cosm and Pachube) offers a public cloud that simplifies and
accelerates the creation, deployment, and management of sensor in scalable
way. Its main constraint is due to the limitation to manage and to retrieve data
just from own devices.

These approaches strengthen the importance of the cloud solutions, but a lot of
new enhancements are still needed to realize platforms ready to manage a smart
city. To fill this gap, in the last years the European Commission, funded several
projects; some of the most representative are described in the section below.

2.4 European Commission Initiatives for Smart Cities

The enormous interest that the smart city concept has acquired is witnessed from
the several initiatives that also the European Commission has activated.

The European Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and Communities—(EIP-
SCC) focuses on the integration of industry, citizen, and cities to try to improve the
sustainability of the urban life through integrated solutions. The Seventh
Framework Programme for Research and Technological Development of the
European Commission funded different projects under the call smart city, in order
to correctly identify and address smart city issues and challenges. Without pre-
tending to be exhaustive, we will present some of the most representative projects
that have been proposed in the European FP7 calls. ClouT6 uses cloud computing as

4http://openiot.eu.
5http://xively.com.
6http://clout-project.eu.
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an enabler to bridge the Internet of Things with the Internet of People via the
Internet of Services, to establish an efficient communication and collaboration
platform exploiting all possible information sources to make the cities smarter and
to help them facing the emerging challenges such as efficient energy management,
economic growth, and development. ClouT will provide infrastructures, services,
tools, and applications that will be reused by different city stakeholders such as
municipalities, citizens, service developers, and application integrator, in order to
create, deploy, and manage user-centric applications taking benefit of the latest
advances in internet of things and cloud domains.

SOCIOTAL7 aims to design and provide key enablers for a reliable, secure, and
trusted IoT environment that will enable creation of a socially aware citizen-centric
Internet of Things by encouraging people to contribute their IoT devices and
information flows. It will provide the technosocial foundations to unlock billions of
new IoT information streams taking a citizen-centric IoT approach toward creation
of large-scale IoT solutions of interest to the society. By equipping communities
with secure and trusted tools that increase user confidence in IoT environment,
SOCIOTAL will enable their transition to smart neighborhood communities and
cities.

CityPulse8 provides innovative smart city applications by adopting an integrated
approach to the Internet of Things and the Internet of People. The project will
facilitate the creation and provision of reliable real-time smart city applications by
bringing together the two disciplines of knowledge-based computing and reliability
testing.

SMART-ACTION.9 Due to the high level of interdisciplinary work in the
research produced in the areas of smart cities and the Internet of Things, it will be
necessary to understand, coordinate, support, and engage not only the technological
elements, but also other areas such as biotechnology, social sciences, and nan-
otechnologies, just to name a few, that provide the right context in which Internet of
Things concepts can be embedded and will be used to provide solutions that can
benefit society at large.

SMARTIE10 aims to create a distributed framework to share large volumes of
heterogeneous information for the use in smart city applications, enabling
end-to-end security and trust in information delivery for decision-making purposes
following data owner’s privacy requirements.

VITAL11 [30] objective is the integration of ICOs among multiple IoT platforms
and ecosystems. The project explores the convergence and federation of multiple
IoT platforms by taking account of the cost efficiency of the deployments. In the
context of VITAL, an important key factor is represented by the virtualization of

7http://sociotal.eu.
8http://www.ict-citypulse.eu.
9http://www.smart-action.eu.
10http://www.smartie-project.eu.
11http://vital-iot.eu.
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interfaces that in combination with cross-context tools that enable the access and
management of heterogeneous objects supported by different platforms and man-
aged by different administrative stakeholders [31, 32].

As we shown in Fig. 4, the data and services’ access of the heterogeneous
objects involved in VITAL is based on the implementation of the VUAIs
(Virtualized Universal Access Interfaces) that makes possible to consider a single
virtual access by making the architecture platform-agnostic. The VUAI layer is built
upon a so-called meta-architecture and migration layer and includes several con-
nectors to communicate and interconnect different IoT platforms and clouds. In
practice, this module deals with issues related to the management of the overall
VITAL infrastructure built on the top of existing IoT architectures and cloud
platforms and enables heterogeneous mashup. The VUAIs allow the implementa-
tion of a kind of abstraction, where “objects” handle that point to physical items,
can be discovered, selected and filtered and also allocated.

VITAL also includes a data store for data like geographical information and
smart city stakeholders. Of course, it is expected that the management of this kind
of information giving location awareness and other context-related information can
be effectively exploited in the optimization of computing and sensing of the
management of the various clouds.

It is worth outlining that VITAL is based on W3C SSN ontology [33] that is
considered ideal as a basis for unifying the semantics of different IoT platforms,
since it is domain independent and extensible. Several additional concepts have to be
considered to enhance the ontology starting from information about city-wide,
stakeholders, IoT system, etc. The ontology update with additional functionality will
allow the migration of smart city application across different urban environments.

Fig. 4 VITAL platform
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3 Smart Cyber-City

A smart cyber-city is a city where the urban environment is an integration between
people, processes, places, and technologies. This ecosystem is able to self-organize
and to react in order to adapt itself to the surrounding situations.

Different can be the scenarios within this context; Libelium, [34], lists 50
sensors-based applications for a smarter world (Fig. 5), to name a few, air pollution,
quality of shipment conditions, smartphones detection, radiation levels, traffic
congestion, water quality, waste management, smart parking, electromagnet levels,
smart roads, smart lighting, noise urban maps, vehicle auto-diagnosis, and intelli-
gent shopping.

In most urban settings, the town center can be considered as the core of major
socioeconomic activities including tourism, social, business, shopping, work,
traveling hubs (bus or train stations), education (colleges/universities). Typically, a
number of people commute to the town center at different times on weekdays
(mostly for work) and over weekends (shopping, work, leisure, etc.) and act as a
stimulus to the socioeconomic development. These activities create an environ-
mental track that requires to be managed in a smart way in order to migrate any
negative effects on these town centers. For such purpose, the smart city needs a core
requirement of pervasive, interconnected communication infrastructure, and access
to contextual information of its citizens and physical spaces by data sensing,

Fig. 5 Libelium Smart World vision [34]
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processing and useful information for different stakeholders for consumption and
decision-making [35].

For instance, a common scenario can be location of empty parking spaces during
peak hours using smartphones. Another scenario relies on the information about
number of vehicles available on specific roads of town center which can be detected
by specific counting sensors and/or vehicle fitted with GPS devices. This infor-
mation helps in route optimization by providing a traffic congestion map in
real-time to the citizens who are planning to visit/leave the city and assist their
decision-making toward their mode of transport (private, public) and route plan-
ning. Other scenarios concern security applications, road management, waste
management etc.

Interesting technologies and solutions are introduced and discussed in the
literature.

Dimitrakopoulos [36] envisions the Internet-Connected Vehicles concept, in
which vehicles and objects of the transportation infrastructure are connected
through an all IP-based infrastructure capable of exchanging information directly or
indirectly and appropriate for resolving several kinds of issues, so as to result in a
more efficient, safe, and green world of transportation.

In [37] Dagher et al. propose Ubiquitous Navigation System (UNS), a
WSN-based navigation system which takes benefit from the smart street lightning
system to provide a local navigation service. The idea of the authors is to make use
of the already deployed WSN infrastructure for smart street lightning to provide a
GPS-like service to the vehicles in the city. This WSN-aided navigation becomes
important especially in cluttered and urban environments or undergrounds where
GPS reception fails, thus providing a continuous smart navigation service to the
user.

Crowd sourcing consists of outsourcing tasks to a “crowd” in an attempt to
collaboratively completing tasks quickly. With smartphones becoming increasingly
more powerful in terms of resources, and fitted with a variety of sensors such as
GPS, gyroscopes, accelerometers, and compasses, it is possible to enable a variety
of crowd sourcing applications [4]. MobSens [38], for instance, is a crowd sourcing
application that can monitor air pollution and the noise levels.

The above solutions strengthen the vision toward the development of a smarter
city. However, we believe that in order to realize the smart cyber city concept, those
applications need to communicate and interact; CPS can play a key role as enabler
of this synergy between the different actors.

3.1 Smart City Pilots

The smart city concept is still far from being realized, due to its highly autonomous
and intelligent features. Indeed, the available technology is not yet sufficiently
mature for smart cities to be truly autonomous, despite the recent breakthroughs in
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technology. However, there are currently pilot projects of smart cities in develop-
ment worth mentioning.

SmartSantander [39] is a pilot project which has recently received significant
attention. This is unique in the world city-scale experimental research facility in
support of typical applications and services for a smart city. The test-bed deployed
has dual purpose; one allows real-world experimentation on IoT-related technolo-
gies (protocols, applications, etc.), the second is supporting the provision of smart
city services aimed at enhancing the quality of life in the city of Santander.
Different devices have been installed: fixed sensor nodes attached to public lamp-
posts or to building façades, which can observe a wide range of physical magni-
tudes (e.g., light intensity, noise, carbon monoxide, air temperature, relative
humidity, solar radiation, atmospheric pressure, soil temperature, wind direction,
etc.); mobile sensor nodes installed on the top of public transport buses, taxis, and
other municipal services vehicles; parking monitoring sensor nodes buried under
the asphalt on outdoor parking places; traffic monitoring sensor nodes buried under
the asphalt on the main entrances to the city; QR and NFC tags located at city
Points of Interest (POI) (e.g., monuments, bus stops, local administration premises,
shops, etc.) which represent a key asset for the augmented reality service.

The development of Songdo [40] in South Korea, started from the scratch in 2001
and is predicted to be complete by 2018. Smart systems in every building are used to
monitor the water and electricity, which also allow residents to connect remotely
using their smartphones. Sensing technologies include RFID tags on vehicles which
send signals to sensors on the road to monitor traffic flow, surveillance systems as
well as smart street lights, which can be adjusted to pedestrian traffic.

Amsterdam has seen some recent developments en route to make it a smart city.
The main operator of this development is Amsterdam smart city project,12 started in
2009 with the main goal of increasing green growth using technology. Different
initiatives started in specific city locations, like for example an intelligent electricity
network (Smart Grid) developed in the New West district, which promises to reduce
the number and duration of power outages; to improve the opportunity to feed
consumer-produced electricity back to the grid; to increase capability to support the
integration of electric-powered vehicles, etc.

Other important initiatives involve Barcelona.13 Sensors have been deployed in
garbage bins, allowing remote monitoring of the content of bins and optimizing
garbage collection service. Additionally, the city council installed smart water
system for telemanaging the irrigation of the city’s green spaces, an initiative that is
as good for the environment as it is for the economical aspect, with its use of latest
generation technology for better resource management. Sensors on street lights
detect presence and adjust the light intensity accordingly as well.

12http://amsterdamsmartcity.com.
13http://smartcity.bcn.cat/en.
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London and in particular Camden Town, is one of the two cities involved in the
VITAL project. Different sensors and data feeds are already available in Camden,
like cameras used for monitoring traffic, public transport, and safe shopping; GPS
and location sensors used for deriving information about the positioning and the
status of waste collection vehicles; meteorological data feeds used to provide rel-
evant information to tourists; traffic data streams used to balance load on public and
private transport; security data streams used for monitoring as per national policy
directives; disaster prevention data streams used for monitoring as per disaster
plans and simulations. The aims of Camden is to boost targets of its business
strategy like reducing the cost of business operations, with a view to make it an
attractive destination of commercial, retail, and leisure activities; strengthen
Camden’s links to neighboring areas/districts (such as Euston and Kings Cross),
and so on.

The other city partner of VITAL is Istanbul. As one of the largest cities in the
world, Istanbul has a population of 13.9 million on a surface area of 5313 km2. This
cosmopolitan and historic city needs to meet the challenge of maintaining trans-
portation safety and accessibility since it continues to become an important inter-
national metropolis with increasing traffic numbers. To ensure effective and efficient
use of the current main arterial road network, traffic management in Istanbul is a
critical issue. To deal with those issues, the idea is to develop, install, maintain, and
operate intelligent transportation systems and their infrastructure including traffic
monitoring and supervision cameras, radar detectors, sensors, and so on.

The Expo Milano 201514 is announced to be full of digital technologies that will
make the overall experience easier. The visitor can use dedicated services through
the multimedia Totem or smartphones that will guide them during the visit and that
can be personalized according to the person’s interests or available time. The smart
city experience is not just limited to the exposition site but can also be used when
visiting the city of Milan.

The Sunrise Lille project aims to transform the Lille1 University15 environment
into a semi-scale pilot testbed for the research, development, field assessment, and
large-scale demonstration of innovative smart urban networks (SUN) for upgrading
strategic and operational management capabilities of metropolitan infrasystems as
water, energy, and heating supply. The major advantage of Lille1 project is to bring
together governmental agencies, industry and academia, and customers.

Starting in 2012, the Sense-City project16 will offer a suite of high-quality
facilities for the design, prototyping and performance assessment of innovative,
micro- and nanotechnology-based sensors devoted to urban instrumentation.
Acknowledging the shortcomings of evaluating sensors performances in laboratory
conditions only or in the ever-changing environment of our cities, Sense-City will
provide a realistic urban test space in climatic conditions, far more complex than

14http://www.expo2015.org.
15http://www.univ-lille1.fr.
16http://www.sense-city.univ-paris-est.fr.
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clean rooms and far less complex than actual cities. Sense-City revolves around the
mini-city concept, a large, fully customizable climatic hall able to host full- and
reduced-scale models of essential urban components. The design of the models will
allow for the simulation in climatic conditions of numerous scenarios of sustainable
cities. The scenarios to be implemented will correspond to different research topics
related to urban sustainability: energy performances in buildings, quality of air,
water, and soils, quality of fluid distribution networks (gas, sewage, drink water),
control of waste disposal areas, durability, and safety of infrastructures.

Table 1 summarizes the goals of the cities/projects discussed above.

4 Conclusion

This chapter focuses on the concept of cyber-physical objects and how they can
help toward the realization of real smart cities capable to ensure sustainability and
efficiency. Specifically, we survey the requirements and challenges in terms of
networking and computing for cyber-physical system, highlighting that lightweight
technologies, which enable cross-domain end-to-end communication among
objects, together with cloud computing techniques can play a primary role in the
field. We presented some of the most representative solutions capable to manage
CPO, underlining that a lot of new enhancements are still needed in order to realize
platforms ready to manage complex systems such as a smart city. In order to fill this
gap, the European Commission has funded different projects under the call smart
city of the Seventh Framework Programme for Research and Technological
Development. We browsed the most interesting proposal, together with some of the
smart city pilots already developed across the world.

Table 1 Smart city projects

City/project Purpose

Santander, Spain Testbed platform; smart parking systems; environmental monitoring;
traffic monitoring

Songdo, Korea Smart buildings; tags on vehicles; sensors on the road; smart lighting

Amsterdam, the
Netherlands

Smart grid; smart energy management

Barcelona, Spain Smart garbage bins; smart water systems; smart parking; smart lighting

Camden Town,
England

Traffic data; meteorological data; disaster prevention

Istanbul, Turkey Smart traffic management

Milan, Italy Augmented reality service; smart services

Lille, France Testbed platform; upgrade strategic and operational management
capabilities of metropolitan infra-systems

Sense-City Project Testbed around mini-city concept; urban sustainability
(quality of air, water, etc.)
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The above solutions represent the first step toward the realization of the
smart-cyber city concept, but still more integration is required between people,
processes, places, and technologies. Only then, this ecosystem will be able to
self-organize and to react in order to adapt itself to the surrounding situations.
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Structuring Communications for
Mobile Cyber-Physical Systems

Luis Almeida, Frederico Santos and Luis Oliveira

Abstract Mobile autonomous agents, particularly robots, are becoming com-
monplace in many application domains, e.g., search and rescue, demining, agri-
culture and surveillance. These so-called Mobile Cyber-Physical Systems (M-CPS)
allow relocating sensors and actuators dynamically in the environment to improve
some global performance metric. However, the necessary agents cooperation is
hindered by their heterogeneity, dynamic communication links and network
topology, and by an error-prone communication channel. This chapter focuses on
the networking and middleware support for a class of M-CPS and proposes the
Reconfigurable and Adaptive TDMA protocol to handle data transmission under
communication-related uncertainties, and the RTDB shared memory middleware to
provide seamless data access across the cooperating agents. This combination of
network protocol and middleware layer is particularly suited to support state sharing
among agents in dynamic teams. Several experimental results confirm the advan-
tage over other potential options. Moreover, this protocol and middleware combi-
nation have been thoroughly validated in demanding operational scenarios namely
in robotic soccer teams from RoboCup Middle-Size League, which exhibit the
typical requirements and constraints of M-CPS.
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1 Introduction

There are many application domains where mobile autonomous agents, particularly
robots, can play a desirable role, e.g., freeing human beings from repetitive or
dangerous tasks or carrying out tasks in ways that are much more efficient than
humans could possibly do. Examples of such domains range from search and
rescue, demining, agriculture, surveillance and industrial production. In many
cases, it is desirable to use multiple cooperating agents, for example to improve
performance by having several agents working in parallel to speed up completing
the main task, as in area coverage. In other cases, it is even mandatory to use
multiple cooperating agents such as when the task requires physical capabilities that
go beyond what a single agent can provide, e.g., transporting large items.

Teams of mobile autonomous agents are a special case of Cyber-Physical
Systems in which the intertwining between the cyber and physical worlds is flex-
ible. In fact, multiple agents imply a diversity of sensors and actuators that can be
relocated dynamically. We call these systems Mobile Cyber-Physical Systems
(M-CPS).

M-CPS also imply that the agents in the team cooperate towards a common goal.
Cooperation in Robotics, is an old research topic [1] and it can be carried out at
multiple levels, e.g. cooperative perception, cooperative learning or cooperative
planning and execution [2]. Overall, the purpose of cooperation is to improve
global performance through either improved sensing, improved control or more
efficient actuation or use of resources.

However, achieving cooperation is not trivial given that agents are frequently
heterogeneous, they set up and break communication links leading to a highly
dynamic network topology, and the communication channel is prone to interference
from many sources. Therefore, an appropriate framework is needed to support the
development, deployment and execution of cooperative behaviors while making
such cooperation efficient and effective.

In this chapter we address two fundamental dimensions of such framework,
namely communications for data transmission and middleware for data access. We
provide solutions for both that have been successfully used in several applications,
particularly in robotic soccer teams from RoboCup Middle Size League (MSL) [3].
These are also M-CPS exhibiting their typical requirements and constraints.

Concerning the communications, we briefly present the Reconfigurable and
Adaptive TDMA protocol [4] that has been implemented on top of widely used
Commercial Off-The-Shelf (COTS) wireless communication technologies. It allows
obtaining gains in terms of packet losses and delays while adding synchronization
and membership services, coping with agents that dynamically join and leave the
team as well as with alien traffic potentially generated by neighboring nodes not
engaged in the protocol.

On the middleware level we present the Real-Time Database (RTDB) [5] shared
memory middleware that provides a transparent access to remote data with age
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information. It is particularly suited for sharing state among the team members,
which is the basis for many cooperative behaviors.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The following section
discusses architectural aspects of M-CPS and defines the minimum
communication-related requirements of our target architecture. Section 3 briefly
surveys communication technologies and middleware layers and establishes the
need for our proposals. Section 4 presents the RTDB middleware while Sect. 5
describes the Reconfigurable and Adaptive TDMA protocol, including a perfor-
mance assessment. Section 6 concludes this chapter.

2 Architectural Aspects of M-CPS

In this section we briefly analyze the architecture of M-CPS concerning their
physical topology on one hand, and basic services for cooperation on the other. In
[6] we find a thorough discussion of M-CPS and their architecture.

2.1 Physical Topology

M-CPS, as defined previously, are composed of several autonomous agents that
cooperate towards a common goal. Physically, this implies a certain number of
nodes, i.e., the agents, and their inter-connections, thus a network.

From small teams of a few agents [7] to swarms of many agents [8], M-CPS
come in many different shapes and sizes. Despite that, due to practical reasons
related to cost, deployment, and operation, the former are more common.

The mobility requirements of M-CPS imply that communications must use a
wireless medium, tolerate non-line-of-sight conditions as well as frequent link
disruption and set up. Nonetheless, the specific kind of wireless communication
technology must be adapted to the environment in which the team operates, leading
to different restrictions in terms of reliability, bandwidth, and communication range.
For example, rf communication is typically used over the air while (ultra-)sound is
used within aquatic environments [9].

By restricting the team size, certain technical options become viable, such as
using global information and centralized topology. A commonplace solution within
small teams is the star topology in which all the communications go through a
central repeater that can be fixed in the environment or installed on one of the
agents. This topology limits the diameter of the network but simplifies the dis-
semination of information, thus achieving consensus, since all agents can only
receive information from the repeater [4]. Conversely, the mesh topology has the
advantage of allowing to extend the reach of the team without losing connectivity
[10] but complicates achieving consensus. Meshes also extend naturally to swarms.
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However, swarms can also be clustered in multiple stars in which the repeaters
become cluster heads that also handle the inter-cluster communications.

Nevertheless, one important aspect to retain is that, independently of the size, the
number of nodes will be variable as agents start and stop asynchronously, and move
in and out of communication range, translating to a dynamic topology.

2.2 Basic Services

The proper operation of M-CPS relies on top of several basic services that must be
provided by a communication protocol and middleware. These are part of the
system functional architecture:

• Synchronization. Efficiently coordinating a team of autonomous agents
requires some sort of synchronization. This can be relevant for communications,
formation control, etc. Two kinds of synchronization are possible, clock syn-
chronization that provides a common global notion of time [11], or logical
synchronization that simply provides a consistent sequencing of events [12].
Despite the former being more powerful it requires a specific clock synchro-
nization service, while the latter can generally be inferred just from the data
communications.

• Information dissemination. Cooperation typically implies some sort of com-
munication of either events or state. This is information that must be dissemi-
nated through the network and it is time constrained in both cases. In a star
topology, this can be achieved efficiently with broadcasting or multicasting.
However, in a mesh or clustered topology the information must be diffused,
typically using a flooding technique, implying longer latency.

• Dynamic membership. Another common requirement for cooperation is the
notion of team, i.e., knowing at each instant which agents are engaged in the
team. This allows dynamically readjusting the coordination approaches to better
exploiting the resources currently available in the team.

• Location-awareness. Knowing agents location, at least with respect to each
other, is also very important for most cooperative behaviors [13]. This can be
achieved with information from the communication network, such as attenua-
tion models and time-of-flight, or with other means, such as GPS and vision.

• Combination of behaviors. Finally, despite engaged in a team, agents still have
to take decisions autonomously, particularly those related to individual safety.
Autonomous behaviors are also needed whenever agents lose connection with
the team. Therefore, all agents need to have a combination of coordinated with
autonomous behaviors for proper operation in a wide range of situations.
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2.3 Our Target Architecture

Our focus is on small teams of agents for indoor applications, such as surveillance,
cleaning or entertainment. We consider that the agents communicate with a stan-
dard COTS RF technology, for the sake of availability, and in a star topology, for
the sake of consistency and timeliness.

Moreover, we consider logical synchronization, multicast data dissemination and
automatic membership support, to favor simplicity. We define just this set of
minimum requirements to grant high versatility to our solutions. We believe,
however, that these requirements are shared by a relatively broad range of appli-
cations. On the other hand, we explicitly leave localization and behaviors out of our
architecture for their strong application dependency.

3 Communications and Middleware

Defining communications and middleware solutions that satisfy the minimum
requirements referred before (Sect. 2.3) is, in some sense, our problem statement.
To address this problem we briefly review existing options concerning communi-
cation protocols and middleware layers before we put forward our own solutions.

3.1 Communication Protocols

When restricting our choice to standard RF communication solutions that are
widely available in the market, i.e., COTS, and also widely used within the
Robotics community, two solutions stand out. Small teams typically involve agents
that are more computing capable and typically have IEEE 802.11 RF interfaces. In
the case of swarms, the agents are typically simpler and use technologies that are
less energy consuming and can be embedded in smaller nodes. Probably the most
used RF technology in this case, today, is IEEE 802.15.4. Thus, our choice natu-
rally falls on IEEE 802.11, particularly in infrastructure mode, which is today the de
facto standard for general purpose LANs.

The IEEE 802.11 standard in infrastructure mode already presents a star
topology where the repeater is the Access Point (AP). It also provides support for
multicast and broadcast transmissions for information dissemination but it still lacks
synchronization and membership services.

The protocol itself has several features, added in the last few years, for improved
support to Quality of Service (QoS) differentiation, the 802.11e amendments. But
none of these provides a simple answer to the unmet requirements. The same
happens with many overlay protocols that were developed to improve the protocol
performance, from enhancements in the ap signaling to improve throughput by
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dynamically adapting the carrier sense threshold in the nodes [14], to modifying the
back-off mechanism for reducing collisions in overload [15], to scheduling the
periodic traffic from a central node [16] or even organizing the real-time trans-
missions in a round, in a TDMA fashion, with higher priority than the remaining
traffic [17].

However, as explained in [18], to the best of the authors knowledge there was no
protocol that simultaneously considered dynamic and flat team composition, while
supporting the presence of uncontrolled external traffic of potentially similar pri-
ority, and without introducing hardware or device driver modifications. This ulti-
mately led to the development of the Reconfigurable and Adaptive TDMA protocol
that we present in Sect. 5.

3.2 Middleware Layers

The middleware layer complements the communication protocol providing data
abstractions and data access methods that facilitate the development of cooperative
behaviors across possibly heterogeneous agents. There are many such layers,
normally developed to support generic distributed applications such as CORBA and
DDS standardized by OMG, ICE provided by ZeroC, and SOAP standardized by
W3C. All these have variants specialized for Robotics applications, such as MIRO,
ORTE, ORCA or ROS, respectively. Among these, ROS has received substantial
attention from the Robotics community recently, and has become widely used.
Other variants exist aiming at different application scopes, e.g., Smart Objects [19],
which cater for the respective requirements.

Concerning Robotics middleware, their common requirements are defined in
[20]. From these we highlight the following three for their higher relevance:

• Simplify application development through provision of high level abstractions
and simplified interfaces. This allows hiding heterogeneity and low-level
communication details.

• Support communications and interoperability, allowing the integration of
modules from different sources and their automatic discovery and configuration.

• Provide efficient resource utilization, e.g., processors, networks and memory.

At the end, the requirements of a middleware layer depend on the specific
application domain. As stated in [21], “(…) although the middleware solution is
very useful, it is difficult to have one middleware platform that can offer all the
required features and functionality for collaborative robotic systems.” In our case,
we set the following specific goals, beyond satisfying the requirements expressed
above:

• Sharing state in periods of high team interaction. This goal translates to two
requirements, one on low overhead in both computations and communications,
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and another one on improved data timeliness, particularly in terms of quick
access and age information;

• Separate data access from data transmission. This goal implies the use of data
proxies, which are read/written autonomously by the network while providing
asynchronous data access to the local processes.

These goals point to a thin middleware layer that provides synchronization to
keep track of the end-to-end transactions latency for age computations, and that
relies on the shared memory model for efficient implementation of data proxies.
These proxies also have significant impact on timeliness because local processes
access remote data through them. Since they are also local, there is no communi-
cation delay involved when a remote variable is accessed through its proxy. This
brings along a desirable separation between computing delays and communication
delays. The proxies, then, have to be properly updated in the background by an
adequate communication protocol.

The result was the RTDB shared memory middleware that we present in Sect. 4.
This middleware provides data access but requires a communications protocol to
provide data dissemination. Despite the possibility of using different communica-
tion protocols, we use, for its good match, the aforementioned Reconfigurable and
Adaptive TDMA protocol.

4 Real-Time Database

The RTDB middleware builds on the architecture of the classical Blackboard
[22, 23], which was developed in the early days of Artificial Intelligence and still
widely adopted in many applications. The Blackboard is a public repository of
information that can be local or remote, where processes can read and write data. It
can include raw input data, partial and final results, and control information. It also
acts as a communication medium and buffer. Similarities and complementarities
between Blackboard-based systems and multi-agent systems are discussed in [22].

The RTDB extends the Blackboard providing data interfaces (proxies) locally in
all participating agents similarly to a multi-port memory. These interfaces are
implemented with local data structures, one in each node, which constitute the local
instances of the RTDB (Fig. 1). These are divided in two areas, depending on the
scope of the data they hold:

• Shared—That keeps the data that is relevant for cooperative behaviors and
which will be disseminated within the team. This area is organized in blocks,
one dedicated to each agent. In particular, one block contains the data that the
holding agent shares, which will be transmitted to the team, while the remaining
blocks contain the data shared (transmitted) by the other agents;

• Local—Used to hold the data that is only relevant to local processes and which
will not be transmitted to the other agents.
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Each process connects to the RTDB through the local RTDB Application
Programming Interface (API) that provides the necessary methods to access the
data, transparently to the block in which the data actually resides inside the RTDB.

The heterogeneity of agents generates different requirements for memory usage
leading to different RTDB block sizes. The block size and the choice of data that
must be shared or kept locally is defined a priori through a configuration file.

The RTDB can be configured with both shared and local areas or with just one.
Independent agents can use the local area, only, for inter-process communication
but cooperating agents always need a shared area for team-wide communication.
Whenever this latter area is implemented, a communication manager refreshes the
RTDB contents in the background, ensuring consistency between the original data
items and their proxies. In particular, it must consider the specific temporal validity
of the data items, the constraints of the communication medium and the amount of
data to exchange.

According to the specific objectives of the middleware, the communication
manager can use a different protocol. In our case, considering the objectives defined
in Sect. 3, particularly state sharing across the team, we consider the Reconfigurable
and Adaptive TDMA communication protocol described in Sect. 5. Other
refreshing policies and protocols are possible, for example to favor events dis-
semination instead of state sharing.

Finally, the access to the RTDB items configures a typical single writer multiple
readers synchronization case. We solve data consistency issues in this situation
using a well known double buffering technique due to its simplicity and reduced
blocking, despite an extra cost in memory usage.

RTDB
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Manager

local

agent 2
agent 1

agent 3

RTDB
Communication

Manager

local

agent 2

agent 1

agent 3

local

agent 2

agent 1

agent 3
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Network

AGENT 1 AGENT 2 AGENT 3

Fig. 1 Network view of the RTDB architecture
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4.1 Configuration

The configuration of the RTDB is done automatically by parsing a configuration
text file that specifies the team characteristics and the RTDB composition. As
mentioned previously, the team can be composed of multiple agents with different
roles and equipped with different sensors and actuators, thus having distinct data
requirements for either local and global communication. Hence, the configuration
file allows describing each agent from the data point of view and altogether rep-
resents the team model. This description is done using the following constructs:

• AGENTS—Set of agent unique identifiers that specify all agents that may
integrate the team. Each agent identifier (id_ag) will also be used in the
actual application code when accessing remote data in the RTDB to specify
which agent to retrieve the data from;

• ITEM—This is a data unit kept in the RTDB and handled as an integer piece of
information. Each such item is identified by a unique identifier (id_it)
together with the following three attributes:

– Datatype—This is the actual type of the item data and it is used to
compute the data size in bytes, necessary to hold the item in memory. It
can be a predefined type, such as int or double, or a user defined type;

– Headerfile—This attribute is needed if the data type is user defined, only.
It contains the path and name of the C language header file where the data
type is defined;

– Period—Item refresh period in multiples of the communication cycle. This
allows adjusting the RTDB communication requirements to the actual
dynamics of its items. It is used in shared items, only.

• SCHEMA—Set of local and shared ITEMs produced by a given agent type. Each
schema has a unique identifier (id_sc). There can be one or more schemas.
The ITEMs are thus specified in two lists, accordingly:

– Shared—The list of ITEMs to be shared, i.e., broadcast;
– Local—The list of ITEMs that are available to local processes, only;

• ASSIGNMENT—Associates one SCHEMA to one or more AGENTS and thus
allows defining all RTDB instances. There can be one or more assignments
depending on the number of different agent types.

To better explain how the configuration file is used, Listing 1 shows an example
of a configuration for a team of three AGENTS with two similar mobile robots
(robot1 and robot2), that explore the environment using a camera, and a base
station (base) responsible for data fusion and world model construction.

The image acquisition processes running on the robots save the raw images data
in the local item image. The self-localization and obstacle detection processes read
the image item and save the results of self-position and obstacles localization in
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the shared items position and obstacles, respectively. These two items will
be broadcast to the other agents every communication cycle.

A third node (base) equipped with a powerful computing system, not neces-
sarily a mobile robot, is responsible for constructing the world model of the
environment, combining the data received from the robots. This world model is
then shared with the robots, for example, allowing them to choose areas that are still
to be explored, improving the efficiency of a cooperative slam approach.

This example shows the capacity of the RTDB middleware to support cooper-
ative applications among heterogeneous agents. However, the team composition
and data requirements must be known a priori, when the code of the agents is
compiled, and thus cannot be changed during execution. Note, nevertheless, that a
team can be configured according to its maximum dimension and requirements.
Then, at run time, the actual number of working robots can be less but the coop-
erative applications need to be prepared for this possibility.

4.2 RTDB API

The RTDB is fully implemented in C language. The functionality of the RTDB is
available through a very simple API with only four methods, as shown in Listing 2.
Two additional methods are used internally for updating the remote items.

Listing 1 Example of an RTDB configuration file

Listing 2 The RTDB interface methods
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The DB_init method is called once by every process that needs access to the
RTDB and handles initialization issues. The actual memory allocation for holding
the RTDB in each agent is executed by the first process to invoke such call.
Subsequent calls just increment an internal process counter. Conversely, the method
DB_free does the corresponding clean up and detaches a process from the RTDB.
It decrements the process counter and, when zero, frees the respective memory
blocks. Both DB_init and DB_free return the value 0 upon successful execution
or −1 in case an error occurs.

The actual access to the RTDB memory areas is carried out with the
non-blocking methods DB_put and DB_get. Both methods use the item identifier
id_it defined in the configuration file as well as a pointer to the data to be written
to or read from the RTDB, respectively. DB_get further requires the specification
of the agent id_ag from which the item to be read belongs to, which is used to
identify the respective data area in the database. This method returns the age of the
data retrieved from the RTDB in milliseconds or −1 in case of error. The method
DB_put returns the total number of bytes copied to the RTDB or −1 indicating an
error.

The access to items defined as local or shared is transparent since the item
identifier id_it is unique for all the items saved in the RTDB. This allows
transforming a local item to shared, or vice versa, with a simple change in the
configuration file, simply moving that item across the respective lists. This can be
very useful for debugging purposes, to have temporary access to agents’ local data
at run time, in a monitoring station.

Finally, the RTDB API includes two protected methods (DB_comm_init and
DB_comm_put) that are not available to an ordinary user process being used
exclusively by the communications manager in each agent.

With respect to the RTDB access, the communications manager is rather similar
to an ordinary user process, also making use of the same DB_init, DB_free and
DB_get methods to begin and finish the access to the RTDB and to read data from
the RTDB shared areas. However, it uses DB_comm_init, invoked once when
the process is launched, to retrieve communications relevant information from the
RTDB, such as period and size for all items that are to be transmitted by this
agent, allowing to compute an internal transmissions schedule that determines
which items to transmit in each communications cycle.

On the other hand, the DB_comm_put method is used to write in the shared
RTDB areas the remote data received through the communications interface. The
size parameter is used for a simple validation of the received data, comparing
the received data size with the expected data size. The age parameter is the age of
the received data at the reception instant, thus including the producer and trans-
mission age components. This is an age offset that will allow computing the total
data age at the time of data consumption, by the DB_get method.
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4.3 Age of Data

Knowing the age of the data can be very useful for cooperative behaviors to detect
and possibly mitigate situations of loss of temporal validity. However, for the sake
of simplicity, our middleware does not include a global clock service implying that
the clock in each robot is not correlated. To circumvent such difficulty, the mid-
dleware computes time intervals, only.

When a producer writes an item in the RTDB, the local time t1 is saved in a field
of the item record called timestamp, as shown in Fig. 2. Later on, when the
communications manager fetches the data to disseminate it to the other agents, it
computes for each item to be transmitted the difference between the current local
time t2 and the saved t1, which is the age of each datum at the time of transmission
in the producer side. The datum age at the producer side tp = t2 − t1 is attached to
each datum itself and transmitted together in the network packet.

When the packet is received by the communications manager at the consumer
side, each item is individually written in the RTDB shared area that corresponds to
its producer. The data age received from the producer is subtracted from the current
local time at the consumer, t3, and the result, t3 − tp, is saved in the timestamp
field. When a consumer process retrieves the item from the RTDB, the difference
from the current time to the value saved in timestamp is computed, resulting is
an estimate of the age of the data, from the moment it was produced (inserted in the
RTDB) to the moment in which it was consumed (read from the RTDB).

This estimation, however, still lacks the transmission time (Twt), which depends
on the actual bit rate, on the latency to access the medium and on possible
re-transmissions. However, as shown in Sect. 5, the use of the Reconfigurable and
Adaptive TDMA communication protocol has a positive impact on the transmission
time, leading to a relatively constant latency that can be easily added to the age
estimation to improve its accuracy.

4.3.1 Upper Bounding the Age of Data

For the sake of flexibility, the communication protocol is not necessarily syn-
chronized with the control system of the robots. This may lead to extra delays in the

 

Fig. 2 Datum age calculation
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refreshing of the remote data that the programmer must be aware of. In particular,
when a robot accesses a local image of a datum from another team member, that
datum can be as old as max_data_age in Eq. 1.

max data age ¼ minðTrcpp; ndup � TtupÞþ Twt þðndup � TtupÞ ð1Þ

This worst case data age corresponds to when the communications manager
fetches the data in the RTDB for transmission just before that data being updated by
the respective producer process in the respective agent. Thus, at that point, that data
can be as old as one period of the respective producer (Trcpp).

However, this latency cannot be larger than the item update period configured in
the RTDB (ndup × Ttup) thus, the minimum of the two must be considered. Note that
ndup is the refresh period in integer number of communication cycles defined in the
item control record, and Ttup is the communication cycle duration, defined in the
Reconfigurable and Adaptive TDMA protocol as the Team Update Period.
Moreover, the actual item refreshing is considered to be strictly periodic. The
transmission of the data over the air takes some time that must also be accounted for
(Twt). Finally, when the consumer accesses the data on its side, the data can be
waiting in the respective item buffer for at most another item update period
(ndup × Ttup). Within Eq. 1, only the wireless transmission delay is unknown and
may vary with the traffic load in the network, requiring an adequate estimation.

The minimum age of any datum corresponds to the situation in which the
transmission takes place right after the producer updated the item and the consumer
accesses the item right after it has been received, being thus given by Eq. 2.

min data age ¼ Twt ð2Þ

This large difference between maximum and minimum age shows that the item
age can be affected by high jitter as typical in situations in which items are prop-
agated through unsynchronized cycles. The order of magnitude of max_data_age
determines the dynamics of the cooperative behaviors that this database manage-
ment system can cope with.

5 Reconfigurable and Adaptive TDMA Communication

The Reconfigurable and Adaptive TDMA protocol is an overlay protocol that can
be implemented over several communication technologies. Here we will consider
IEEE 802.11 in infra-structured mode. The protocol structures the agents trans-
missions in a round allocating one slot to each agent. The agents attempt their
transmissions at the beginning of their slots. The following properties are specific to
this protocol:
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• Constant round duration. Apart from the round phase variations referred next,
the round duration is constant, matching the real-time requirements of the
conveyed data. In our case, it matches the update requirements of the data inside
the RTDB and thus we refer to it as Team Update Period (Ttup).

• Adaptive round phase. Delays (δ) suffered by the agents transmissions inside
their slots and within a certain bound (Δ) cause an adaptation (shift) of the round
phase in an attempt to enforce the inter-transmissions separation. This mecha-
nism allows maintaining the agents synchronized in the round without resorting
to clock synchronization as usual in common TDMA protocols.

• Reconfigurable round structure. The maximization of the separation between
transmissions is enforced, even when agents join and leave the team at run-time,
by maximizing the slots duration. This is achieved dividing the round by the
number of currently active team members K.

Maximizing the separation between the agents transmissions has two conse-
quences, it reduces collisions among team members and it creates a periodic traffic
pattern that is permeable to external traffic, i.e., uncontrolled traffic sent by other
sources outside the team.

Moreover, the phase adaptation scheme also allows escaping from coherent
periodic interfering sources. These sources, which have periods that are close to
integer multiples or submultiples of the protocol period, can have a significant
negative impact in network performance if the round phase is not shifted, even with
low load (Fig. 3), due to persistent interference.

This pernicious phenomenon also happens when the robots in the team transmit
periodically, and with similar periods, but unsynchronized. In this case, each one
will be a coherent periodic interference for the others.

5.1 Round Phase Adaptation

In order to carry out the round phase adaptation, one agent is elected to be the round
reference. It is such agent, only, that carries out the adaptation. All the remaining
K − 1 agents synchronize to that reference and determine their slots adding the
corresponding offsets (Fig. 4).

Interference

TDMA framework

Critical interference period

Fig. 3 Interference of a coherent periodic source on a TDMA framework
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In all agents, the transmissions are triggered with the help of a timer. When the
timer in agent i fires at time ti,now, it issues its transmission and sets the timer to fire
at ti,next = ti,now + Ttup, i.e. one round after. However, during this interval, the agents
correct their next transmission instant for synchronization purposes. If, for some
reason, e.g., a packet loss, such correction is not done, then they transmit strictly
periodically with period Ttup. The corrections of the next transmission instant are
different depending on whether it is the round reference agent or other agents.

The round reference agent transmits in slot 0. During the round, it continues
monitoring the arrival of the packets from the other agents in the team. When the
packet from agent j arrives, the reference agent computes the delay δj between the
effective and expected reception instants. Its next transmission, at t0,next, is then
adjusted according to the longest such delay among all the packets received from
the team in one round, as long as they are within a validity window [0, ΔK]. This is
expressed in Eq. 3.

t0;next ¼ t0;now þ Ttup þmaxðdjÞj¼1::K�1;0� dj �DK
ð3Þ

Note that ΔK bounds the maximum possible round phase adaptation. The
effective round period will be within [Ttup, Ttup + ΔK]. The index K indicates that it
varies with the number of active agents in the team. In fact, ΔK is a fraction ɛ,
configured statically, of the slot size TxwinK which in turn results from an even
division of the round in K slots.

DK ¼ TxwinK � e; 0\e\1; TxwinK ¼ Ttup
K

ð4Þ

Larger values of ɛ can make the round too irregular because of too frequent
adaptations while shorter values smooth the round duration due to fewer
adaptations.

In what concerns the remaining agents, they will eventually receive a reference
packet during the round. When they do, they estimate the instant at which the
reference packet was transmitted, t0, and they adjust their next transmission instants
ti,next using appropriate offsets to the respective slots (Eq. 5).

Node 0

Node 1

Node 2

Ttup δ2

δ2Δ 

time

1 x Txwin

2 x Txwin

Fig. 4 TDMA round adaptation by agent 0 as reference
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ti;next ¼ t0 þ i� TxwinK i ¼ 1. . .K � 1 ð5Þ

This approach provides a robust synchronization since it clearly defines the
adaptation bounds and, if packet losses affect the round, or if wide delays occur, the
agents continue implicitly synchronized for a certain time by adopting a periodic
behavior with their current phase.

5.2 Reconfiguration of the Round Structure

The dynamic reconfiguration of the TDMA round structure allows coping with
variable number of team members while maximizing the slot size. This specific
mechanism supports the dynamic insertion/removal of agents in the round in a fully
distributed way.

One important aspect concerns the agents identification and their assignment to
slots. Each node has a unique physical ID given at configuration time. Since we
cannot know which agents will be active in the team at each moment in time, we
cannot assign agents to slots statically. Thus, we use a simple rule to map the static
and unique physical ID to a dynamic logical ID. The currently lowest physical ID
among the running agents is assigned dynamic ID 0 (and slot 0), the following
physical ID is assigned dynamic ID 1 (and slot 1) and so on until the highest
physical ID among the running agents that is assigned dynamic ID K − 1 (and slot
K − 1). This assignment is carried out every time there is a change in the slots
structure, i.e., every time an agent joins or leaves the team.

Another particularly important aspect is the consistency of the membership
function across the team, which determines the number K of active team members.
In fact, all agents need to compute similar values of K so that they generate
compatible TDMA round structures. To enforce consistency in the reconfiguration
mechanism we use a membership vector added to the packets transmitted by each
node, containing its perception of the team status (Fig. 5). We define four states in
terms of membership:

• (N)ot running—The agent is not powered up or is unreachable, i.e., not
associated with the team wireless Access Point;

• (I)nsert—The agent started transmitting but has not yet been detected by all the
current team mates. In this state the agent has no slot yet in the TDMA round
and thus it is transmitting out of phase as external traffic;

• (R)unning—The agent has been detected by all team members and it is
transmitting in its own slot in the TDMA round.

• (D)elete—The agent is not transmitting or its message was not received, e.g.,
due to an error.
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5.2.1 Reconfiguration Process

When a new node arrives, it starts transmitting its periodic information in an
unsynchronized way, i.e., as external traffic, with its own state as Insert.
Meanwhile, all nodes, including the new one, continue updating their membership
vectors with the received frames. During this initial period called agreement phase,
the new node has no slot in the round, thus no dynamic ID, and the TxwinK value
remains unchanged.

At the instant of its following transmission, one round later considering no
errors, the new node checks if all current team members have agreed on its pres-
ence, i.e., they all detected its transmissions and signaled it marking the new node
in their membership vectors as Insert. This will eventually occur, leading to the end
of the agreement phase and the start of the reconfiguration phase.

In the reconfiguration phase, the new node updates the number of active team
members K, the slot duration TxwinK , reassigns the dynamic IDs locally, computes
the offset of its slot in the new round configuration, updates its state to Running and
transmits its packet, still unsynchronized. Upon the reception of the next reference
packet (dynamic ID 0), the slot offset is used to set a timer and trigger the new node
transmission in its new slot thus concluding the integration of the new node.

However, the complete reconfiguration process only ends when all nodes adhere
to the new round configuration. This is carried out node by node, as their trans-
mission instants occur. Basically, every time a transmission instant fires, the
respective team member checks whether any new node has joined during the past
round and has been acknowledged by all other members, i.e., it already transmitted
with Running status. If it has, then this node also reconfigures the round updating
K and TxwinK , reassigning the dynamic IDs and computing the offset of its slot in the
new round configuration. Then it transmits its packet, which is still in the slot of the

Fig. 5 Dissemination of the membership vectors
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previous configuration. Only after receiving the next reference packet, the new
offset is used and the next transmission occurs in the new slot.

If this node did not receive the new node message with Running status in the
previous round, it keeps the current round structure for one round more. Note that
this can occur due to the phase adjustment of the transmissions of the new node
when transiting to its new slot, but it can also occur due to packet losses, which
simply cause an extension of the reconfiguration phase for an extra round.

The removal of an absent node uses a similar process. When in the previous
m rounds, currently 10, no reception from a node is detected, the state of that node
is changed to Delete. When all other running team members have also marked that
node as Delete then the node is considered as Not Running, the number of active
members K is decremented, the slot duration TxwinK is increased, the dynamic IDs
reassigned and the slot offsets recomputed.

Figure 6 shows an example of the reconfiguration process of the TDMA round
caused by the inclusion of a new node in the team. Note that the arrows denote the
instants of transmission and the following blocks are the respective membership
vectors (representation not at scale).
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Node 1

Node 2

time

Legend: N – Not running      I – Insert      R – Running
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Fig. 6 Timelines of three joining situations for adding a new team member. Top Joining member
has highest ID; Middle Joining node has an intermediate ID; Bottom Joining node has the lowest
ID and will become the new reference
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In the upper timeline in Fig. 6, the joining node has the highest physical ID. The
agreement phase is delimited by A and B. The new node is integrated at D, which
also corresponds to the end of the reconfiguration phase. In the middle timeline, the
joining node has an intermediate physical ID with respect to the nodes already in
the team. In this case, the node will be integrated in the round and the reconfigu-
ration phase ends one slot after. Finally, in the lower timeline the joining node has
the lowest physical ID with respect to the nodes already in the team and thus it will
become the new reference. Note that once it changes its state to Running, it
reconfigures the round internally and immediately becomes the new reference node
with dynamic ID 0. Thus, it is integrated as soon as the agreement phase ends, and
all the other nodes will recompute their offsets with respect to its transmission. The
reconfiguration phase ends with the last slot of this round.

The relevant points in the reconfiguration process timeline, namely A through E,
are explained next.

• A—A new node has connected to the network and, after waiting Ttup, it starts
transmitting, unsynchronized;

• B—After one round, the new node has received messages from all the other
nodes with their membership vectors indicating the new node as Insert. Thus,
the agreement phase is over and the reconfiguration phase is started. In its
membership vector, it updates all states to Running, increments the number of
team members to K = 3, updates the slot duration to TxwinK ¼ Ttup=3, computes
the offset of its slot and transmits its packet. Upon reception of this packet, all
the other nodes update the state of the new node to Running and perform a
similar round reconfiguration to 3 slots;

• C—The next reference packet is transmitted and received by all nodes. Upon
this reception, each node sets up a timer to trigger the respective packet trans-
mission in the right slot;

• D—The timer of the new node expires and this node transmits its packet in its
newly allocated slot;

• E—The last node to transmit its packet in the new round configuration ends the
reconfiguration phase.

5.2.2 Time to Join the Team

We define the latency of a new node i joining a team with K − 1 members (K upon
joining and i = 0…K − 1) as the interval since a new node starts transmitting,
unsynchronized, until it is integrated in the team and starts transmitting in its own
slot (A–D in Fig. 6) and we refer to it as Ti;joinK . In the absence of errors, the
agreement phase takes one round (A–B). However, if this phase is affected by
errors, it is extended another round, and possibly more rounds until it succeeds.

The round reconfiguration phase starts with the new node already transmitting
with status Running. This phase can be further divided in two intervals, until the
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next reference packet is received (B–C) and from then on until the first transmission
of the node in its slot in the new round configuration (C–D).

The first of these intervals, i.e., until the reference packet is received, depends on
the relative phase between the new node initial transmissions and the initial round
configuration. In the best case, it lasts the transmission time of the reference packet
tpacket and in the worst-case, it takes one round plus the largest delay ΔK−1 that the
reference packet might have suffered in this round (still using the initial configu-
ration). In the presence of packet losses, this interval can be further extended by one
or more integer rounds.

The second interval is given by the offset of the new node slot, i.e., i� TxwinK
where i is the dynamic ID of the new node in the new round configuration.
Therefore, Ti;joinK can be bounded by Eq. 6, without considering packet losses.

Ttup þ tpacket þ i� TxwinK � Ti;joinK � 2� Ttup þDK�1 þ i� TxwinK ð6Þ

When considering the impact of errors and consequent packet losses, the upper
bound needs to include the extra rounds incurred as given by Eq. 7 where n(b, p) is
the number of extra rounds that need to be considered for a given probability p of
successful packet reception and given a bit error rate b.

Ti;joinK �ð2þ nðb; pÞÞ � Ttup þDK�1 þ i� TxwinK ð7Þ

Using Eq. 4 we can upper bound the last two terms to 1.5Ttup independently of ɛ,
i and K, or to Ttup as long as ɛ ≤ 1 − 1/K, which is a frequent configuration. In this
latter case, the joining process can be upper bounded by Tjoin in Eq. 8.

Tjoin � ð3þ nðb; pÞÞ � Ttup ð8Þ

Given its complexity and dependency on the actual error patterns, we use an
experimental characterization of the n(b, p) function.

5.3 Performance Assessment

In this section we show experimental results that allow assessing the performance of
the Reconfigurable and Adaptive TDMA protocol, both in laboratory environment
as well as in actual operation.

The first experiment compares the protocol against a common TDMA approach
with a rigid slot structure implemented with clock synchronization using Chrony.1

In this experiment there is a residual load of uncontrolled external background

1http://chrony.tuxfamily.org.
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traffic plus a periodic interference caused by an external node issuing a ping
command to the Access Point (AP) with 1 kB every 5 ms. The TDMA round was
configured with a period 99.5 ms and with four slots.

Figure 7 shows the results with Chrony. The rigid periods of the TDMA
framework and ping packets create a sliding phase that causes a periodic critical
interference approximately every 20 s with the same slot but with different offsets
for different slots. Several such intervals are clearly visible in the spikes that affect
the network load. On the right we can see a histogram of successful team trans-
missions, single lost packets and multiple consecutive lost packets. Overall, we
observed 1.17 % losses.

On the other hand, Fig. 8 shows the same case but using the Reconfigurable and
Adaptive TDMA with Ttup = 99.5 ms. The network load plot now shows a more
irregular pattern, as expected due to the phase adaptation of the TDMA round
which average duration increased to 100.4 ms. In terms of losses, we observed a
reduction to 0.56 % and without affecting consecutive packets.

Another relevant comparison is with non-synchronized periodic transmissions as
if, for example, the agents in the team were transmitting independently. In this case,
differences in the clocks lead to phase drifts and occasionally to several agents
transmitting at the same time creating critical interference periods.

Fig. 7 TDMA with rigid slot structure using clock synchronization (instantaneous network
utilization and histogram of consecutive packet losses)

Fig. 8 TDMA with adaptive slot structure (instantaneous network utilization and histogram of
consecutive packet losses)
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The experiments used IEEE 802.11b multicast packets with 379B of payload.
The team included four nodes with a Ttup of 50 ms and logs were extracted for
about 9 min of continued operation. The interfering traffic was generated by an
external laptop pinging the AP using 1000B packets at a rate of one per 5 and 10 ms
in two different experiments. The former case already corresponded to a saturated
network. A third experiment was carried out without generating external traffic.

All nodes were triggered at the same time but in one case with the
Reconfigurable and Adaptive TDMA protocol in place and in another case without.
The results show, in the former case, that the team communications are immediately
reorganized in the synchronized TDMA framework, reducing collisions, while in
the latter the agents will continue colliding, generating a period of poor channel
quality, independently of the channel load. Figure 9 shows the histograms of the
wireless transmission delay in both cases, while Fig. 10 shows the histograms of the
number of consecutive lost packets. One curiosity is the reduction in packet losses
as the network load increases, due to the growing effectiveness of the Carrier Sense
Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) arbitration method.

The following results correspond to logs of a real operational scenario of the
CAMBADA RoboCup MSL team [3] during actual RoboCup games. The team
used six mobile robots and a base station, thus seven nodes, with a round of 100 ms.
These logs show the correct protocol operation even in the presence of highly
dynamic conditions, with frequent packet losses, including asymmetric ones, and
robots that leave and join the team.

Figure 11 shows the round structure (top) and the cardinality of the membership
(below), i.e., the number of active agents in the team. Each line in the round
structure represents the offset of a slot transmission with respect to the beginning of
the round, i.e., transmission of the reference in slot 0. It illustrates the maximization
of the time interval between consecutive transmissions of team members as the
team composition changes (distance between consecutive lines).

Fig. 9 Histograms of the transmission delay with reconfigurable and adaptive TDMA (left) and
without synchronization (right)
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Fig. 10 Histograms of the number of consecutive lost packets with reconfigurable and adaptive
TDMA (left) and without synchronization (right)

Fig. 11 Evolution of round structure and number of nodes in the team
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Figure 12 shows the evolution of the membership vector in agent 0, which is
used to guide the reconfiguration of the slots structure in the round. The actual team
composition evolves as follows. Initially, all agents except 3 are active. Agent 3
joins around second 200. Soon after, agent 4 leaves and rejoins shortly before
second 600. In both cases, their state passes through 1—Insert but it is too short to
be visible. Beyond these major changes there are frequent packet losses, visible
through the state oscillations between 2—Running and 3—Delete. However, these
losses are filtered by the team management local state machines and do not gen-
erally cause variations in the team composition, except for a short removal of agent
5 near second 300 and agent 6 just before second 1000 and after 1900.

Finally, we observed the time to join the team, which is a relevant metric in the
scope of very dynamic scenarios. The actual joining times varied essentially in
integer number of rounds and between 2 (200 ms) and 5 (500 ms), representing the
cases of no extra rounds needed in the joining process, or 1, 2 or 3 extra rounds
needed due to errors. These values are in accordance with the bounds in Eq. 7.

We also extracted the histogram of the n(b, p) function (Fig. 13) that gives us the
number of extra rounds needed in the joining process due to communication errors.
The histogram shows that most of the joining processes require none or one extra
round, with just a few cases of more rounds needed. In this operational scenario, we
can thus estimate the joining time to be under 500 ms with 96 % probability.

Fig. 12 Membership vector dynamics in agent 0 (agents states code: 0 Not Running; 1 Insert; 2
Running; 3 Delete)
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6 Conclusion

This chapter addressed the problem of developing applications for Mobile
Cyber-Physical Systems (M-CPS) composed of cooperative mobile autonomous
agents. It focused on the communications and middleware platform on which most
cooperative behaviors rely. For such purpose, we developed a platform that allows
sharing state among team members while abstracting away communication. It relies
on a shared memory middleware that extends the traditional Blackboard concept
with local data proxies that also include data age information. This middleware is
then connected to a TDMA protocol that updates the data proxies and supports
dynamic addition and removal of team members. We named these components the
Real-Time Database (RTDB) and the Reconfigurable and Adaptive TDMA pro-
tocol. We briefly explained their main features and we then showed several
experimental results that confirm, in particular, the properties of the communication
protocol, which operates over IEEE 802.11 in infra-structured mode.2

This platform has been validated in practice in demanding operational scenarios
such as robotic soccer in the RoboCup Middle Size League. The communications
protocol was also extended to mesh networks that give a higher flexibility in
topology control. Currently the platform is being reworked to suit vehicular
applications, which require, among other features, relative localization services to
support applications like platooning and smart intersections.
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Fig. 13 Distribution of extra
rounds needed in a joining
process due to errors

2Code available at www.bitbucket.org/fredericosantos/rtdb/.
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ANIMO, Framework to Simplify
the Real-Time Distributed
Communication

Yamnia Rodríguez, Carlos Alejo, Irene Alejo and Antidio Viguria

Abstract This paper presents a communication framework developed for
interconnecting multi-systems based on the Data Distribution Service (DDS). The
newly built framework, called ANIMO, facilitates the integration of DDS in an
application and the interoperability between the different data types of the
Cooperating Objects (COs) with the great feature of real-time. Furthermore, a
powerful tool to generate code has been developed bringing the incorporation and
the updating of the data types as a very easy and simple task. In addition, a novel
module has been performed to give the capacity to communicate the ANIMO
framework with the ROS middleware that makes even easier the integration of
mobile robots as another Cooperating Object. This paper explains the complete
architecture of the ANIMO framework, its diversity of possibilities and two prin-
cipal works where it has been applied. One is a distributed simulator to validate
embedded control algorithms. The other is the task of the supervision and message
passing between quadrotors in an experiment of coordination and cooperation
involving multiple aerial vehicles.
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1 Introduction

The increasing usage of heterogeneous systems jointly, such as variety of sensors,
microcontrollers, PCs, robots, etc., all of which scattered in an environment,
implicates a greater effort on inevitable tasks of integration and communication
between them. In these cases, where the importance of the work lies in the
development of applications and algorithms and not how the system data are
available and interchangeable, a communication software with fast tuning capa-
bilities and high performance is desired. Also, many engineering applications
related to smart cities require this data fusion to be performed in real time. For
instance, efficient distributed video surveillance requires that real-time constraints
be respected or, at least, quality of service guarantees (QoS) be provided [1]. In
order to fulfil this necessity, a communication framework, called ANIMO, has been
developed. Along this paper, the ANIMO framework will be explained.

The communication model underlying in network software is the most important
factor in how applications communicate. The communications model impacts the
performance, the ease to accomplish different communication transactions, the
nature of detecting errors, and the robustness to different error conditions.
Unfortunately, different communication models are better suited to handle different
classes of application domains. The three main types of network communication
models are: point-to-point, client-server and publish-subscribe.

For many applications related to cooperating objects in smart cities, the
publish-subscribe communication model is the one that best suits its requirements
since it is the best choice for systems with complex time-critical data flows [2].
Computer applications (nodes) “subscribe” to data they need and “publish” data
they want to share. Messages pass directly between the publisher and the sub-
scribers, rather than moving into and out of a centralized server. Publish-subscribe
communication architectures are good for distributing large quantities of
time-sensitive information efficiently, even in the presence of unreliable delivery
mechanisms.

Taking into account the above, distributed applications and satisfying real-time,
the ANIMO framework has been developed based on the open standard of the Data
Distribution Service for Real-Time Systems (DDS) from the Object Management
Group (OMG). A well known open-source implementation of the DDS is the RTI
(Real Time Innovations) DDS, which has been used in this work. Studies show that
DDS implementations perform significantly better than non-DDS alternatives and
are well-suited for certain classes of data-critical DRE information management
systems [3].

In addition, other software modules have been built facilitating the integration of
systems and devices, the interoperability between their different data types and the
maintenance and enlargement of the framework itself. Moreover, the network
features needed for an application can be adjusted to the network constraints
through a wide Quality of Service controls (configuration parameters), achieving a
high throughput.
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The paper is organized as follows. In the next section the newly developed
framework, called ANIMO, based on the DDS is described. In Sect. 3, a brief
description of two research projects, where the ANIMO framework has been suc-
cessfully applied, is exposed and illustrated with results obtained from experiments.
In Sect. 4, some results about performance tests done using the ANIMO framework
are presented. Finally, the last section is devoted to final conclusions.

2 The ANIMO Framework: Aiding to the Systems
Intercommunication

As commented, the ANIMO framework has been developed to make easier the
integration between different heterogeneous systems such as sensors, robots, sys-
tems, etc. that can be part of any smart cities application. It has a scalable archi-
tecture that is formed by the following modules:

• The communication layer (CL). This is the framework core based on DDS.
• The hardware abstraction layers (HAL). There is a HAL for each device or

Cooperating Object to be incorporated into the framework. This layer is
responsible for abstracting the peculiarities of the device and converting the data
types used by its driver to the types defined in ANIMO. The different HALs are
libraries that wrap the device drivers to integrate them easily.

• The services of devices as high level applications (HLAs), that using the
communication layer and the hardware abstraction layer, send the device data
and receive the control command by DDS. There are already several devices
integrated in ANIMO such as the haptics, the cyber gloves, the IS900 tracker,
the webcams and the testbed accessing to the quadrotors. In this way, the
devices are available for the possible HLAs. It is shown in Fig. 1.

• The ROS Bridge module gives the capacity to communicate the ANIMO
framework with the ROS middleware1 that makes even easier the integration of
mobile robots as another Cooperating Object, i.e. the ROS world is accessible in
ANIMO. This characteristic could be very interesting for smart cities applica-
tions where it is needed to interconnect robots with other smart sensors.

• A powerful tool to generate code brings creating ANIMO extensions as a very
easy and simple task.

The benefits that the ANIMO framework provides to the applications are
numerous. For example it accelerates development since it replaces low-level
communications code with high-level interfaces. Also, it combines asynchronous

1ROS (Robot Operating System) provides libraries and tools to help software developers create
robot applications. It provides hardware abstraction, device drivers, libraries, visualizers,
message-passing, package management, and more. ROS is licensed under an open source, BSD
license [4].
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publish/subscribe messaging and real-time data management, it automatically dis-
covers and routes data between publishers (writers) and subscribers (readers) to the
same topic, eliminates dependence on start-up order, automatically synchronizes
state if there are disconnections or/and reconnections, and a change of the QoS used
in the application means only a change in the configuration file avoiding the
recompilation of the application.

2.1 Architecture of the Communication Layer

Given that the DDS API is very extensive and it is desired that the communication
layer be reusable and simple, hiding the complexity of DDS, the ANIMO frame-
work has built its own communication layer which can be integrated into any
application requiring distributed software. Its architecture is detailed in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Example of system intercommunication using the ANIMO framework

Fig. 2 The ANIMO
communication layer
architecture
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The communication layer is implemented in the C++ programming language and
it is available for Linux and Windows platforms as dynamic library.

The ANIMO framework has a first layer of DDS abstraction (DDS wrapper). It
creates the topics, the participants, the publishers, the data writers, the subscribers
and the readers. However, in order to further facilitate the use of the framework,
ANIMO integrates another layer of abstraction that provides access points for
sending (APS) and receiving (APR) data to the applications reducing the number of
objects to create.

The common data types or structures that are exchanged between the applica-
tions are defined in Common Data Library (CDL), which gives support to the
communication layer and the applications. At present, the CDL has more than forty
different data types such as position, rotation, velocity, angular speed, flight plan,
MAVLink messages, etc. Thanks to the powerful tool built to generate code, the
incorporation and the updating of the data types is a very easy and simple task.

2.2 A Rapid and Easy Way to Extend the ANIMO
Framework

A feature that adds more value to the framework is to have a code generator for
updating the framework. The code generator is joined to a useful GUI program that
helps the developer in the maintenance task. From a description file of the data
types that will travel through the network, all the ANIMO framework code that
depends on the data types is self-generated. Then, these files are copied to the
respective projects and compiled. Finally, the installation packages are built to
reinstall them updating the framework libraries on the computer.

XML has been chosen as the description file format because it is well-known by
most developers. Managing the information that contains, it is possible to auto
generate the ROS messages and actions for the ROS packages and ROS Bridge
module, and the IDLs and the C++ code for the ANIMO framework core. The code
generator is based on the Apache Velocity Project [5].

2.3 Connecting with the ROS Middleware

A novel module, called ROS Bridge, has been developed to give the capacity to
communicate the ANIMO framework with the ROS middleware that makes even
easier the integration of mobile robots as another Cooperating Object. More
specifically, ROS Bridge allows the automatic generation of a data parser between
the ANIMO framework and ROS using a XML configuration file. In Fig. 3 it can be
observed the link of the ANIMO framework core with the ROS Bridge module.
The ROS Bridge API wraps the ROS API providing methods for the publication
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and the subscription of the ROS messages. Moreover, separate ROS networks can
be communicated by a DDS network using the ROS Bridge module. In this way,
the isolated clients and servers of the ROS actions achieve to be connected and are
able to interchange data across the ANIMO framework.

3 Example of Application Projects

The following sections explain two principal works where ANIMO has been
applied. One is a distributed simulator to validate real embedded control algorithms.
The simulator has been developed in the European Commission’s 7th Framework
Programme (FP7) project, EC-SAFEMOBIL [6]. The other is the task of the
supervision and message passing between quadrotors in an experiment of coordi-
nation and cooperation involving multiple aerial vehicles. This task is still devel-
oping in the ARCAS project [8]; it is also a FP7 project.

Following are some other noteworthy works where ANIMO is involved:

• Real-time visualization of the experiments being carried out in the testbed of
FADA-CATEC through a scaled, virtual world, with the possibility of 3D
projection.

• Manipulation of an articulated arm of two degrees of freedom using a haptic
device.

• Simulator for the formation of operators of Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems
(RPAS), implicating communication between the Ground Control Station
(GCS), the simulation engine, the simulated aircraft with real embedded control
algorithms, the instructor station and the databases. This project is still being
developed.

• Human Machine Interface (HMI) for the navigation in a 3D virtual world
(zoom, translation and rotation) commanded from the gestures collected using a
cyber glove and the IS900 tracker.

Fig. 3 The ROS Bridge module architecture
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3.1 Distributed Simulator to Validate Embedded Control
Algorithms

The EC-SAFEMOBIL project is devoted to the development of sufficiently accurate
common motion estimation and control methods and technologies in order to reach
levels of reliability and safety to facilitate unmanned vehicle deployment in a broad
range of applications [6]. With this goal, several scenarios are defined in the project
to be performed both in simulation and in real experiments. The distributed sim-
ulator offers the opportunity to test the developed methods in the project in a
repeatable and thorough manner, validating embedded control algorithms before
executing them in a real experiment, regarding scalability, fault-tolerance, trajectory
planning and cooperative tracking. The most important scenarios are:

• Rotary-wing UAV landing on a ship (see Fig. 4a).
• Autonomous distributed warehousing traffic and control (see Fig. 4b).
• Tracking for surveillance. Many UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles) follow

their targets (see Fig. 4c).

The simulator has been developed based on the VT MÄK tools [7], VR-Forces
(back-end module or simulation engine) and VR-Vantage (front-end module or

Fig. 4 Images of the graphic interface of the simulator
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visual image generator), and has the great feature that the simulations can be
visualized in 3D. The rotary-wing UAV landing on a ship scenario will be
explained as example. The modules implicated in this scenario constituting the
simulator framework are shown in Fig. 5. There are two programs exchanging data
by using the ANIMO framework core.2 One is the simulation engine; it is
responsible for the synchronization between all modules managing the simulation
time. The other is a wrapper of the real UAV control embedded algorithms. The
developed control in Simulink is generated as C++ classes which are integrated
without changes in the simulator framework. Aside from the simulator, the ship, the
radio beacon sensor3 and the UAV are created as VR-Forces plug-ins. The UAV
behaviour is simulated in a very truthful way using the auto generated code of the
developed UAV model in Simulink. The control loop is implemented in the sim-
ulator as shown in Fig. 5. In each simulation step, the RBS data are inputs in the
control algorithms which act in the simulated UAV. After that, the new UAV state
along with the ship state update the simulated sensor closing the loop.

Figure 6 shows the evolution of the UAV and target position in wave conditions
(a) and calm sea (b). When the sea is calm, the UAV is able to land. However, when
the sea is wavy, it is necessary another helping mechanism to carry out the complete
landing. The EC-SAFEMOBIL project proposes to use a tether linking the UAV
and the platform (tether guiding) in order to increase the stability. This experiment
is being conducted this year.

Fig. 5 Main components of the distributed simulator in the UAV landing on a ship scenario

2In the tracking for surveillance scenario, can be observed in the Fig. 4c, there are many UAVs and
targets, therefore, the simulator framework is composed of a wrapper program for each UAV more
the simulation engine program.
3It is the proposed sensor for the scenario. RBS System comprises two subsystems, one located in
the UAV itself and another one installed on the ground surrounding the landing area. The RBS
airborne system provides a relative position to the UAV on board computer (relative to the moving
landing pad, located on the ship, in body fixed frame).
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3.2 Experiment of Coordination and Cooperation Involving
Multiple Aerial Vehicles

The ARCAS project proposes the development and experimental validation of the
first cooperative free-flying robot system for assembly and structure construction
[8]. For the missions involving inspection tasks and translation of structures,
experiments of coordination and cooperation of multiple aerial vehicles and colli-
sion avoidance are proposed. At present, these experiments have been executed in
simulation using Gazebo (see Fig. 7b). The real experiments are programmed for
early March this year using the testbed4 in FADA-CATEC (see Fig. 7a).

The architecture of the multivehicle experiments is presented in Fig. 8. The
modules executed on the ground station, the Trajectory Planning (TP) and the
Global Supervisor (GS) are connected to a DDS network. Whereas the modules
executed on board, the Trajectory Generation (TG), the Collision Avoidance
(CA) and the UAV Abstraction Layer (UAL) are connected by a ROS network. The
two networks are united thanks to the ROS Bridge (ROSB) forwarding the ANIMO
topics to the ROS topic and vice versa. The ROSB runs on the ground station. In the
beginning, the GP sends some waypoints of the desired trajectory of all involved
UAVs to the TP. Then the TP, which knows the world, plans the trajectories for
each UAV avoiding the obstacles of the area and send the trajectories back to the
UAVs. The trajectories arrive to the UAVs through the ROS Bridge module. At that

Fig. 6 The evolution of the UAV and target position in wave conditions (a) and calm sea (b) in
the UAV landing on a ship scenario

4This testbed is based on an indoor positioning system that uses 20 VICON cameras. This system
can calculate the position and attitude of any moving object within the volume of the testbed
(15 × 15 × 5 m) in real time (with an update rate of up to 500 Hz).
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point, the TG generates the control references for its UAV. These control references
act in the low-level software using UAL. Furthermore, the control references are
modified from CA if a collision with other UAVs is detected. To accomplish this it
is necessary that each UAV know the state of every other UAV, which is achieved
using the ROS Bridge module.

Figure 9 shows the results of an experiment with three UAVs. Figure 9a is an
experiment without executing the CA module. Therefore, there is a collision
implicating two UAVs which go to ground. In Fig. 9b it can be observed that the
collision is avoided because the CA module is being executed.

Fig. 7 Scenario of the first multivehicle experiments in ARCAS. a Testbed of FADA-CATEC
with mock-up. b Virtual environment in Gazebo for the previous simulations

Fig. 8 Architecture of the experiment of coordination and cooperation involving multiple aerial
vehicles
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4 ANIMO Performance Tests

The performance tests presented in this chapter were carried out as part of the works
regarding the EC-SAFEMOBIL project, which had the ANIMO framework inte-
grated. After an initial integration, the middleware was working with the different
scenarios, but further actions were required in order to improve the middleware
performance and reach the necessary level to use it in the real experimentation
progress. During 2014, these improvements were implemented and tested. This set
of tests allowed us to obtain a measure of the middleware capability and to decide if
its nominal behaviour is sufficient to be further used in the scenarios.

The performance tests were performed in FADA-CATEC’s testbed, in order to
facilitate the measurement of the required metrics, with two helper machines at
another facility. The laptops used for this were two identical IBM ThinkPad T60
laptops with Windows 8.1 as operating system. The network connectivity was
established using a wired Gigabit LAN.

4.1 Payload Tests

The idea of these tests was to analyse the influence of different payload sizes on the
transmission behaviour of the EC-SAFEMOBIL communication middleware.
Messages were sent for 10 min, containing a payload between 1 byte and
10,000 bytes, and with a sending rate ranging between 10 messages per second and
200 messages per second.

Table 1 shows the test results taking into account the message payload and the
sending rate. The table contains the exact amount of messages sent through the
network during the tests. The results show, that as expected, a higher payload size
reduces the number of messages that can be sent in the same amount of time, since

Fig. 9 Results of an experiment with three UAVs. a Without executing the CA module.
b Executing the CA module
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more time is needed to physically transmit the information through the network.
Table 2 pictures the message loss during the experiments caused by the unreliable
but fast UDP protocol. As it is shown, message loss only occurs when sending with
a very high rate or with a very large payload.

Table 3 shows the percentage of the throughput achieved in the experiments
compared to the theoretically ideal maximum throughput. The ideal maximum
throughput is the theoretical number of messages sent in the 10 min of the
experiments duration. In most cases the middleware performs with values greater
than 90 % of the theoretical maximum. And even in the worst tested scenarios the
achieved 83 % is higher than the required 75 % maximum throughput, as set in the
requirements of the project.

4.2 Arrival Time Tests

This experiment shows how long it takes to send a pre-defined number of messages
with a payload of 64 bytes. For this, five different amounts of messages have been

Table 1 Number of received
messages with a specific
payload using the middleware

Payload (bytes) Rate (messages per second)

10 25 50 100 200

1 5997 14,969 29,484 57,791 108,906

64 5997 14,971 29,481 58,125 107,376

100 5997 14,973 29,436 57,780 108,942

6400 5967 14,795 28,972 55,225 101,672

10,000 5963 14,775 28,822 54,585 100,251

Table 2 Number of
messages lost (with
a specific payload) using
the middleware

Payload (bytes) Rate (messages per second)

10 25 50 100 200

1 0 0 0 0 0

64 0 0 0 0 0

100 0 0 0 0 0

6400 0 0 0 0 1

10,000 0 0 0 2 60

Table 3 Percentage obtained
comparing the real results
with the ideal throughput

Payload
(bytes)

Rate (messages per second)

10 25 50 100 200

1 99.95 99.79 98.28 96.32 90.76

64 99.95 99.81 98.27 96.88 89.48

100 99.95 99.82 98.12 96.30 90.79

6400 99.45 98.63 96.57 92.04 84.73

10,000 99.38 98.50 96.07 90.98 83.54
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sent with four different sending rates. The measured values (Table 4) can be
compared to the ideal values (Table 5), describing how long the sending of the
specified number of messages should take in an ideal system. The results show that
the higher the sending rate and the more messages are to be sent, the longer the time
needed.

Table 6 shows how much longer in percentage it took the middleware to send the
fixed amount of messages, compared to the time it theoretically takes to send out
the messages in an ideal system. The negative values in the first row of −0.7 and
−0.1 % are caused by a possible error of 1 % in these measurements. The error is
triggered by the implementation of the tests, more specific by the loop controlling
how many messages have been sent. In this loop a timestamp is taken, just before a
message is sent but not after. Thus the timestamp recorded between sending and
receiving may vary by the duration of sending one message compared to the ideal
system, which is in all cases 1 %.

Table 4 Time spent (in
seconds) sending all the
required messages using the
middleware

Number of
messages

Rate (messages per second)

25 50 100 200

99 3.932 1.979 1.031 0.537

499 19.963 10.131 5.188 2.738

999 39.996 20.349 10.348 5.500

4999 200.524 104.541 55.223 27.613

9999 401.750 208.950 109.111 60.043

Table 5 Time spent (in
seconds) sending all the
required messages in ideal
conditions

Number of
messages

Rate (messages per second)

25 50 100 200

99 3.960 1.980 0.990 0.495

499 19.960 9.980 4.990 2.495

999 39.960 19.980 9.990 4.995

4999 199.960 99.980 49.990 24.995

9999 399.960 199.980 99.990 49.995

Table 6 Increase in time
with respect to the ideal
conditions (in percentage)

Number of messages Rate (messages per second)

25 50 100 200

99 −0.7 −0.1 4.2 8.4

499 0.0 1.5 4.0 9.7

999 0.1 1.8 3.6 10.1

4999 0.3 4.6 10.5 10.5

9999 0.4 4.5 9.1 20.1

Error 1 %
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4.3 Durability Tests

4.3.1 Low Payload Durability Tests

This experiment analyses the effects a prolonged runtime has on the middleware.
Messages with a payload of 64 bytes were being sent for 1, 10, 30 and 60 min with
four different sending rates. Table 7 shows the amount of messages sent during the
single runs of the experiment. For comparison with the theoretical maximum, the
number of messages sent in an ideal system with the respective sending rates is
shown in Table 8.

The results observed in Table 9 show how even in a long time of operation the
middleware performs with throughputs only in one case barely under 90 % of the
theoretical maximum. Using this payload of 64 bytes there is also no packet loss
recorded.

4.3.2 High Payload Durability Tests

To further test the capabilities and to increase the burden on the middleware, for this
long-time experiment the size of the payload was increased to 6400 bytes. Just like

Table 7 Number of received
messages in a specific period
of time using the middleware

Duration
(min)

Rate (messages per second)

25 50 100 200

1 1428 2943 5825 10,914

10 14,947 29,297 57,801 109,034

30 44,936 88,481 173,427 324,371

60 89,852 176,716 348,860 646,759

Table 8 Ideal number of
received messages in a
specific period of time

Duration
(min)

Rate (messages per second)

25 50 100 200

1 1500 3000 6000 12,000

10 15,000 30,000 60,000 120,000

30 45,000 90,000 180,000 360,000

60 90,000 180,000 360,000 720,000

Table 9 Percentage of
messages sent compared to
the ideal number

Duration (min) Rate (messages per second)

25 50 100 200

1 95.2 98.1 97.1 91.0

10 99.6 97.7 96.3 90.9

30 99.9 98.3 96.3 90.1

60 99.8 98.2 96.9 89.8
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before, messages were sent for 1, 10, 30 and 60 min, with four different sending
rates. As a comparison, the number of messages sent in an ideal system with the
respective rates can be used. The results observed in Table 10 show the number of
messages sent during the experiment, while a look back to Table 8 shows the
theoretical maximum.

As expected, the results (see Table 11) are worse when compared to sending a
payload of only 64 bytes (see Table 9). But in the required sending rates of 100
messages per second and below, the performance still is greater than 90 % of the
theoretical maximum.

5 Conclusions

In this work, a complete communication software solution, with fast tuning and
demonstrated high performance, has been presented for Cooperating Object sys-
tems. It is especially appropriate in distributed system with real-time requirements.

Also, novel modules have been explained allowing the interconnection with
other middlewares like ROS and the extension of the framework with any infor-
mation type without difficulty.

It has then been shown how the developed ANIMO framework has been applied
to two different projects with very different real-time communication needs showing
the countless possibilities that the framework offers if it is applied to smart cities
applications.

Finally, the results of a battery of tests have been presented to give the reader
proof of the performance of the framework.

Table 10 Number of
received messages in a
specific period of time using
the middleware

Duration
(min)

Rate (messages per second)

25 50 100 200

1 1481 2899 5513 10,197

10 14,806 28,981 55,228 101,572

30 44,385 86,948 165,690 306,146

60 88,803 173,828 331,075 613,034

Table 11 Percentage of
messages sent compared to
the ideal number

Duration (min) Rate (messages per second)

25 50 100 200

1 98.7 96.6 91.9 85.0

10 98.7 96.6 92.0 84.6

30 98.6 96.6 92.1 85.0

60 98.7 96.6 92.0 85.1
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SERAPH: Service Allocation Algorithm
for the Execution of Multiple Applications
in Heterogeneous Shared Sensor
and Actuator Networks

Claudio M. de Farias, Wei Li, Flávia C. Delicato, Luci Pirmez,
Paulo F. Pires and Albert Y. Zomaya

Abstract Shared Sensor and Actuator Networks (SSAN) represent a new design
trend in the field of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) that allows the sensing and
communication infrastructure to be shared among multiple applications submitted
by different users, instead of the original application-specific WSN design. In this
paper, with the goal of fully utilising the network infrastructure and inspired by a
service-oriented architecture, we modeled applications as sets of primitive services
to be provided by sensor nodes. By using such approach, sensor nodes can perform
different roles according to the services they offer and it is possible to identify
common services required by different applications so that leveraging service
sharing and optimizing the use of the network resources. With these premises, we
propose an adaptive service selection and allocation algorithm called SERAPH that
can efficiently utilise the underlying heterogeneous hardware resources, and yet
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provide the desired QoS level for multiple applications. Experimental results show
that SERAPH provides competitive performance regarding energy efficiency,
making it a promising task allocation algorithm for SSANs.

Keywords Wireless sensor networks � Shared sensor networks � Task allocation

1 Introduction

The Internet of Things (IoT) [1–3] has rapidly evolved in the last years as an
umbrella term envisioning a world in which every single object (the so-called
things) can be identified, controlled, and monitored through the Internet. These
heterogeneous objects are endowed with sensing and/or actuation capabilities, and
become able to capture data about physical variables, eventually process such data
in order to provide valuable information, and also to act upon the physical world as
a response to various stimuli. Smart objects communicate to each other and
seamlessly collaborate with other physical and/or virtual resources available in the
Internet to provide value-added information and new generation services for
end-users.

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) [4, 5] are a key component of IoT infras-
tructures. Such distributed networks are composed of intelligent sensor nodes (a
sub-set of smart objects), which work in a collaborative way, and are able to
introduce or improve a wide variety of services to be available to humans and
applications. However, in order to proper work as a core component of IoT,
Wireless Sensor Networks need to evolve from their traditional application-specific
design into a shared system design, where multiple applications simultaneously run
on top of the deployed nodes. Such evolution in the WSN design has raised the
emergent concept of Shared Sensor and Actuator Networks (SSANs) [6].

A recent research challenge of SSANs is how to allocate limited node resources
to potential contending applications running on the same infrastructure. This issue
has received notable attention from both academic and industry sides. One possible
solution for tackling this challenge is to employ task allocation algorithms, which
are responsible for looking for the best sensors (depending on the given criteria,
such as processing power or residual energy) to perform tasks but also considering
energy conservation of the network. By tasks, we mean the non-dividable units of
execution that, when composed together, consist of an application submitted by
users. Although several efforts have been made in the WSN field to develop task
allocation algorithms, most of them focus on the case of running one or more
applications in a single WSN with the main goal to achieve energy efficiency.
Differently from WSN, task scheduling algorithms [7] designed for SSANs should
not only pay close attention to the energy saving by tuning on/off different func-
tional modules of sensor nodes in their lifetime, but should also fully exploit the
common tasks from different applications so as to further improve the use of limited
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node resources. This is potentially efficient since tasks from multiple applications
could run only once and the collected result be shared by all of them. Existing
common tasks, if not properly addressed by the scheduling algorithm, will consume
system energy in a less efficient way by repeatedly performing them. For instance,
let us consider two applications running simultaneously on SSAN, a meeting
detection application and a fire detection application [6]. A meeting detection
application requires a presence sensor and a temperature sensor to analyze if the
attendees are comfortable during a scheduled meeting. A fire detection application
and a meeting application can share a temperature sensing task and a temperature
threshold evaluation task.

Another concern that a task allocation algorithm must have is to assure the
application’s quality of service (QoS). A task allocation algorithm should be aware
of each application QoS requirements and network conditions to select the best
nodes that can satisfy the needs of application as much as possible.

The task scheduling approach [6–8] is one of the few early attempts to address
the aforementioned challenges. It models the applications as task graphs and
allocates the composite tasks to the candidate nodes that offer the requested func-
tionalities in the system. Our proposal builds on the existing task scheduling
solutions but goes a step further in the context of task representation. We argue that
modeling an application as a service composition [9–13] is a well-suited approach,
which abstracts the underlying heterogeneous sensor networks as a set of services
that represent all the available functionalities [14] in a standardized and common
way. Consequently, sensor nodes act as data providers and the set of WSNs
working as a whole in a shared infrastructure acts as service provider for end users.
Due to the well-known issues of limited hardware capabilities and energy resources
in WSNs, each sensor node typically provides one or few non-divisible function-
alities in its monitored area. In this paper, we call each kind of functionality as a
primitive service. Since it is often unlikely for a single type of node to perform an
application, we thus aim at using a group of different nodes to collectively provide
services for applications. Each application is composed of a suitable combination of
primitive services, which are selected from all the available services across WSNs.

WSNs operate in a highly dynamic environment. Sensor nodes often vary their
operation status for energy conservation; wireless links are unstable and subject to
several types of interferences, among other factors. In a SSN the dynamics is even
higher, since new applications can arrive and running applications can terminate.
Therefore, an adaptive service allocation approach [15] is required to make the
provided services to adapt to the dynamic underlying execution context without
explicit intervention from end-users at runtime. Moreover, it has to maintain the
quality of service (QoS) at an acceptable level to prevent high quality reduction
during the service time. In other words, the service allocation method should
comprise a dynamic and QoS-aware mechanism that guarantees the services pro-
vision at desired level most of the time.

Given these premises, we focus on developing a service selection algorithm
called SERAPH (SERvice allocation algorithm for multiple APplications execution
in Heterogeneous SSANs) that efficiently utilises the underlying resources in
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service-oriented SSANs, and yet can provide a satisfactory level of QoS [16] from
heterogeneous sensor nodes within a dynamic environment. In summary, this paper
makes the following contributions:

1. An adaptive service-based approach is proposed to dynamically allocate
applications (composition of services) to heterogeneous sensor nodes across
multiple WSNs; the proposed solution is adaptive in the sense that it considers
residual energy of nodes as well as the current values of delay and data loss in
the network to make decisions on service allocation,

2. The allocation scheme is able to handle QoS requirements; current addressed
QoS parameters are delay and packet loss,

3. Different roles are dynamically assigned to sensor nodes and taken into con-
sideration when selecting the services for different applications; such roles
denote the type of services a node is able to provide.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 describes the related
work and Sect. 3 introduces the models used in this work. Our proposed approach is
detailed in Sect. 4. Experimental results in Sect. 5 demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach. Finally, Sect. 6 draws some conclusions and illustrates future work.

2 Related Work

Efstratiou et al. [17] was the first to propose the SSAN approach as an extension to
the traditional design of WSAN. The idea behind the approach is tried to decouple
the system infrastructure from application ownerships. A framework is created to
allow WSAN infrastructure to be shared among multiple applications, which are
potentially owned by different users. By achieving this goal, WSAN infrastructure is
viewed as an accessible resource, which can be dynamically re-purposed and
re-programmed by different authorities, in order to support multiple applications.
Supported by the results presented in [17], FRESNEL is a recently launched SSN
project focused on building a large scale federated sensor network with different
applications sharing the resources from the same underlying hardware infrastructure.
SenShare [6], as a part of the FRESNEL project, also presented an approach of
constructing overlay sensor networks that are not only responsible for providing the
most suitable members to perform an application, but also isolating the network
traffic of this application from the traffic generated by other applications or the
supporting mechanisms that are used to maintain the network overlay. For achieving
the goal of traffic isolation, SenShare intentionally applies a 6 bytes long application
routing header to each application packet, but the entire network message is still
formatted under the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. The application routing header con-
tains four sources of information, namely, app_id, seq_no, origin and destination,
where app_id is the unique identification for each application, seq_no works along
with other fields of the header to prevent the packet duplication, and origin and
destination represent the sender and the receiver addresses respectively.
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There are several works in the SSANs field that address the task allocation
problem. In [18], the authors presented Utility-based Multi-application Allocation
and Deployment Environment (UMADE), which is a task allocation system for
distributing various applications based on QoM (quality of monitoring). QoM is a
distributed quality metric for monitoring a physical phenomenon of interest that is
based on the measurement accuracy. Thus, the quality of QoM depends on the
monitoring performed by all nodes allocated to an application. Unlike traditional
approaches that usually allocate nodes in the networks to a single application
according to metrics such as the amount of resources used, delay, processing and
power consumption, UMADE dynamically allocates nodes to multiple applications
according to the application’s QoM. An inherent property of an application is that
sensing data belonging to sensors that are allocated to a same application are
naturally correlated. As a consequence, the contribution of a sensor node for an
application QoM is dependent of other sensor nodes allocated for the same
application.

In [19], the authors propose a greedy algorithm to schedule applications onto a
specific SSAN. The algorithm performs the task allocation taking into account the
QoM of the applications. The applications’ QoM depends on the node to which the
application was allocated. Therefore, it is important that the allocation algorithm
seeks to optimize the allocation among multiple applications of a SSAN to maxi-
mize the QoM. The proposed work uses the property of QoM sub-modularity. The
QoM sub-modularity is due to the fact that the readings from the sensors of different
nodes are often correlated. For example, once the temperature readings from dif-
ferent nodes in the same room are correlated with each other, the assignment of a
new node in the room to perform the monitoring temperature does not produce a
considerable QoM improvement.

The work of [20] is an extension of [18] and presents a distributed
game-theoretic approach to application allocation in shared sensor networks. The
authors transform the optimal application allocation problem to a sub-modular
game and then develop a decentralized algorithm that only employs localized
interactions among neighbouring nodes. The authors prove that the network can
converge to a pure strategy Nash equilibrium with an approximation bound of 1/2.
The authors validated their results through simulations based on three real-world
datasets (Intel dataset, DARPA dataset and BWSN dataset) to demonstrate that their
algorithm is competitive against a state-of-the-art centralized algorithm in terms of
QoM. However, all of these approaches for task allocation are solutions that do not
address the latency issue which often occurs in practical WSN applications.

In [21] the authors introduce a real-time trust management module for an auction
based scheduling system that is able to validate the reliable bid value and determine
faulty nodes and malicious entities. The main objective of this task allocation
scheme is to maximize network lifetime by sharing tasks and network resources
among applications, while enhancing the overall application quality of service (e.g.,
application deadline). The authors also propose a heuristic two-phase winner
determination protocol to deal with the combinatorial reverse auction problem.
Task allocation for wireless sensor networks with multiple concurrent applications
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(such as target tracking and event detection) requires sharing applications’ tasks
(such as sensing and computation) and available network resources. In this paper,
the authors model the distributed task allocation problem for multiple concurrent
applications by using a reverse combinatorial auction, in which the bidders (sensor
nodes) are supposed to bid cost values (according to their available resources) for
accomplishing the subset of the applications’ tasks. Trust management schemes
consist of a powerful tool for the detection of unexpected node behaviors (such as
faulty or malicious). It is critical for participants (i.e., bidders and auctioneer) to
estimate each other’s trustworthiness before initiating the task allocation procedure.

The main difference between SERAPH and [18–21] is that SERAPH shares all
kinds of tasks not only sensing tasks, what leads to better energy conservation.

3 Application and System Modeling

In this section, we present the application and system models used in our proposal.

3.1 Application Model

In our proposal, an application is defined as a 4-tuple S; G; Dt; Qh i, where S
denotes a list of ordered tasks and each task represents a required service. G is the
geographic area, determined by four geographic coordinates that define the
boundary of an area of interest which the application is required to monitor or
sense. Δt is used to specify how long the application should last, and Q represents
the QoS requirements of an application regarding its successful completion. Q is a
3-tuple D; L; Eh i representing the application requirements in terms of delay
(maximum end-to-end delay tolerated by an application), packet loss (maximum
percentage of data loss) and energy consumption (percentage of remaining energy
that a node must have to perform a service for this application). Those parameters
were extracted from [22–25].

In the context of our work, task and service have the same meaning. A service
indicates the action that can be performed by a sensor node so as to be requested to
accomplish the relevant task. A task si 2 S has the following properties:
service type; SsR; SdR; TP; ECh i. The service_type element denotes the type of the
service a task requests. Each task is associated with one and only one service type.
We consider four types of services/tasks in our model: decision, routing, actuating
and sensing. SsR and SdR are two user-defined elements to characterize the service
provided by a node. SsR denotes the data receiving rate, meaning the time interval
between consecutive data readings the service requires to be suitably performed. It
has different meanings for each type of service. In a sensing service (for instance,
sensing values of temperature, light intensity, humidity, acceleration, etc.) it rep-
resents the frequency of data readings, while in a decision service it represents the
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frequency of receiving readings as an input for the decision procedure. For a routing
service, it represents the frequency of messages to be forwarded by a node. Finally,
for an actuating service, it represents the frequency of messages that an actuator
should receive to perform an action. SdR denotes the data sending rate to indicate
the frequency of data sending during the time of service execution. The TP (Time to
perform) element denotes how long a task is to be in execution inside the WSN
[26]. In our work, Δt is the sum of the TPs of all tasks of an application. EC
represents the amount of energy consumed by each task. This amount is different
given each node platform. So, in order to calculate the amount of energy of each
platform the node uses the model presented in [27].

The WSN applications considered in this paper consist of one or more tasks; thus
an application may require a composition of services. Specifically, each of these
tasks is the finest-grained and non-divisible element to constitute the WSN appli-
cation. In this paper, we assume that tasks are heterogeneous. In this sense, we treat
each application as a chained list where a task is dependent of the completion of the
previous one. We also assume that once a task is initiated it cannot be interrupted
until its completion (non-preemptive task).

3.2 System Model

We assume that there are k WSNs in the system denoted by the set W = (W1, W2,…,
Wk), deployed into the target (monitored) area M to ensure that any event can be
detected by at least one sensor node. We call W an SSAN. Any given WSN is
modeled as an undirected graph G = (V, E), where V = (v1, v2,…,vn) represents the
set of sensor and actuator nodes (in this sense an actuator is only a node with
different capabilities) and E = (e1, e2,…,em) represents the set of all possible
communication links among the sensor nodes in the same WSN. Each WSN Wi has
a single sink node SNi and a number of sensor nodes V. Sink SNi is used as a
gateway between the WSNs and external networks (such as the Internet). The Sink
Node dispatches user requests to the selected sensor nodes, which are able to
provide the corresponding services in a given WSN. Sink maintains a data repos-
itory that describes the capabilities (services), the residual energy and the location
information of each sensor node (we are assuming that each node is capable of
announcing its location either by a GPS or a trilateration algorithm) [28]. Upon the
completion of services, the sink is in charge of communicating the results to the
applications. In addition, each sink SNi is also responsible for the communication
with others sinks to exchange data/intermediate result whenever this is required. All
nodes are synchronized having as base their correspondent SN.

Any sensor node can overlap the monitoring region of a set of other sensor
nodes. This indicates that some regions of the monitored area W are mutually
covered by multiple sensors that can perform a certain task. For any given sensor
node vi in V, i denotes the index of the sensor node that belongs to the WSN.
A sensor node vi is capable of providing one or more Services depending on their
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capabilities to collect/sample different types of data, for instance, temperature, light,
smoke, and movement. Sensors in a same WSN are heterogeneous regarding their
provided Services. All sensor nodes are endowed with the same radio interface as
well as communication and sensing ranges. Moreover, sensors can detect all events
of interest occurred within their sensing range.

According to the various services embedded on the nodes, we assign different
roles to sensor nodes, namely: (i) relay nodes will receive only routing service;
(ii) sensor nodes: can receive sensing and routing task; (iii) decision nodes: can
receive a decision (any data processing task, such as a data fusion or any decision),
sensing and routing task and (iv) actuators: actuating, decision, sensing and routing
task. Please keep in mind, when the incoming user requests vary, the roles of the
sensor nodes will be changed accordingly. In addition, we assume that all the
sensors in the WSN have a valid communication path to reach their sink.
Communication interference between sensor nodes is not considered in this paper.

4 SERAPH

The algorithm presented in this section aims at performing allocation of multiple
applications over heterogeneous SSANs, while reacting to dynamic network con-
ditions. Our proposed algorithm is designed as a centralized approach, with the sink
node acting as a central decision node receiving information from all provisioning
services and deciding on the services to be used. This sink node also acts as a
coordinator when the underlying WSNs belong to different administrators so that
the desired services can be properly invoked at the run-time.

SERAPH encompasses four phases: initialization, node filtering, service
matching and service allocation. The pseudo-code of SERAPH is shown in Fig. 1.

First, in the initialization phase, records are created and populated in the sink
node with data required to operate the system. The data structure called Application
List is populated with the set of the 4-tuple S; G; Dt; Qh i, as defined in Sect. 3.
Another data structure called service List contains all services (as presented in
Sect. 3).

In the node filtering phase, we create a list of candidate WSNs, meaning WSNs
that have nodes able to execute the desired application according to the availability
function described in Eq. 1:

Aðs; x; y; i; cÞ ¼ 1; if a sensor is available
0; if a sensor is unavailable

�
ð1Þ

where s is one of the services that an application requires, x and y are the geo-
graphical location for the node (to check if the node is in the application’s area of
interest G, as defined in Sect. 3), i is the index of the sensor and c represents the role
of the sensor. If the node’s role set is equal to the service type than a node is fit for
the task. Else the node is not available.
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In the service matching phase, when a new application arrives, the sink node will
analyse the composition of the application. First, SERAPH puts all newly arrived
applications into a queue according to their arrival time. Then, it will search in the
newcomer applications for services that are common to the applications that are
already currently running in the system. Our algorithm excludes the common ser-
vices from the list of services required by the new applications. In order to avoid
losing data due to the reuse of a service [29], we have used the idea of session
persistence presented in [27] and used in [4, 26]. The rationale behind the solution

Fig. 1 The pseudo code of SERAPH
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is to maximize the intersection of execution time of the same service from different
applications. For example, suppose that two sensor nodes p1 and p2 are able to
provide the same service S from a monitored area. A service S requested from
application A1 is assigned to the sensor p1. When a new application A2 arrives, it
contains the same service request for the same area. At the same time, the service S
of application A1 is still running on S1. Instead of initializing a new sensor p2 to
perform the task, we allocate this task to sensor p1, which is already providing the
same service to application A1. Before the service S of application A1 stops run-
ning, the collected data can be used for both application A1 and A2. In the
meantime, only one measurement of energy is drawn from the system, and the
longer intersection time for the applications, the more energy the system saves.

In the service allocation phase, we evaluate, in the sink node, each service in face
of the incoming application. We set the parameters of Eq. 2. For a given service, we
derive the following Eq. 2:

SV ¼ O� TP ð2Þ

where SV means the sensor value (the value that will be used in the algorithm to
select the best node to perform a task), TP means the topological distance, denoting
the number of hops between the node and the sink node. O is an objective function
that relates QoS parameters as it can be seen in Eq. 3:

O ¼ a� Dþ b� Lþ c� E ð3Þ

where a; c and b are coefficients for the normalized ([0, 1]) delay, data loss and
energy consumption, respectively. These three coefficients have a relationship

aþ cþ b ¼ 1: L represents the loss in percentage (%), the parameter E ¼ Eresidual�ESi
Eresidual

represents the residual energy of the WSN. ESi denotes the energy consumption
value for a given service. We use normalization because in a heterogeneous SSAN,
sensors may use different battery models. D represents the delay of the service
completion that is the duration of a given service, divided by the duration of a
whole application (the sum of the duration of all services in an application).

The three considered QoS parameters (D, L and E—presented in Sect. 3) are:
delay, data loss and energy consumption. The algorithm presented in Fig. 2 is used
to find the coefficients of Eq. 3. This equation model was extracted from [30] and it
is used due to its simplicity and low computational cost.

Fig. 2 Coefficient generator
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Once the best node is found using the latest information about nodes in the
candidate sensor list, the sink node collects information about the allocated Services
of application Ai for updating the system about the network conditions until the next
arrival of application.

5 Experiments

The goal of the experiments is to assess: (i) SERAPH’s efficient use of sensor
resources (Sect. 5.3); (ii) SERAPH’s capacity of satisfying user’s QoS requirements
(packet loss and delay) (Sect. 5.4) and (iii) SERAPH’s adaptation
capability (Sect. 5.5).

The experiments were conducted in the SUN SPOT platform [31], a commercial
sensor platform that is particularly suitable for rapid development and demonstra-
tion of WSNs applications. The SUN SPOT SDK environment includes Solarium,
that contains a SPOT emulator that is useful for testing software created using
SUN SPOT and/or creating scenarios with a large number of nodes. In all the
following experiments, we used a mix of sensor nodes (real nodes and virtual nodes
emulated by Solarium) to ensure we can fully study how the proposed algorithm
performs in large scale WSNs. Every experiment was repeated 30 times and had a
confidence interval of 95 %.

5.1 Experimental Settings

In our experiments, we assumed that there are 1000 sensor nodes randomly dis-
tributed in a 1000 × 1000 m2

field, organized as ten (10) independent WSNs (100
nodes each) with a single sink node placed in the top right corner for each one. In
all experiments we varied the application number using 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 appli-
cations. The values of QoS requirement of packet loss and delay are randomly
chosen in a [1, 10 %] interval and [10–50 ms] interval respectively. The values of
the intervals were chosen based on the applications presented in [32, 33].

As presented in Sect. 3, each application is composed of a set of services. In our
experiments, each application contains 2–60 services. In order to generate a random
set of services for each application, we have used a random graphs generation
procedure further explained in [34]. All experiments were performed with 2
common services among applications.

We used LQRP as routing protocol to exchange data in each WSN. Each sim-
ulation runs for 900 s. We adopted the energy consumption model described in
[27]. Interference issues are dealt by SUN SPOT MAC protocols and simulator and
are out of the scope of our work. As synchronization protocol we have used the one
presented in [31]. In our experiments, the area of interest of all applications cor-
responded to the same 1000 × 1000 m2 where the nodes are deployed. We have
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compared SERAPH with a Naive Approach, the FRP algorithm [35] and
SACHSEN algorithm [26]. We have created a naive approach that is a scheme for
task scheduling as a baseline. In such scheme, each task is allocated in a random
way that only checks if the node is able to execute the selected task (in terms of
geographical position, required sensing interfaces and amount of energy to con-
clude the task). If the node randomly selected is not able to perform the task,
then another node will be randomly chosen [36]. We have used the default noise
generator from Sun SPOT.

5.2 Metrics

In our experiments, the network lifetime and the allocation successful rate
(ASR) were the metrics used to evaluate SERAPH’s efficient use of sensor
resources (Sect. 5.3). The delay and packet loss are the metrics used for the eval-
uation the SERAPH’s capacity of satisfying user’s QoS requirements (packet loss
and delay) (Sect. 5.4). In this paper, we adopted the same definition of network
lifetime used in [26], which is the time elapsed until the first node in the WSN is
completely depleted of its energy. As the network lifetime metric does not fully
reveal the performance of SERAPH, we used the metric ASR (Allocation Success
Rate). ASR was introduced in [18] and it is obtained from other two metrics: (i) the
number of executed services and (ii) the number of missed services. The number of
executed services is used to measure the total number of services that have been
successfully executed in the experiment. The number of missed services denotes the
number of services that fail to be performed due to various issues occurred in the
network, such as data loss, sensor malfunctioning and loss of connectivity. Using
these two metrics, we derive ASR as the ratio between executed services and the
total number of services (a value between 0 and 1).

Delay is defined as the ratio between elapsed time between submitting an
application into the SSAN and the result coming back to the Sink Node and the sum
of all services composing an application. Packet loss is defined as the ratio of
packets received by the Sink Node and the number of packets sent by source nodes.

The network lifetime and the allocation successful rate (ASR) were the metrics
used to evaluate SERAPH’s adaptation capability (Sect. 5.5).

5.3 Experiments Evaluating System Efficiency

We have performed a set of experiments in order to evaluate SERAPH’s efficient
use of sensor resources by varying the number of applications simultaneously
running in different WSNs.

The first goal of this set of experiments is to assess how long the WSNs last
using SERAPH and the other approaches considered in this work, by varying the
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number of applications simultaneously running in different WSNs. The results of
this experiment (Fig. 3) show that with the increment of the number of applications
simultaneously running in WSNs, in all algorithms the network lifetime is reduced
accordingly. FRG has the worst network lifetime performance among all algo-
rithms. This is mostly due to the greedy design principle makes it to always search
for all nodes that can perform an application request regardless of the overall system
performance. SACHSEN and SERAPH showed better results in network lifetime
performance than Naïve Approach and FRG since both use service sharing, which
efficiently utilizes the hardware resources to execute WSN applications. The more
common service requests are simultaneously being performed within the WSNs, the
better performance the service-shared based algorithms will have. However, the
network lifetime of SERAPH is better than SACHSEN’s since SERAPH can adapt
itself to the changing network conditions and, so, it has more chance to select a
suitable node to perform the specific service from its role-assignment mechanism.

In the second set of experiments, we evaluate the ASR values for all algorithms
by varying the number of applications simultaneously running in different WSNs.
Figure 4 shows that as the number of applications increases, the ASR decreases for
all algorithms. The Naive Approach showed the worst results among all algorithms.
This occurred because the naive approach allocates tasks in a random way without
considering the QoS requirements. FRG algorithm is superior to all other approa-
ches, but this outcome is achieved sacrificing network lifetime to offer the best
allocation. Especially, when the number of applications reaches 10, FRG gets a
better performance than SERAPH (4 % better) but SERAPH has a much longer
network lifetime (almost 2.3 times better).

SERAPH showed similar results to SACHSEN when the number of applications
remains low in our experiments. However, our approach performed better when the
number of applications starts increasing. SERAPH outperforms SACHSEN because

Fig. 3 Network lifetime with different number of applications
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SERAPH considers QoS parameters in order to allocate the nodes. As the number
of applications increases, also increases the number of messages sent, packets lost
and delay. As the number of applications increases, it becomes more important for
the allocation algorithm to consider the QoS parameters.

5.4 Experiments Evaluating SERAPH Capacity to Meet
QoS Requirements

We have performed a set of experiments in order to evaluate SERAPH’s capacity to
satisfy QoS requirements of the application by varying the number of applications
simultaneously running in different WSNs. In these experiments, we are trying to
verify if SERAPH is capable to meet the applications requirements in terms of delay
and packet loss.

First, we have performed an experiment to analyze if SERAPH is able to meet
the packet loss requirement of each application as the number of applications is
increased. We observed in Fig. 5 that as the number of applications simultaneously
running in different WSNs increases the packet loss also increases.

FRG is the least affected by packet loss (it had the same result as SERAPH)
since it is a greedy algorithm that chooses to allocate a task to a group instead of a
single sensor. Therefore, in case of losing a sensor to perform a task, there is a
replacement ready to be used. On the other hand, as seen in Fig. 3, this behavior
leads to high-energy consumption.

Naive Approach and SACHSEN had the worst results since neither of them
takes QoS into consideration in order to allocate nodes. The performance of

Fig. 4 ASR with a different number of applications
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SERAPH presents the best packet loss rate since it chooses the node to allocate the
tasks based on the QoS requirements. This mechanism requires that up-to-date
sensor node information is collected regularly. If any information of sensor nodes is
lost on the way to the sink, those nodes are automatically out of the set of eligible
nodes until such information becomes accessible again. Packet loss impact is
therefore reduced to a certain extent, making the performance of SERAPH matches
FRG (1 % of difference but with confidence interval of 2 %) with much higher
System Lifetime (almost 2.3 times higher in worst cases).

The main goal of the second set of experiments is to verify if SERAPH is able to
meet the delay requirements of each application as the number of applications
increases. We can observe in Fig. 6 that SERAPH has a better performance in terms
of delay compared to the other algorithms. As the number of applications simul-
taneously running in different WSNs increases, the data traffic and, consequently,

Fig. 5 Packet Loss with a different number of applications

Fig. 6 Delay with a different number of applications
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the packet loss rate also increase thus leading to message retransmissions or service
failure. Due to these factors there is an increase in the delay. In SERAPH, multiple
applications share nodes and services reducing data traffic on the WSNs and,
consequently leading to the delay reduction. We can see that while SERAPH’s
delay goes from 48 ms (2 APPS) to 122 ms as the number of applications increases,
the Naive Approach goes from 56 ms (2 APPS) to 157 ms (10 APPS). Although the
network delay can be reduced by sharing common services (tasks), the tasks
duration cannot be reduced in our experiments. FRG had the worst result, going
from 64 ms (2 APPS) to 183 ms (10 APPS), in relation to other algorithms since it
is a greedy algorithm that searches for all available nodes sacrificing not only
network lifetime but also increasing delay. SACHSEN presented delay values close
to SERAPH since both algorithms choose the best node according to their own
criteria. However, SERAPH presents a better delay result than SACHSEN since
SERAPH’s criteria includes delay as a factor for choosing the best node.

Taking into consideration the results of average packet loss rate and delay, in the
scenario with 10 applications, SERAPH was able to meet the specified QoS
requirements of 92 % of applications while Naive Approach, FRG and SACHSEN
were able to meet the specified QoS requirements of only 54, 81 and 84 % of
applications respectively. This leads us to the conclusion that SERAPH can
properly meet the applications requirements in terms of delay and packet loss.

5.5 Experiments Evaluating Adaptability

In order to evaluate the advantages of SERAPH’s adaptability, we have performed a
set of experiments by varying the number of applications simultaneously running in
different WSNs. In this set of experiments, we evaluated SERAPH’s efficient use of
sensor resources (in terms of ASR and network lifetime) with and without the role
adaptation feature. We have repeated the same set of experiment used in
(Sect. 5.3).

As shown in Fig. 7, we observed that the network lifetime values for Naïve
Approach and SERAPH approach with and without role adaptation decrease as the
number of applications increases. As Fig. 7 shows, we can also see that both
SERAPH approaches (with and without role adaptation) present better network
lifetime results than the Naïve Approach (at least 25 % of improvement) thanks to
its capacity of adapting to the network conditions in terms of packet loss and delay.
This happens because as the number of applications simultaneously running in
different WSNs increases, also increase the number of transmissions and thus the
packet loss and delay.

We can also see that SERAPH approach with role adaptation presents better
network lifetime results than the SERAPH approach without this feature (at least
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10 % of improvement) since the latter has more chance to select a suitable node to
perform the specific service from its role-assignment mechanism.

As shown in Fig. 8, we observed that ASR values for Naïve Approach and
SERAPH approaches with and without role adaptation decrease as the number of
applications increases.

We can also see in Fig. 8 that both SERAPH approaches (with and without role
adaptation) present better ASR than the Naïve Approach (at least 8 % of
improvement) due to their capacity of adapting to the network conditions in terms
of packet loss and delay. This happens because as the number of applications
simultaneously running in different WSNs increases, the number of transmissions
increases and thus the packet loss and delay is also increased.

Fig. 7 Adaptability impact in terms of network lifetime

Fig. 8 Adaptability impact in terms of ASR
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We can also see that SERAPH approach with role adaptation presents better
ASRs than the SERAPH approach without role adaptation (at least 10 % of
improvement) since it has more chance to allocate a task to a suitable node. This
happens because SERAPH approach with role adaptation allows sensor nodes to
have multiple roles. Additionally, we can observe that the difference between the
ASR in SERAPH approach with role adaptation with 2 APPs and 10 APPs is 4 %
and the difference between the ASR in SERAPH approach without role adaptation
with 2 APPs and 10 APPs is 11 %.

Another interesting conclusion in Table 1 is how the role adaptation is important
to allocate tasks successfully. In the experiments, if we consider the percentage of
nodes that have changed their roles to accommodate the arriving applications, we
are able to see how important the adaptability is to SERAPH. As the application
number increases, the percentage of changes in nodes roles is increased from 8 %,
with 2 APPS, to 48 % with 10 APPS.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a service selection and allocation algorithm called
SERAPH for execution of multiple applications in heterogeneous service-oriented
SSNs. SERAPH exploits common services to make energy-efficient service-sensor
assignments. In addition, it explicitly takes full advantage of different sensor roles,
dynamically adapting such roles to network condition changes. Experimental
results show that SERAPH produces promising results in terms of ASR and net-
work lifetime.

In future work, we will extend the algorithm to work in distributed manner. In
such case, each node will have to contribute to evaluate the WSN, taking into
account that each service contributes with a different QoS value to the application,
and consumes different amount of network resources. Our algorithm will need to
decide which services have to be completed in real-time to meet the minimum
requirements of applications, while maximizing the system utility for all the
applications without using a centralized entity to make decisions.

Table 1 Changes of node roles during the experiment

2 APPS 4 APPS 6 APPS 8 APPS 10 APPS

% of roles changes during the
experiment

8 15 23 38 48
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A Smart Platform for Large-Scale
Cyber-Physical Systems

Andrea Giordano, Giandomenico Spezzano and Andrea Vinci

Abstract Recent advancements in the fields of embedded systems, communication
technologies and computer science, have laid the foundations for new kinds of
applications in which a plethora of physical devices are interconnected and
immersed in an environment together with human beings. These so-called
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) issue a design challenge for new architecture in
order to cope with problems such as the heterogeneity of devices, the intrinsically
distributed nature of these systems, the lack of reliability in communications, etc. In
this paper we introduce Rainbow, an architecture designed to address CPS issues.
Rainbow hides heterogeneity by providing a Virtual Object (VO) concept, and
addresses the distributed nature of CPS introducing a distributed multi-agent system
on top of the physical part. Rainbow aims to get the computation close to the
sources of information (i.e., the physical devices) and addresses the dynamic
adaptivity requirements of CPS by using Swarm Intelligence algorithms.

1 Introduction

The increasing use of smart devices and appliances opens up new ways to build
applications that integrate the physical and virtual world into consumer-oriented
context-sensitive Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [1–3] enabling novel forms of
interaction between people and computers. CPS are combinations of physical
entities controlled by software systems to accomplish specified tasks under stringent
real-time and physical constraints.
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The emerging cyber-physical world interconnects a vast variety of static and
mobile resources, including computing/medical/engineering devices, sensor/
actuator networks, swarm of robots etc. Examples of CPS applications include
[4] traffic control, power grid, smart structures, environmental control, critical
infrastructure control, water resources and so on. These systems could be perva-
sively instrumented with sensors, actuators and computational elements to monitor
and control the whole system. Furthermore, these devices should be interconnected
so as to communicate and interact with each others and with people.

This scenario is supported by recent technology advancement in the fields of
communication, embedded systems and computer science.

The networked cyber-physical world has a great potential for achieving tasks
that are far beyond the capabilities of existing systems. However, the problem of
effectively composing the services provided by cyber and physical entities to
achieve specific goals remains a challenge [2, 3, 5]. Advanced models and archi-
tectures, autonomous resource management mechanisms, and intelligent techniques
are needed for just-in-time assembly of resources into desired capabilities.

The complexity of a CPS, and the large number of elements involved, makes
data analysis and operation planning a very difficult task. A currently used approach
involves two layers: a physical layer and a remote (cloud) cyber layer. The physical
layer sends sensed data to a remote server, which processes them and computes a
suitable operation plan. Afterwards, the remote server sends the sequence of
operations it must execute to each device on the physical layer. The reasoning is
performed in the remote layer. This solution cannot be applied when there are
constraints on responsivity time, that is, when a system needs to react fast to critical
events that may overwhelm its integrity and functionality. Communication lag and
remote processing can cause delays that a system simply cannot bear.

A wide variety of applications means a wide variety of devices. Currently, there
is a plethora of different devices, each with its own particular functionalities and
capabilities. There are simple devices without any computational unit as well as
“smarter” devices with high computation power inside. There are devices with no
operating systems and devices with simple or complex operating systems, such as
tinyOS or Android. Our framework is designed to cope with this inherent
heterogeneity.

To address the issues described above, our proposal moves on these main lines:

• Hiding the heterogeneity of CPS by introducing a virtual object layer.
• Moving the computation as close as possible to the physical resources in order

to foster good performance and scalability.
• Introducing a distributed intelligence layer between the physical world and

remote servers (cloud), which can execute complex tasks and horizontally/
vertically coordinate the devices;

• Switching from a cloud-based model to a cloud-assisted one, where the intel-
ligent intermediate level carries out almost all the real-time control tasks,
whereas the remote cloud level remains in charge of non-real-time tasks such as
offline data analysis or presentation. The information provided by the data
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analysis executed by the remote server are used by the intermediate level to
optimize its operations and behaviour.

In this paper we propose a three-tier architecture (Rainbow) that uses
single-board computers such as the Raspberry PI to connect massive-scale networks
of sensors. This architecture is composed by the Cloud layer, the Intermediate layer
and the Physical layer. Sensors are partitioned into groups, each of which is
managed by a single computing node. These computing nodes host multi-agent
applications designed to monitor multiple conditions or activities within a specific
environment.

We present a new integrated vision that allows the designing of a large-scale
networked CPS based on the decentralization of control functions and the assistance
of cloud services to optimize their behaviour. Decentralization will be obtained
using a distributed multi-agent system in which the execution of a CPS application
is carried out through agents’ cooperation [6–9]. The distributed multi-agent system
lays the foundations for properly exploiting swarm intelligence concepts. Swarm
intelligence [10, 11] systems are typically multi-agent systems made up of a pop-
ulation of simple agents interacting locally with one another and with their envi-
ronment. The agents follow very simple rules, and although there is no central
control structure dictating how individual agents should behave, local and to a
certain degree random, interactions among such agents lead to the emergence of
“intelligent” global behaviour, unknown to the individual agents. Natural examples
of swarm intelligence include ant colonies, bird flocking, animal herding, bacterial
growth, and digital infochemicals. Agents interacting with cloud services can
exploit the analysis, predicting, optimization and mining scalable capabilities on
historical data allowing applications to adjust their behaviour to best optimize their
performance.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 summarizes the
current literature about cyber physical systems and the approaches to cope with its
issues; Sect. 3 is devoted to a description of the proposed Rainbow Architecture;
Sect. 4 describes two example of use; finally, we draw conclusions and the future
works.

2 Related Work

In the recent years, the world has witnessed a real revolution about people habit in
terms of ability of exploiting high technology solution in everyday life. This new
scenario opens up new challenges regarding how the physical stuff can be used and
integrated with the preexisting digital world. In these so called Cyber-Physical
systems, many physical components collaborate each other by means of network
communications in order to sense and act upon the physical world. These physical
components are enhanced by using computational resources which supplies them
the “smartness” needed to cope with complex tasks as controlling the physical
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environment and supporting most of the everyday human activities [12]. This
scenario is supported by recent technology advancement in the fields of commu-
nication technologies, embedded systems and computer science. On the commu-
nication technologies side, new protocols like EPC TDS and IPv6 ensure unique
addressability for all the elements involved in a CPS, while connectivity tech-
nologies like IEEE 802.11, ZigBee, Umts and ZTE, ensure light and fast connection
both among the devices and between the devices and the Internet. On the embedded
systems side, the miniaturization and the constant improvement of energy efficiency
of electronic components enables the environment to be easily instrumented with
sensors, actuators and computing devices, while the presence on the market of
cheap and general purpose single-board computers, like Raspberry PI [13] and
BeagleBoard opens up to new approaches and application scenarios. Finally, on the
computer science side, the development of new techniques to analyse a massive
volume of data, together with the advances in the fields of artificial and swarm
intelligence, allows us to properly deal with even a large number of devices.

The inherent complexity of these kinds of systems is highlighted in [4], where
cyber-physical issues are summarized in the following topics

• integrate the physical components in the digital world;
• supply each physical component of its own computational capabilities;
• communication and networking issues;
• dynamic reconfiguration;
• human interactions;
• security and reliability.

In the current literature these kinds of issues are addressed by two parallel
research communities, the first concerning the Cyber-Physical Systems and the
second related to the Internet of Things (IoT) vision [1]. Both research fields focus
on the integration between physical and digital world but with different approaches
and visions. The first research community, mainly from USA, comes from the
control theory and control systems engineering fields and focuses on how the
physical components can be interconnected each other and exploited using complex
software entities. The second, the IoT community, is mainly driven from computer
science field and Internet technologies and focuses mainly on heterogeneity and
interoperability issues which comes from the integration of the physical compo-
nents in the pre-existing Internet.

Formal distinction between CPS and IoT is yet to come [1], indeed, both share
similar visions and are often used in the current literature to identify the same
topics.

In order to deal with architectural issues posed by CPS, and well highlighted in
[2], several frameworks and architectures have been proposed. Dilon et al. [14]
proposes Web of Things based framework for CPS where physical sensors and
actuators are universally identified (through URIs) and modelled as WoT resources.
The resources can be accessed by means of remote RESTful invocations. The
architecture is built using two key components, CPS Node and CPS Fabric. CPS
nodes are directly connected with physical devices and interconnected each other
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using the CPS fabric, which consists of a set of network system functions (i.e.
routing, admission control, and so on). An Intelligent Vehicle System is shown as a
case of study.

In [15–17] some middlewares are proposed which implement the pervasive
computing paradigm in the CPS context. Each one presents a different framework
which allows programmers to design and develop applications by coding in an high
level of abstraction. The code is automatically compiled and deployed to the
suitable computing nodes where sensors and actuators are managed through a
wireless network. In [16], the framework provides an object oriented model and a
rule-based mechanism. The framework also introduces the concept of item which
consists in physical entities dynamically detected by the system on the basis of the
values measured by the sensors. Every time a physical item is identified by a
specific set of rules, an associated software object is properly instanced. Hnat et al.
[15] proposes a similar approach but exploiting Matlab.

Several works deal with CPS issues adopting multi-agent paradigms. In [18] a
multi-agent system is used together with an event-based mechanism. In [9], a
framework is described which lies on the semantic agent concept while in [8] the
multi-agent systems is integrated with a service-oriented architecture (SOA). This
work also suggests how well-known and proven swarm intelligence techniques can
be properly adopted for industrial purposes. At last, in [7], an agent-based mid-
dleware for cooperating smart-objects is proposed. An implementation using JADE
is also provided where a topic-based publish/subscribe protocol is exploited for
permitting cooperation among agents.

3 Rainbow Architecture

Rainbow is a three-layer architecture designed in order to bring the computation
(i.e. the controlling part) as close as possible to the physical part. Since CPS
foresees that physical entities are spread across a large (even geographic) area, the
previous assumption implies the controlling part to be intrinsically distributed.

Our proposal foresees the use of a distributed agent-based layer in order to
address the aforementioned issues. The agent paradigm has several important
characteristics:

Autonomy. Each agent is self-aware and has a self-behaviour. It perceives the
environment, interacts with others and plans its execution autonomously.

Local views. No agent has a full global view of the whole environment but it
behaves solely on the basis of local information.

Decentralization. There is no “master” agent controlling the others, but the
system is made up of interacting “peer” agents.

Through these basic features, multi-agent systems make it possible to obtain
complex emergent behaviours based on the interactions among agents that have a
simple behaviour. Examples of emergent behaviour could refer to the properties of
adaptivity, fault tolerance, self-reconfiguration, etc. In general, we could talk about
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swarm-intelligence when an “intelligent” behaviour emerges from interactions
among simple entities. There is a plethora of bio-inspired swarm intelligence
approaches in the literature that could be properly adopted in the context of CPS. In
Sect. 4.2 we show an example where Swarm Intelligence is used to map noise
pollution inside a city area.

Rainbow architecture is shown in Fig. 1. As it can be seen, the architecture could
be divided into three layers. The bottom layer is the one that is devoted to the
physical part. It encloses sensors and actuators, together with their relative com-
putational capabilities, which are directly immersed in the physical environment.

In the Intermediate layer, sensors and actuators of the physical layer are repre-
sented as virtual objects (VOs). VOs offer to the agents a transparent and ubiquitous
access to the physical part due to a well-established interface exposed as API. VO
allows agents to connect directly to devices without care about proprietary drivers
or addressing some kind of fine-grained technological issues. Each VO comprises
“functionalities” directly provided by the physical part. Essentially, a VO exposes
an abstract representation (i.e. machine readable-description) of the features and
capabilities of physical objects spread in the environment. Functionalities exposed
by different types of VOs can be combined in a more sophisticated way on the basis
of event-driven rules which affect high-level applications and end-users.

In summary, as detailed in Sect. 3.1, all the devices are properly wrapped in VOs
which, in turn, are enclosed in distributed gateway containers. The computational
nodes that host the gateways represent the middle layer of the Rainbow architecture.
Each node also contains an agent server that permits agents to be executed properly.
Gateways and agent servers are co-located in the same computing nodes in order to
guarantee that agents exploit directly the physical part through VO abstraction.

Cloud

Physical

Distributed
Middleware

VOVO VO

A
A

AA

A
A

Gateway

Agent Server
Computing Node

Fig. 1 Rainbow architecture
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Instead of transferring data to a central processing unit, we actually transfer the
process (i.e. fine-grain agent’s execution) toward the data sources. As a conse-
quence, less data needs to be transferred over a long distance (i.e. toward remote
hosts) and local access and computation will be fostered in order to achieve good
performance and scalability.

The upper layer of Rainbow architecture concerns the cloud part. This layer
addresses all the activities that cannot be properly executed in the middle layer like,
for instance, algorithms needing complete knowledge, tasks that require high
computational resources or when a historical data storage is mandatory. On the
contrary, all tasks where real time access to the physical part is required could be
suitably executed in the middle layer.

3.1 Virtual Objects

We address issues about heterogeneity in CPS by introducing the Virtual Object
(VO) concept. VO aims to hide heterogeneity by supplying a well-established
interface permitting the physical parts to be suitably integrated with the rest of the
system.

VO could be defined as a collection of physical entities like sensors and actu-
ators, together with their computational abilities.

It can be composed of just a simple sensor or it can be a more complex object
that includes many sensors, many actuators, computational resources like CPU or
memory and so on.

In general, VO outputs can be represented by punctual values (e.g. the tem-
perature at a given point of a room) or aggregate values (e.g. the average of
moisture during the last 8 h). Also, the values returned by VOs could be just
the measurement of sensors or could be the result of complex computations (e.g. the
temperature of a given point of space computed by means of interpolation of
the values given by sensors spread across the environment).

Furthermore, a VO could supply actuation functionality by changing the envi-
ronment on the basis of external triggers or internal calculus.

These different kinds of behaviour that VO can expose must be taken into
account. VO is therefore conceived as a complex object that can read and write
upon many simple physical resources. More in detail, we consider that each VO
exposes different functionalities. Each functionality can be either sensing or actu-
ating and can be refined by further parameters that dynamically configure it.

The previous assumption leads to the definition of resource as the following
triplet:

½VOId;VOFunctionId;Params�
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where VOId uniquely identifies the VO, VOFunctionId identifies the specific
functionality and Params is an ordered set of parameter values that configure the
functionality.

For example let’s consider a Virtual Room made of sensors for measuring dif-
ferent physical quantities inside a room such as temperature, moisture, brightness
and so on. Suppose now you want to read from Smart Room the temperature in a
given spatial point of the room. In that case the triplet could be:

½VirtualRoom; temperature; ½x; y; z��

where x, y and z are the cartesian coordinate of the point of interest.
Using object oriented terminology, a Resource could be seen as a particular

“instance” of a functionality of a given VO.
Besides read and write operations (i.e. sensing and actuation), it is provided for

VOs to be able to manage events that occur in the physical part. To that scope, our
proposed middleware includes a publish/subscribe component for managing events
in each computing node. Each event is defined by a logical rule where one or more
VOs could be involved.

Each rule is a logical proposition in which the atomic predicates can be of the
following kinds:

– resource < threshold (e.g. temperature <300)
– resource > threshold
– boolean_resource (e.g. the_door_was_unlocked)

Just an example of rule:

ðtemperature\100 and brightness[ 500Þ or people [ 3 or door unlocked

The publish/subscribe manager component is in charge to parse the logical rule
and generate a binary tree made as explained below: each node N of the tree
corresponds to a logical proposition NðÞ. Given L and R, the child nodes of N, their
associated logical propositions are respectively LðÞ and RðÞ so that it results either
N() = L() or R() or N() = L() and R(). The radix of the tree corresponds to the entire
rule while the leaves contain the atomic propositions that is passed to the suitable
VOs. A binary tree representation example of a composed rule is shown in Fig. 2.

A VO is in charge to establish each time when the assigned atomic propositions
are true or false. The logical proposition of a given node is computed on the basis of
the value of its child nodes. The root of the tree is recursively involved by this
bottom–up computation. As soon as the value of the root node (i.e. the value of the
entire rule) changes all the subscriber will be notified.

All the physical things linked to a computing node together with relative VOs is
enclosed in the Gateway container. The Gateway exposes an interface to interact
directly with the VOs.

Each gateway represents the “entry point” that agents can use to exploit VOs of
the relative computing node.
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In the following is described the interface of Gateway that will be used by the
overlying layer:

The method resourceNaming assigns an identification name to a given
resource supplied by a given VO. A resource is a specific instance of a functionality
of a VO refined by some parameters. In other word, a resource is the
above-mentioned triplet: ½VOId;VOFunctionId;Params�. The name assigned to a
resource via resourceNaming can be used in the other methods in order to
simply identify the resource. Furthermore, the identification name of a resource is
useful to compose the rules in a more human-readable fashion.

The method check reads the current value of the resource identified by name
whereas acting triggers the actuation operation upon the resource identified by
name. Both check and acting methods are of two kinds: the first take only
name as parameter and refers to the resource as it is previously defined in
resourceNaming; the second kind, instead, permits the parameters of the
referred resource to be refined dynamically.

The method setRule permits a complex rule to be published (e.g. (tempera-
ture <100 and brightness >500) or number_of_ person >3 or door_unlocked) and
to assigns an id (i.e. idRule) useful for subscribing the rule afterwards.

Fig. 2 Example of binary tree of a rule
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The method subscribe permits a previously published rule (identified by
idRule) to be subscribed. The occurrence of the event identified by idRulewill
be notified to the handler passed as a parameter to the method.

3.2 Rainbow Multi-agent System

The Multi Agent component of the rainbow architecture is made up of the following
entities: Agents, Messages, the Agent Server and the Deployer. Figure 3 shows
these entities and how they interact among themselves and with the Gateway.

The Agent Server is the container for the execution of agents. It offers func-
tionalities concerning the life cycle of the agents as well as functionalities for
agents’ communication. Agent servers are arranged in a peer-to-peer fashion where
each agent server hosts a certain number of agents and permits them to execute and
interact transparently among themselves. In other words, when an agent requests
the execution of a functionality, its host agent server is in charge of redirecting
transparently the request to the suitable agent server. In the following are listed the
main functionalities each agent server exposes:

SEND_MSG. Through this functionality, the communication between agents is
performed. The Agent Server is responsible for correctly delivering messages from
the sender agent to the receiver one. If the sender and the receiver do not belong to
the same agent server, the message is forwarded to the suitable “peer” agent server
which is, in turn, engaged finally to deliver the message. The latter mechanism is
showed in Fig. 4a.
ADD_AGENT. It instances an agent to an agent server. Rainbow Multi Agent
system is designed to permit agents to be dynamically loaded to the agent server
they have to belong to. As in SEND_MSG operation, agent servers are in charge for
exchanging information among themselves in order to guarantee the ADD_AGENT
request to be delivered to the correct agent server. This mechanism is shown in
Fig. 4b. The latter figure also shows how the code is dynamically loaded exploiting
class repository server. More in detail, when an ADD_AGENT request reaches the
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suitable agent server, if the agent code is not already available, the agent server
automatically downloads it from a class repository.
REMOVE_AGENT. It removes an instance of an agent hosted by an agent server.
This operation also exploits the “forwarding” mechanism described above.

A Message is the atomic element of communication between agents. It carries an
application specific content together with information about the sender agent and
the receiver one.

Our architecture provides for specific kinds of message, that are the acquain-
tance messages. Those messages are used for establishing an acquaintance rela-
tionship among agents. The acquaintance message carries information about the
location of a given agent (i.e. location of hosting agent server). The agent who
receives the acquaintance message will use this information when it needs to send
messages toward that destination. This kind of mechanism ensures agent behaviour
to be completely independent w.r.t. the locations of agents it has to collaborate with.

For instance, let’s consider that an agent is a computing node interconnected
with others by means of a ring network. Each agent, therefore, can only interact
with its previous agent nodes and its next one. Whenever further nodes must be
connected to the ring network, only the acquaintance relationships have to be
updated. In other words, a third entity can establish dynamically those acquaintance
relationships without resorting to modifying, re-building or restarting any agent.

In rainbow architecture the entity which is in charge of sending acquaintance
messages in order to establish the acquaintance network is called Deployer.
Deployer could be an external process as well as an agent, it can run during the
configuration phase as well as during application execution. The Deployer concept
will be described in details in Sect. 3.2.1.

An Agent is an autonomous entity which executes its own behaviour interacting
with other agents via Agent Server. In addition, each agent can interact with the
physical part exploiting functionalities exposed by the Gateway (i.e. using the
Virtual Object abstraction).

The functionalities of an agent are exposed to its own Agent Server and
Gateway. As said before, Agent Servers are in charge of the “forwarding” mech-
anism that eventually ends with the calling of these functionalities, while the
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Gateway is in charge of notifying the events that occur in the physical part. In the
following are listed the main functionalities of an agent:

RECEIVE_MESSAGE. It is called when there is a Message to be delivered for the
agent.
HANDLE_EVENT. It is called by the Gateway to notify that an event is occurred in
the physical part.
ADD_ACQUAINTANCE. It is called when there is an acquaintance message to be
delivered to the agent. The implementation of this functionality concerns the store
of the acquaintance relationship between the agent itself and the agent identified
inside the message.
REMOVE_ACQUAINTANCE. It is called for removing a previously stored
acquaintance relationship.

The specific behaviour of an Agent is realized through the implementation of
RECEIVE_MESSAGE and HANDLE_EVENT functionalities.

3.2.1 Dynamic Deployment and Roles

The deployment of the agents as well as the configuration of the acquaintance
relationships and the start-up of the application are all actions performed by the
so-called Deployer. An external process or even an agent can act as a Deployer. The
deployment phase is typically executed just before the application can start properly;
however, it is possible to act as Deployer even during application execution in order
to update the configuration dynamically for hosting new features or adapting to
foreseen and unforeseen changes in the environment. Deployer can be implemented
centrally or in a distributed way. Basically, who acts as a Deployer operates using the
ADD_AGENT functionality for deploying a new instance of an agent into an agent
server, REMOVE_AGENT for removing a running agent from an agent server.
Furthermore, Deployer is responsible for sending acquaintance messages that
eventually end with calls to ADD_ACQUAINTANCE or REMOVE_ACQUAINTANCE
on the specific agents. Finally, Deployer is also in charge of sending suitable “start”
messages using SEND_MSG in order to start the application properly.

The acquaintance relationship is formally defined by a triplet: [A, B, R] where A
and B are the agents involved in the relationship and R is a Role label. The triplet
above means that agent A knows agent B and that B has the role R as acquaintance
of A. During the execution, an agent exploits the Roles of its acquaintances to
discriminate about how to interact with them.

As an instance, let’s consider that each agent represents a physical person in a
town. The relationship between two agents could have roles of neighbourhood
and/or friendship. A deployer is in charge of configuring those relationships during
the initial phase. In addition, as soon as a person changes home or starts a new
friendship, the deployer has to re-arrange relationships dynamically among agents
through sending acquaintance messages. During the execution of that system, each
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agent will use roles of neighbourhood and friendship to discriminate how to interact
with other agents. For instance he/it can exchange information about its district with
its neighbours while it invites its friends to a party.

4 Application Examples

In this section we introduced two examples of use the Rainbow architecture. The
first one aims to show our architecture from a practical perspective in order to
understand and better figure out all the system details. The second example is useful
to understand how Rainbow can host suitable swarm intelligence strategies in order
to realize CPS applications owning properties such as adaptivity, fault tolerance,
self-reconfiguration, etc.

4.1 Floor Control Example

In this example we show an application for monitoring and controlling a floor of a
building hosting offices. Each floor contains a certain number of rooms.

Figure 5 shows how a generic floor could be. In general, each room contains:
doors, desks, chairs and adjustable brightness lights.

Each room is instrumented by some sensors and actuators listed below.

Sensors:

• sensors that detect the opening and closing of doors;
• sensors that detect when a person enters or leaves a room;

Fig. 5 Floor topology
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• proximity sensors detecting presence of the people in each zone of a room;
• a weight sensor for each chair in order to detect if the chair is currently used.

Actuators:

• adjustable brightness lights for all zones of a room;
• a display on each desk.

The use of the above described devices, for example, permits adjusting lights on
the basis of people movements, writing informational messages on displays and so
on.

4.1.1 Integration in Rainbow Using Virtual Objects

In order to develop the controlling part in a object-oriented fashion, it is required to
integrate the above described physical things with Rainbow middleware defining
the suitable Virtual Object (VO). Each VO abstracts and wraps a certain number of
sensors as well as actuators. For the sake of simplicity, in this example we chose to
design VOs in a human-readable fashion: virtual desk, virtual chair, virtual door
and virtual wall.

The functionalities exposed by these VOs are listed in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4. It is
worth to note that each functionality of the virtual wall is parametric: the zone
parameter specifies which area of the room is referred.

Table 1 Virtual door

Functionality Type Description

Lock Sensing Boolean, true if the door is closed

Unlock Sensing Boolean, true if the door is open

Entry Sensing Boolean, true when a person enter the room through the door

Exit Sensing Boolean, true when a person exit the room through the door

Table 2 Virtual chair

Functionality Type Description

Proximity Sensing Detects people near the chair

Sitting Sensing Boolean: true when someone sits on the chair

Table 3 Virtual wall

Functionality Type Description

Near people Sensing Number of people in the zone (supplied by parameter)

Add light Acting Increase light brightness in the zone (supplied by parameter)

Less_light Acting Decrease light brightness in the zone (supplied by parameter)

Light_off Acting Set off light in the zone (supplied by parameter)
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Each VO is located on the same computing node where the sensors and actuators
that VO encloses are connected to. A computational node can generally host VOs
that may refer to more than one room. Assuming than we have only three com-
putational nodes available to monitor and control the whole floor, we can assign
rooms to nodes as in Fig. 6.

4.1.2 Multi-agent Floor Application

The application is designed for managing the floor and its rooms. For each room a
energy-saving light-management is developed which considers people presence for
suitably adjusting the brightness of the various zones of a room. This control
management will also consider if the chairs are utilized or not in order to better
adjust the lights. In addition, it permits a message to be displayed on a certain desk
when needed. All those features are implemented in the RoomAgent. The code
inside the RoomAgent is a typical object-oriented code where VOs are exploited as
simple objects. The code is omitted in this paper for sake of brevity.

Table 4 Virtual desk

Functionality Type Description

Proximity Sensing Detects people near the desk

Display Acting Show a message supplied by parameter on the display

Fig. 6 Rooms assignment to
computational node. Each
different color identify a
different node
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Besides this room-wise features, the application is also designed for addressing
issues concerning the entire floor (i.e. where more than one room is involved). For
instance, it could be useful to know how many people are in the floor at a given
time in order to properly manage the locking of the main door of the floor as well as
to shut down all the lights where the floor is empty. In this example, instead, the
knowledge of the number of people is used to notify a person when he is alone in
the floor writing a message on the display of his desk.

The FloorAgent is designed for addressing the above mentioned issues.
Summarizing, there is a RoomAgent per room and a unique FloorAgent as it is
shown in Fig. 7.

4.1.3 Deployment of the Application

As mentioned before the Deployer is in charge to load the agents upon the agent
servers, to establish acquaintance relationships among them and to start the
application.

In our application, each RoomAgent must be located in the computing node
where the VOs of the relative room belong to.

Conversely, the FloorAgent can be located everywhere in the system (it has not
connection with any physical part), even in a remote cloud node. The process made
by the Deployer is summarized in Fig. 8.
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4.1.4 Agent Interaction and Acquaintance Relationships

After loading each agent in the proper location, the Deployer sends acquaintance
messages to each RoomAgent in order to let them know the FloorAgent.
Afterwards, each agent sends an acquaintance message to the FloorAgent in order
to be known by it. This is an example of an agent that acts as Deployer. Once the
deployment phase is completed, the application execution can start. When a person
leaves a room, RoomAgent will be notified by the gateway and, consequently, will
send a message carrying the number of people currently inside the room to the
FloorAgent. The latter will update its people counter on receiving such a message.
When it verifies that there is only one person in the floor, it will send a message to
the relative RoomAgent that, in turn, will write a message on the desk display.

4.2 Noise Pollution Mapping

Many environments, such as airports, road works, factories, construction sites, and
other environments producing loud noises, require effective noise pollution moni-
toring systems. Noise pollution is a common environmental problem that affects
people’s health by increasing the risk of hypertension, ischemic heart disease,
hearing loss, and sleep disorders, which also influence human productivity and
behavior [19]. For this reason the European Community passed the directive
2002/49/EC [20], which declares noise protection as one necessary objective to
achieve a high level of health and environmental conservation. The directive
imposes several actions to be made upon member states, including the mapping of
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Fig. 8 Deployment of the agents and their physical distribution on the computing nodes
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noise in larger cities via noise maps. On the basis of these maps, the countries can
formulate plans to counter the threat that is noise pollution.

Noise maps are mostly based on numerical calculations that have shown to give
good estimates of long term averaged noise levels. However, such maps does not
take into account the real-time variation of the noise levels.

Using the rainbow platform we designed an agent-based, self-organizing system
for the real-time construction of noise maps and identification of the sources of
noise.

Noise sensors are spread into the environment, linked to the computational
nodes, and suitably wrapped inside the VOs. Each agent is directly associated with
a VO representing a noise sensor. During the deployment phase, each agent is
supplied by the knowledge of its neighbours (i.e. agent associated with a spatially
near sensor).

We use a simple self-organizing algorithm, proposed by [21], to let sensor
network to self-organize itself in a region partitioning based on similar sensing
patterns (noise levels). Regions can grow or shrink according to the dynamic
variation of noise levels. Organization in regions occurs by creating an overlay
network made by agents connected by virtual weighted links. Agents belonging to
the same region will have strong links, while agents belonging to different regions
will have weak (or null) links.

In the following the details of the algorithm. Let si and sj be two neighbour
sensor agents. Let nðsiÞ and nðsjÞ the values of noise sensed by si and sj, respec-
tively. Let us assume that a distance function D can be defined for couples of v
values. Region formation is then based on iteratively computing the value of a
logical link lðsi; sjÞ for each and every agent of the system as in following upda-
te_link procedure:

Update_link:

if ðDðnðsiÞ; nðsjÞÞ\Tf
lðsi; sjÞ ¼ minðlðsi; sjÞþD; 1Þ

gelsef
lðsi; sjÞ ¼ maxðlðsi; sjÞ � D; 0Þ

g

where T is a threshold that determines whether the measured values are close
enough for lðsi; sjÞ to be re-enforced or, otherwise, weakened; and D is a value
affecting the reactivity of the algorithm in updating link. Based on the above
algorithm, it is rather clear that if DðnðsiÞ; nðsjÞÞ is lower than threshold T , lðsi; sjÞ
will rapidly converge to 1. Otherwise it will move towards 0. Transitively, two
nodes sh and sk are defined in the same region if and only if there is a chain of
agents such that each pair of neighbours in the chain are in the same region. From
the Rainbow perspective, region information is stored adding/removing new
acquaintance relationships among agents.
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In order to properly map the noise pollution, it is necessary that each and every
agent within a region is locally provided with information related to the overall
status of the region. To this end, it is possible to integrate forms of diffusive
gossip-based aggregation [22] within the described general scheme. The algorithm
requires that the agents periodically exchange information with their neighbors
about some local value, locally aggregate the value according to some aggregation
function (e.g., maximum, minimum, average, etc.), and further exchange in the
subsequent step the aggregated value.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we introduced Rainbow, an architecture that permits an easy devel-
opment of large-scale cyber-physical applications. The novelty of Rainbow is that it
relies on the adoption of a distributed multi-agent layer on top of the physical part
that is, in turn, wrapped in suitable Virtual Objects. Rainbow aims to hide
heterogeneity, cope with complexity and real-time issues. In the future, new
intelligent, adaptive and decentralized algorithms will be explored for developing
large-scale cyber-physical applications using Rainbow, such as those related to
smart cities, power grid, water networks and so on. Furthermore, a well-established
interface for the cloud part of the architecture will be defined.
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Towards Cyberphysical Digital Libraries:
Integrating IoT Smart Objects into Digital
Libraries

Giancarlo Fortino, Anna Rovella, Wilma Russo and Claudio Savaglio

Abstract Digital libraries are distributed software infrastructures that aim at col-
lecting, managing, preserving, and using digital objects (or resources) for the long
term, and providing specialized services on such resources to its users. Service
provision should be of measurable quality and performed according to codified
policies. Currently, modern digital libraries include a wide range of conventional
digital objects: text document, image, audio, video, software, etc. In the emerging
domain of the Internet of Things (IoT), cyberphysical smart objects (or simply
smart objects) will play a central role in providing new (smart) services to both
humans and machines. It is therefore challenging to include smart objects, the
newest type of digital objects, into digital libraries as novel first-class objects to be
collected, managed, and preserved. However, their inclusion poses critical issues to
address and many research challenges to deal with. This paper aims at paving the
way towards such a novel inclusion that will enable effective discovery, manage-
ment and querying of smart objects, so establishing cyberphysical digital libraries.
In particular, our approach is based on a metadata model purposely defined to
describe all the cyberphysical characteristics (geophysical, functional, and
non-functional) of smart objects. The metadata model is then used for a seamless
integration of smart objects into digital libraries compliant with the digital library
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reference model proposed by the DL.org community. The proposed approach is
also exemplified through a simple yet effective case study.

Keywords Internet of Things � Cyberphysical smart objects � Digital libraries �
Metadata

1 Introduction

Digital Libraries (DLs) have undergone a considerable evolution, becoming com-
plex entities, able to manage and preserve different types of digital material [1].
They offer a variety of services that can be pervasive and ubiquitous and can be
heterogeneous in characteristics, objectives and functions. Since the 1990s [2]
librarians first and researchers belonging to different fields later have elaborated
different theories and applications and for this reason the definition of DL presents a
polysemy of meanings that reflects different visions and approaches. The concept of
DL has therefore evolved [3], moving from a system for the retrieval of static
information (primarily books and digitalized textual documents) to a tool useful for
the collaboration and interaction between researchers and users, regarding
domain-specific topics. Currently, DLs include a wide range of digital objects: text
document, image, audio, video, software, etc. [4].

In the emerging domain of the Internet of Things (IoT) [5, 6], a novel type of
digital resource is the cyberphysical smart object (SO). An SO is a daily life
physical object augmented with sensing/actuation, processing, storing, and net-
working capabilities, in order to provide a set of physical and digital services to its
users (both humans, machines, or digital systems) [7–9]. During their lifecycle, SOs
can produce continuous streams of geolocalized and contextual data also related to
their use and their surrounding environment. Moreover, SOs may evolve to provide
new/different cyberphysical services to their users.

This chapter extends the proposal in [10], presenting an approach for the
inclusion of SOs into DLs which would enable effective discovery, querying and
management of SOs based on typical DL tools and facilities. To the best of our
knowledge, this approach represents the first research effort towards the integration
of SOs into DLs in order to establish cyberphysical DLs. In particular, the approach
is based on a well-defined metadata model for SOs able to describe all the cyber-
physical characteristics (geophysical, functional, and non-functional) of SOs.
The SO metadata model is used for the inclusion of SOs into DLs compliant with
the digital library reference model [11] proposed by the DL.org community [12].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 discusses work
related to operational and non-operational metadata models for SOs. In Sect. 3, we
define the proposed SO metadata model in detail whereas in Sect. 4, a case study is
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presented to exemplify all concepts of the SO metadata model. Section 5 presents a
brief overview about the main concepts related to the DL universe and to the Digital
Library Reference Model (DLRM), while Sect. 6 provides an articulated discussion
about the inclusion of SOs into DLs. Finally, conclusions are drawn and future
research efforts are anticipated.

2 Related Work

SOs will represent the basic intelligent entities constituting the future IoT and its
related IoT applications [5]. There is therefore a need to define a reference metadata
model for SOs that can facilitate their management from different perspectives (e.g.
internal status, provided services, distributed discovery, and interaction with the
physical world, the user and other systems) and their inclusion in highly dynamic
and complex ecosystems (e.g. IoT, Internet of the Future, and next-generation DLs).

In the literature, many works are available, in which the SO definition and the
consequent inclusion in existing architectures is very differently argued. Among
these, it is possible to recognize operational and non-operational SO metadata
models, as Table 1 summarizes.

Models proposed in [5] and [13] belong to the non-operational models. In [13],
an SO classification according to the concepts of creator and purpose is defined. In
particular, the creator can be either an individual creating SOs for a personal
purpose (e.g. personal use) or an industrial company that creates SOs for business.
The former SOs are called self-made whereas the latter ones are named ready-made.

Table 1 Comparison among non operational and operational SO metamodels

Descriptive features Operative features

Non operational SO metamodel

[13] SO classified according to creator (self-
made, ready-made) and to purpose
(specific, open-ended)

N/A

[5] SO classified into design dimensions of
activity-awareness, policy-awareness
and process-awareness

N/A

Operational SO metamodel

[14] SO described by exploiting the SO
meta-information (name, vendor, etc.)
contained in the SODD document

SO managed by exploiting the PDD
document, which contains information
about SO devices and functionalities

[15] SO basic information is contained in a
queryable Resource Registry

SO relationships with its physical
counterpart (Digital Proxy) and its
User elicited by the SO model

[16, 17] SO basic information (type, location,
etc.) spread among the SO model
categories

SO indexing, discovery and dynamic
selection realized by exploiting SO
model categories such as services,
devices, etc.
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The purpose of an SO may be to play a role in a specific application/system or to be
reused in a wide range of different applications. The former is defined specific,
while the latter open-ended. However, such a classification considers only two
dimensions (creator and purpose) that are not related to the cyberphysical charac-
teristics of the SOs. Thus, such classification cannot be used in an operational way
within an IoT system. In [5] authors classify SOs in activity-aware, policy-aware,
and process-aware. Each SO type is characterized by three design dimensions:
(i) awareness, which is the ability of SOs to understand (environmental or human)
events of the SO surrounding context; (ii) representation, which refers to the pro-
gramming model of the SO; and (iii) interaction, which defines the communication
with users. Such classification is oriented to the design of SOs within an application
domain and can be usefully exploited during IoT systems development. However,
such contribution is not operational as it can only be used to classify SOs according
to design dimensions.

We are indeed interested in operational classifications that are the base to build
up SO discovery services and management systems. In [14] the operational SO
classification is based on two documents: Smart Object Description Document
(SODD) and Profile Description Document (PDD). SODD contains the
meta-information of the SO: name, vendor, and list of profiles. PDD specifies a
profile that can be either a detector or an actuator. A detector contains information
about a specific sensing device according to the Sensor Modeling Language (SML),
whereas an actuator is modeled through the Actuator Modeling Language (AML).
The proposed classification is specific to the SO implementation and management
supported by the FedNet middleware [14]. In [15] two main concerns are addressed
through a conceptual technological agnostic model: (i) the interactions between the
User (human or not) and the SO, (ii) the synergy between the Physical Entity and
the Digital counterpart. In this direction the Digital Proxy—which is the repre-
sentation of a given set of aspects (or properties) of the Physical Entity—plays the
crucial roles of SO identifier and bridge between the real and the virtual world. In
fact, the functionalities of sensing and actuation are delegated to the Devices, which
therefore realize the effective interaction with the physical reality. SO basic infor-
mation is instead contained in a queryable Resource Registry. Finally, concepts
such as aggregation between SOs (which can be logically grouped in a structured,
often hierarchical way) and the relationship between Services and Resources pro-
vide flexible guidelines for an SO modeling that ensures interoperability with and
openness to functional and technological developments not entirely predictable. In
[16], a metadata model to represent functional and non-functional characteristics of
SOs in a structured way is proposed. The metadata model is divided into four main
categories: type, device, services, and location. The type is the SO type (e.g. smart
pen, smart table, etc.). The device defines the hw/sw characteristics of the SO
device. Services contain the list of services provided by the SO; in particular, a SO
service can have one or more operations implementing it. The location represents
the position of the SO. This metadata model, which is more general than the one
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proposed in [15], has been extended and re-organized in [17] and it is currently
implemented in a discovery framework (named SmartSearch) for SO indexing,
discovery and dynamic selection [16].

3 A Metadata Model for CyberPhysical Smart Objects

The proposed metadata model is an extension of the model proposed in [16, 17] and
also borrows some concepts from the other models discussed in Sect. 2. The
metadata model is portrayed in Fig. 1 according to the UML class diagram for-
malism. In particular, the proposed model defines a set of metadata categories that
can characterize an SO in any application domain of interest (e.g. Smart Cities,
Smart Factories, Smart Home, Smart Grid, Smart Building, etc.). The metadata
represent the SOs static parameters, while the related dynamic parameters can be
retrieved through operations associated to the available services or from the smart
object status (usually through basic SO status services). In our metadata model, an
SO, which could aggregate other SOs according to the aggregation relationship, is a
composition of the following main metadata categories:

• Status: is characterized by a list of variables, given as pairs 〈name, value〉, that
capture the SO state.

• FingerPrint: contains the following basic and distinctive SO information:

Fig. 1 The SO metadata model
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– Identifier: represents the identifier (or Id) of the SO, which allows its unique
identification within the IoT or an IoT subsystem;

– Creator: represents the SO creator, which can be either an individual cre-
ating the SO for personal use, an industrial company that creates it for
business, or an academic research laboratory implementing it for research
purposes;

– Type: represents a primary type of SO (e.g. a smart pen, a smart chair, a
smart office). Moreover, secondary SO types can also be given that contain,
for instance, information about the SO design classification as proposed
in [5];

– QoSParameter: defines a QoS parameter associated to the SO. Different
QoS parameters may be defined such as trustness, reliability, availability, etc.

• PhysicalProperty: represents a physical property of the original object without
any hardware augmentation and embedded smartness.

• Service: models a digital service provided by the SO. A service has a name, a
description, the type (sensing, actuation, SO status), input parameters, and the
return (primitive or complex) parameter type. Each Service is characterized by
one or more Operations that implement the service itself and by zero or more
QoSIndicators whose associated values are provided. In particular, an
Operation, which defines the individual operation that may be invoked on a
service, is equipped with a set of input parameters necessary for its invocation,
the return (primitive or complex) parameter type and a description.

• Device: defines the hardware and software characteristics of a device that allows
to augment the physical object and make it smart. Device can be specialized into
one of the following three categories:

– Computer: represents the features of a processing unit of the SO (e.g. PC,
embedded computer, plug computer, smart-phone);

– Sensor: models the characteristics of a sensor node belonging to the SO;
– Actuator: models the characteristics of an actuator node of the SO.

• Location: represents the geophysical position of the SO. It can be set in absolute
terms, specifying the coordinates (latitude and longitude), and/or in relative
terms through the use of location tags.

• User: identifies the entity using the services provided by the SO. In particular,
users of an SO can be of three types:

– Human: represents the classical man-object usage relationship;
– SmartObject: represents a less conventional use relationship, in which the

SOs take advantage of services exposed by other ones and vice versa;
– DigitalSystem: represents a generic digital entity, like a Web Server, a

software agent, a robot or even more complex systems.
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4 A Case Study: Smart Office

The objective of this section is to show the instantiation of the SO metadata model
introduced in Sect. 3 with respect to a case study referring to the SO “SmartOffice”
defined in [16]. The SmartOffice, on the basis of the information gathered and a set
of inference rules, supports office users during their daily working activity by
providing suggestions (e.g. warnings that it would be appropriate to take a break
after a long session of work by sitting, or indicating how to adjust the screen
brightness based on the room luminosity showing such information on the screen
closest to the user) and performing smart actuations (e.g. turning the lights and/or
the projector off while not used in order to avoid energy wastage). In particular, the
SmartOffice provides services obtained by the cooperation of multiple heteroge-
neous (but at same time independent) SOs located in the office area or worn by the
office users. The SmartOffice with its aggregates SOs and its devices are illustrated
in Fig. 2, while the SmartOffice services are summarized in Table 2.

The SmartOffice model, which is obtained by instantiating the SO metadata
model, can be partitioned into six parts (see Fig. 3):

• Smart Object Core: SmartOffice contains the current status information about the
SmartOffice itself (temperature, humidity, presence, and light variables).
Moreover, the UML aggregation and uses relationships underline respectively
that Smart Office aggregates and uses three SOs and interacts with different users.

Fig. 2 SmartOffice and its aggregated SOs: a SmartDesk, b SmartProjector, c Smart Whiteboard
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• BasicFeatures: information related to the categories FingerPrint, Location, and
PhysicalProperty, finds place here. In particular, the Smart Office is a room of
dimensions 500 × 700 × 230 cm, located at DIMES-Unical, Cube 41c, 4th floor.
Its fingerprint shows that the Smart Office was created by the “SenSysCal”
company, is identified with the name “Office1” and has a trustness score of 0.95.

• Devices: a light/humidity/temperature sensor (identified as Sensor1) gather
simple but useful in-office environmental information. Other devices belonging
to aggregated SOs are not directly managed by the SmartOffice but they con-
tribute to the SmartOffice’s services realization.

• Users: SmartOffice supports the office user Antonio in his daily working
activity, and the SO SmartBody [18]. In particular, SmartBody worn by Antonio
allows to recognize user activities like standing, sitting, walking, laying down,
and to deliver such information to the SmartOffice.

• Services: SmartOffice provides different services (see Table 2): (i) the
PresenceService, which detects the presence of people inside the office, and
provides such information through the GetPresence operation; (ii) the
LightService, which informs if the lights are switched on/off through the
GetLightStatus operation; (iii) the VisualizationService, which shows notifica-
tions on the display through the SetDisplay operation.

Table 2 Smart Office and aggregated SOs services

Reference SO Service Description

SmartOffice PresenceService Detects the presence of people inside the office,
exploiting the information provided by the
aggregated SOs and by their presence sensors

LightService Informs if the office lights are switched on/off,
exploiting the information provided by office
light sensor

VisualizationService Shows notifications on the available displays,
such as the monitor of the user’s laptop or the
user’s smartphone

SmartDesk PresenceService Detects whether or not the user is at desk,
exploiting the information provided by the
presence sensor placed on the desk itself

VisualizationService Displays messages on the laptop monitor,
providing notifications about the current office
status (temperature, humidity, etc.) or warnings
(energy wasting, too long sitting user period,
etc.)

SmartProjector ElectricityService Queries the projector status and controls its
energy consumption, exploiting data provided
by the smart plug sensor

VisualizationService Handles the projection functionality

SmartWhiteboard PresenceService Recognizes the whiteboard exploitation by an
user, whose presence is detected by the presence
sensor
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• Aggregated SOs: SmartOffice aggregates the following SOs to implement the
SmartOffice services (see Table 2). The single SOs are loosely coupled with the
SmartOffice, since they are independent in principle but for the specific appli-
cation scenario their reference SO is the SmartOffice. In particular:

– the SmartDesk, whose metadata model is shown in Fig. 4, is equipped with a
presence sensor and it provides a (i) PresenceService able to detect whether
or not the user is at desk (and for such feature, it’s secondary type is “activity
aware”); (ii) Visualization Service for displaying messages on the monitor;

– the SmartProjector, whose metadata model is shown in Fig. 5, is equipped
with a smart plug and it provides (i) ElectricityService to query the projector
status and to control its energy consumption; (ii) VisualizationService to
manage the projection functionality;

– the SmartWhiteboard, whose metadata model is shown in Fig. 6, is equipped
with a presence sensor and it provides a PresenceService able to recognize its
exploitation by a user.

Fig. 3 The SmartOffice model
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Fig. 4 The SmartDesk model

Fig. 5 The SmartProjector model
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5 Digital Libraries and the Digital Library Reference
Model

Digital Libraries are distributed software infrastructures [1] that comprehensively
collect, manage and preserve rich digital content, namely entities in which one or
more content files and their corresponding metadata are united, physically and/or
virtually, by means of digital wrappers. On the basis of the latter definition,
heterogeneous kinds of material may find place into DLs, like textual or multimedia
documents, 3-D objects, as well as datasets, databases and data streams coming
from sensors, mobile devices or distributed computing. Such content are accessible
through specialized functionalities and protocols [19] for the benefits of targeted
communities of users, according to specific policies aimed at preserving the quality
of content and, therefore, of the library itself.

Although the DL concept represents an abstract system in which both virtual and
physical components cooperate to provide services, it presupposes concrete soft-
ware systems which comprehensively support the DL’s lifecycle. In particular, as
shown in Fig. 7, the DL universe is structured as a three-tier framework [11], in
which the DL’s services are provided by handful data management software named
DLMSs (Digital Library Management Systems) running atop distributed software
system, the DLS (Digital Library System). The transparent interaction and seamless
integration of multiple DLSs support the creation of a full-fledged DL, intended as

Fig. 6 The SmartWhiteboard model
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the final ‘system’ actually perceived by the end users, namely the content creators,
content consumers and digital librarians.

The relationship between DL, DLS, and DLMS may be therefore expressed
analogously to the context of information systems [20]. In detail, a DataBase
Management System, or DBMS (e.g. MySQL or PostgreSQL), may be compared to
a DLMS as both provide general services of data management. A DBMS along with
other supporting distributed software can be compared instead to a DLS. Finally,
the union of these elements (DBMS instance + bundled software on one side,
DLMS + DLS on the other side) with the data and users constitutes the information
system, corresponding to the DL.

The heterogeneity of content and of the resulting functionalities and policies
forces the DL designer to adopt a multidisciplinary approach for the concrete
realization of the DLs, in order to satisfy the objectives and the needs of different
application contexts. In this direction the inclusion of new digital content such as
SOs has a twofold implication: (i) on the one hand, it allows DL to acquire a
plethora of content creators/consumers which are fundamental building block for
the IoT [5]; (ii) on the other hand, it allows the end users to acquire a valuable tool
to simplify the complex SOs management, exploiting the functionalities that DLs
provide for their traditional content by means of the DLMSs.

As the DL universe evolved, several conceptual models characterizing different
DL facets have been proposed and implemented (e.g. the CIDOC Conceptual

Fig. 7 The three-tier framework composed by DL, DLS and DLMS
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Reference Model, the 5S Framework, etc.). In the following subsection, one of the
most important DL model, namely the Digital Library Reference Model (DLRM),
will be introduced. The next section, therefore, will show how the SOs can be
included into DL by matching the features of the proposed SO metadata model and
the concepts provided in the DLRM.

5.1 The Digital Library Reference Model

The Digital Library Reference Model (DLRM) [11] is currently the main reference
model for architecting DLs. In the following, the DLRM terms are reported in
italics. DLRM states that a DL is similar to an Organization, which foundations are
six core concepts or domains: Content, User, Functionality, Policy, Quality, and
Architecture. The first five of them capture the features characterizing the DL and
its expected services. The Architecture, instead, captures the systemic properties
underlying the expected services. The cornerstone of the DLRM as well as the
shared concept between the six DL domains is the Resource, which models any
element easily identifiable through an unique Resource ID. As long as the Resource
complies with the established specifications defined into the Resource Format (an
arbitrarily complex and structured schema usually drawn from an ontology to
guarantee an uniform interpretation), it may be accessed, queried and managed.
Figure 8 shows a map of the aforementioned DL concepts.

The Content Domain represents the various aspects related to the modeling of
information managed in the DL universe to serve the information needs of the
active entities interacting within the DL, namely the Actors. The main Resource of
Content Domain is the Information Object, which is an information item that
seamlessly provides data to the DL Actors by means of the functionality offered by
the DL itself. Such interactions, organized according to different types of criteria,
are displayed in different Views and recorded by the Action Log, so allowing the

Fig. 8 Digital library main concepts
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Actor profiling. Finally, Information Objects can be grouped into Collections
concept, a specialization of the Resource Set, for some management or application
purposes.

The User Domain represents the various aspects related to the modeling of
entities, either human or machines, interacting with any DL system. In particular,
the DL End-Users are the ultimate clients the Digital Library is going to serve.

The Functionality Domain represents the various aspects related to the modeling
of facilities/services provided in the DL universe to serve Actor needs. A Function
is a particular operation that can be realized on a Resource upon an Actor request.
Functions can be specialized in two main classes: the Access Resource Function
and the Manage Function. The first family of functions aims at finding Resources
compliant to certain (static or dynamic) features (Discovery), querying them
(Search-Browse), retaining the content retrieved through specific mechanisms
(Acquire) and finally displaying it (Visualize). The Manage Function, instead,
supports the production (Create), publication (Publish), updating (Update), con-
figuration (Personalize) and other basic operations related to the Resource lifecycle.
It should be noted that these functionalities are directly provided to the DL Actors
by the DL for each included Resource, on the basis of the information structured
following the given Resource Format.

The Policy Domain represents a set of guiding principles designed to organize
actions in a coherent way and to help in decision making. In particular, the User
Policy defines possible User actions on the Resource.

Fig. 9 Digital libraries main concepts mapping
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The Quality Domain captures the aspects that permit considering DL systems
from a quality point of view, with the goal of judging and evaluating them with
respect to specific facets. It represents the various aspects related to features and
attributes of Resources with respect to their degree of excellence. In particular, the
DLRM provides Quality Parameter on the Resources (Generic Quality Parameter),
on the Information Object (Content Quality Parameter), and on the User (User
Quality Parameter).

The Architecture Domain represents the various aspects related to the software
systems that concretely realize the DL universe. In particular, it offers useful
insights about how to develop new efficient DL systems and how to improve
current ones.

6 Inclusion of Cyberphysical Smart Objects into Digital
Libraries According to the Digital Library Reference
Model

The inclusion of SOs into DLs is carried out according to the Digital Library
Reference Model (DLRM) [11]. As the DLRM is structured into six domains, the
SO is contextualized in each of such domains by discussing matching and impli-
cations of its inclusion with respect to the adopted SO metadata model, and pro-
viding meaningful examples related to the case study proposed in Sect. 4 (Fig. 9).

An SO following the proposed SO metadata model, which is compliant with the
definition (and also rationale) provided in the DLRM, can be straightforwardly
included as Resource in a DL. In fact, it is uniquely identifiable through the
Resource ID and its Resource Format constitutes a representation which makes
itself easily accessible, queryable and manageable by the DL entities.

The SmartOffice presented in the case study fulfills such requirements as shown
in Table 3 and could be considered an includable Resource of the DL, since it has

Table 3 Mapping between the resource DLRM concepts, the Smart Object and the SmartOffice

DLRM concepts General Smart Object
concepts

SmartOffice concepts

Resource Instance of Smart Object Instance of SmartOffice

Resource ID Smart Object FingerPrint SmartOffice FingerPrint:
• Identifier: Office1
• Type: SmartOffice
• Creator: SenSysCal
• Location: University of Calabria,
41c…
• QoSParameter: 0.95 Trustness

Resource Format Smart Object metamodel SmartOffice metamodel
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an identifying FingerPrint and it complies, together with its aggregate SOs, with the
presented SO metadata model. In detail, the SmartOffice FingerPrint includes its
creator (SenSysCal), its unique id (Office1), type (Smart Office) and other specific
information.

6.1 Content Domain

With respect to the Content Domain, the SO is a novel Information Object that
contributes to the production and consumption of content that will be handled by
the DL Actors through the SO Services and the related SO metadata. The latter are
well suited to be contextualized in different Views and exploited to realize Action
Log and Actor profiling. Moreover, the proposed SO metadata model allows a
logical grouping of SOs, in order to build aggregated entity which complements and
enhances the Services of the various components SO. The full matching between
the Content Domain concepts and the Smart Office related ones is shown in
Table 4. In fact, as a novel Information Object, the SmartOffice produces and
consumes digital contents and aggregates other SOs (SmartWhiteboard, SmartDesk,
SmartProjector) which interact with each other and with the SmartOffice itself,
without losing their independence or alter their nature. Every service exposed by the
SmartOffice presents useful metadata to describe the expected content output
(service id, requested parameters, return type, description) and the list of operations
implementing the service itself. Moreover, taking the example of the
LightService, the SmartOffice could maintain the list of the users, who
requested such service, and display such information in an aggregate weekly view
or in a monthly average view.

Table 4 Mapping between DLRM content domain concepts, the Smart Object and the
SmartOffice

DLRM concepts General Smart Object concepts SmartOffice concepts

Information
Object

Smart object SmartOffice

Collection Aggregated smart objects Smart Desk, Smart Whiteboard,
Smart Projector

Action Log When and how a specific SO service
has been used

“When the LightService has been
used?”

Actor profiling Who used specific a SO service “Who used the LightService?”
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6.2 User Domain

The SOs play a dual role within the DLRM, and specifically within the User
domain. In fact, SOs are both content creators, because they produce or update data
and information, and content consumers, as it often happens that they are them-
selves users of other SOs or Resources in general. The proposed SO metadata
model contemplates both of these occurrences, together with the possibility that
other Actors, humans or in a broader sense digital systems (such as web server,
robot, etc.), can play the role of consumer of SO-generated content. Other Roles
envisaged in the DL reference model within the User Domain (DL Managers and
DL Software Developers) are complementary to proposed SO metadata model.

Regarding the case study, as Table 5 shows, the SmartOffice plays both the role
of: (i) content creator, in order to provide services like the LightService to the
human user (e.g. the employee in the Smart Office) or even to general digital
systems (e.g. a remote web service or software agent); (ii) content consumer, even
exploiting data generated by other SOs like the SmartDesk through the
PresenceService.

6.3 Functionality Domain

The Access Resource Functions and Manage Functions provided by the DL may
usefully exploit the information structured in the proposed SO metadata model. For
example, the Discovery Function may use the contents of the fields “creator” and
“type” of the FingerPrint category to research all SOs created by a particular subject
and belonging to a certain typology (e.g. all the “SmartProjectors” of the
“University of Calabria”). Dynamic information about current SO status (e.g.
current temperature) can be similarly retrieved by using Query Function.

Considering the case study, a possible scenario is described in Table 6, when a
User of the DL searches for a specific service (e.g. the LightService) through
the Discovery Function, this will query the metadata generated by the Resources
contained in the DL, among which the SmartOffice. The SmartOffice matches the
search criteria, so the User will fulfill a list of parameters contained in the

Table 5 Mapping between DLRM user domain concepts, the Smart Object and the SmartOffice

DLRM concepts General Smart Object concepts SmartOffice concepts

Actor Smart Object, Users (Smart
Objects, Humans, Digital
Systems)

SmartOffice, Smart Desk, Smart
Whiteboard, Smart Projector
and Antonio

Content creator Smart Object SmartOffice w.r.t. Light
Service’s user

Content consumer Smart Object, Users SmartOffice w.r.t. Presence
service’s user
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Personalize Function (e.g. which View to be adopted) before proceeding to the
query. Based on such information, the DL will interact with the SmartOffice
LightService to carry out the requests through the Visualize Function.

6.4 Policy

The proposed SO metadata model is neutral with respect to the concept of Policy.
Few changes to the SO metadata model could be carried out to regulate the
interactions between the SO user and the SO services, according to what is present
in the reference DL model respectively with the User Policy and Content Policy. In
particular, one could implement the concept of Policy by directly associating it to
the SO User or SO Service entity, or binding it outside of the SO metadata model, at
the level of the DL.

As an example related to the case study, referring to the User Policy
(see Table 7), it could be stated that the LightService could be accessed
only by a few trusted users (the ability to close the lights remotely can have

Table 6 Mapping between the DLRM functionality domain concepts, the Smart Object and the
SmartOffice

DLRM concepts General smart object
concepts

SmartOffice concepts

Access resource functions
(discovery-search-query-visualize)

The User exploits the DL
Discovery Function to
discover a specific
service; hence, the User
submits a request to the
Service through the DL
Query Function

The User queries the DL
for a specific services: the
DL Discovery Function
finds that the inserted
criteria match with the
LightService metadata; so
the request is carried out
by the Query Function

Manage Functions
(create-publish-update-personalize)

The User specifies
through the Personalize
Function how to display
the SO Services usage

The User specifies
through the Personalize
Function the desired view
(daily or monthly) for
displaying the
LightService request
output

Table 7 Mapping between the DLRM Policy domain concepts, the Smart Object and the
SmartOffice

DLRM
concepts

General smart object concepts SmartOffice concepts

User
Policy

SO services enabled on the basis of
user degree of reliability

SmartOffice w.r.t. to LightService and
VisualizationService access
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undesirable consequences in case of abuse from malicious users) while the
VisualizationService could be used by everyone present in the
SmartOffice. In this direction, the definition of a user’s level of reliability could be a
facility for the implementation of the UserPolicy (see UserQualityParameter in the
next subsection).

6.5 Quality Domain

The proposed SO metadata model already contains two elements that refer to the
SO quality (QoSParameter) and the quality of the SO Services (QoSIndicator), in
full agreement with the DLRM Generic Quality Parameter and Content Quality
Parameter. Regarding the DLRM User Quality Parameter, it could be easily
imported into the SO metadata model, for example by assigning each SO User
reliability value, on the basis of which it is possible to define Policy and granting
special rights or access privileges to the SO Services.

For instance, as summarized in Table 8, the SmartOffice has a high trustness
value (Generic Quality Parameter) because it exploits carefully designed and
maintained hardware and software components; the PresenceService, in turn,
has a high accuracy (Content Quality Parameter) because the percentage of false
positives and false negatives is extremely low.

6.6 Architecture

As opposed to traditional Resources that can be acquired and placed directly into
DLs (such as documents, videos, etc.), mostly of the SOs stably belong to external
systems. The SmartOffice itself falls in such scenario, with its aggregated SOs.
Therefore, the inclusion of a SO within the DL architecture presented in the DLRM
may involve (i) the coupling of every SO (hence defined Hosting Node) with a
Software Component, suitable designed according to the DLRM, which interfaces

Table 8 Mapping between the DLRM quality domain concepts, the Smart Object and the
SmartOffice

DLRM concepts General Smart Object
concepts

SmartOffice concepts

Generic Quality
Parameter

SO QoS parameter Trustness value of QoSParameter

Content Quality
Parameter

SO service QoS
Indicator

Accuracy value of PresenceService’s
QoSIndicator
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the specific SO features and SO services with the DL requirements and function-
alities, or (ii) the creation of a new component, currently not present in the reference
architecture, delegated to the on-demand SOs virtualization [21, 22]. In order to
make SOs look “transparently” integrated into the DL like other traditional
Resources, but at same time to design a loosely coupled integration (maintaining
the SO design neutral with respect to the application scenario) the most viable
solution is to exploit a proxy within the DL architecture that virtualizes the SOs
before their inclusion (Table 9).

7 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have proposed an approach for the inclusion of SOs into DLs
compliant with the DLRM defined by DL.org [12]. The inclusion is based on a
metadata model for SOs purposely defined to fully characterize all SO properties
(both physical and cyber) as well as their interactions with other human, digital and
cyberphysical actors. The approach has also been exemplified through a case study
concerning a smart office environment. In particular, the SO metadata model has
been instantiated with respect to the case study, and the resulting SmartOffice model
has been used to exemplify the main SO inclusion concepts.

Such an inclusion would enable, from one perspective, to effectively support
discovery, querying and management of SOs through tools and facilities provided
by modern DLs and, from another perspective, to extend currently available DLs
with a new type of object to collect, manage and preserve. To the best of our
knowledge, our proposal is the first research aiming at this inclusion that would
pave the way towards the development of cyberphysical DLs.

Future work directions will be mainly twofold: (i) addressing interoperability
and trust issues of cyberphysical DLs [23]; (ii) implementing the proposed
approach in a real DL management system such as Fedora [24] and/or DSpace [25].

Acknowledgement This work has been partially supported by DICET INMOTO Organization of
Cultural Heritage for Smart Tourism and REal Time Accessibility (OR.C.HE.S.T.R.A.) project
funded by the Italian Government (PON04a2 D).

Table 9 Mapping between the DLRM architecture domain concepts, the Smart Object and the
SmartOffice

DLRM Concepts General Smart Object concepts SmartOffice concepts

Inclusion strategy Proxy-based inclusion Proxy-based inclusion
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Cooperation of Smart Objects and Urban
Operators for Smart City Applications

Simona Citrigno, Sabrina Graziano and Domenico Saccà

Abstract The project “TETRis—TETRA Innovative Open Source Services” has
delivered a technological infrastructure for enabling innovative services for Smart
City/Smart Territory. This paper describes the software tools and intelligent plat-
forms for collecting, representing, managing and exploiting data and information
gathered from sensors and devices deployed in the territory. Tools and platforms are
integrated into a complex smart environment that provides advanced services to
citizen and operators for environmental monitoring, urban mobility and emergency
management. Although the project is mainly based on the utilization of the com-
munication protocol TETRA, the application scenarios may work with other net-
work protocols as well.

Keywords Smart objects � Urban monitoring � Urban mobility � Intelligent
platforms � Wireless sensor networks

1 Introduction

The concept of smart city is used all over the world with different nomenclatures,
context and meanings [1–3]. The concept adopted in this paper is: a city is smart if
it acts in a forward-looking way in economy, people, governance, mobility, envi-
ronment, and living, using a suitable combination of endowments and activities of
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self-decisive, independent and aware citizens. Therefore, a smart city monitors and
integrates conditions of all of its critical infrastructures, optimizes its resources,
plans its preventive maintenance activities, and monitors security aspects while
maximizing services to its citizens [4]. To be smart, a city must interconnect the
physical infrastructure, the ICT infrastructure, the social infrastructure, and the
business infrastructure to leverage the collective intelligence of the city [5, 6].
The use of advanced ICT technologies is crucial to make its infrastructure com-
ponents and services (including city administration, education, healthcare, public
safety, real estate, transportation, and utilities) more intelligent, interconnected, and
efficient and to identify new, innovative solutions to city management complexity,
in order to improve sustainability and livability [7]. In sum, a smart city must strive
to make itself “smarter” (more efficient, sustainable, equitable, and livable) [8].

The activities described in this paper are related to the design and prototypal
implementation of innovative services for an intelligent management of an urban
territory within novel smart city application scenarios. A number of solutions and
advanced technology platforms have been identified for enabling the various
entities operating in the area of interest (municipalities, provinces, regions, uni-
versities, etc.), as well as citizens and urban operators, to effectively cooperate for
an efficient usage of urban resources. In fact, the wealth of information acquired on
the territory through the usage of sensors and devices interconnected by local and
remote communication systems are suitably stored and processed to support high
added-value services to improve the quality of the territory itself in terms of liv-
ability and sustainability. A crucial aspect is the involvement of citizens and urban
operators who become the main tutors of the territory, the so-called “social sen-
sors”, for the detection of critical situations in the urban territory.

The innovation scenarios and solutions described in this paper have been realized
within the project PON 2007–2013—Research and Competitiveness “TETRis—
TETRA Innovative Open Source Services” according to reference general frame of
“Internet of Things” for supporting Smart City/Smart Territory [9], in which the
acquisition of data by objects is applied to large territorial areas by exploiting the
widespread availability of communication networks [10, 11]. The collected data,
properly enhanced and enriched, foster innovative services oriented to the produc-
tion and exchange of knowledge among the different actors interconnected in urban
and regional networks. The development of these services has been realized through
the cooperation of smart devices and objects as well as of operators and users of the
services themselves.

A key role in Internet of Things, as well as in smart city scenarios and services,
is played by the concept of smart object, first introduced in [12], which is a
physical/digital object having a unique identifier that is used to digitally manage
physical things (e.g., sensors), to track them throughout their lifespan and to
annotate them (e.g., with descriptions, opinions, instructions, warranties, tutorials,
photographs, connections to other objects, and any other kind of contextual
information imaginable), and to consciously handle its relationships with other
smart objects and with remote systems. In sum, a smart object is a physical/digital
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object augmented with sensing/actuating, processing, and networking capabilities
that may embed human behavioral logic [13].

Smart objects are typically part of a Smart Environment, which is “a physical
world that is richly and invisibly interwoven with sensors, actuators, displays, and
computational elements, embedded seamlessly in the everyday objects of our lives,
and connected through a continuous network” [14]. Smart Environments are often
based on a suitable middleware that enables communication and management of
smart objects in distributed applications [15–17].

The activities described in this paper refer to two main application scenarios
identified within a Smart City context: (A) Urban Mobility (B) Territory
Monitoring, Control and Maintenance [18].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents an overview
of the TETRis project and describes its main goal, Sect. 3 illustrates two meaningful
innovative application scenarios for smart city/territory, Sects. 4 and 5 focus on the
scenario respectively of urban mobility and of urban monitoring and risk analysis
and Sect. 6 withdraws the conclusion and discusses further work.

2 Project Objectives of TETRis

The TETRis project main goal is to create high value-added services by exploiting
and possibly extending the functionalities of the Terrestrial Trunked Radio
(TETRA) communication system. The TETRA is an open standard for mobile radio
communications developed by the European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) and specifically designed to support Professional Mobile Radio
communications (PMRs) in a number of market segments such as public safety,
transportation, utilities government, military, commerce, industry. TETRA is
deployed in over 88 countries worldwide, and the main market is by far that of
national public safety organizations. The primary goal of public safety is to carry
out all the necessary actions for the prevention and protection from events, such as
dangers, injuries, or damages, that could threaten the safety of the general public.

TETRA system is particularly suitable to meet the needs of professional users of
emergency care organizations dealing with public utilities, public security forces,
transport companies, and it represents also the answer to solve the growing needs of
private mobile radio systems (PMR) users, both in terms of radio traffic decon-
gestion and in enhancing voice and data services. TETRA is designed to provide
operational and service communications between land mobile units, naval and air
and their related control centers, in either voice and data modes, and it integrates
with existing radio communication frameworks and commercial communication
systems, thus ensuring maximum efficiency both in terms of transmission resources
and in management and use.

TETRA provides a common and standard infrastructure for secure and reliable
communications and it also supports unique features such as group conversations,
dispatcher centers, and direct communications. While the initial focus of TETRA
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has been on voice communications, data communications have been supported
since the beginning and nowadays are gaining more importance. The prevention
and management of critical situations related to public safety, requires the real-time
acquisition of data from the field in order to react more consciously, faster and
better.

The project acts along three main axes in order to enhance TETRA function-
alities and to extend its usage to novel application domains:

1. The evolution and the opening of novel application fields for TETRA in order to
define new information services for operators, exploiting new models and open
source tools for the interconnection of TETRA with other networks and the
identification of new type of TETRA-based devices suitably interoperated with
existing sensors and sensor networks;

2. The modeling and prototyping of an Open Source framework implementing a
Smart Objects cooperation model and enhancing their management by means of
so-called Smart Environments;

3. The identification of novel scenarios and application models in the perspective
of Smart City/Smart territory services applied to territory monitoring, emer-
gency management and intelligent support to urban mobility.

The specific objectives of TETRis project can be read as follows:

• Bringing economic and social benefits to the community through more targeted
and effective actions by Public Administration and Public Security operators in
application scenarios such as emergency management, environmental protec-
tion, mobility and services to citizens, with the contribution of the citizens
themselves through the sharing of information and the use of innovative tools
for social networking;

• Extending the pervasiveness and effectiveness of public administration services,
instrumental bodies, local police, health operators, transport companies in the
reference areas; Improving the quality of life and the sense of safety of citizens
through the spreading of safe and reliable technology infrastructure “always on”.

A sketch of the TETRis architecture is shown in Fig. 1, that includes the fol-
lowing elements: networks (e.g., sensors networks, TETRA networks, commercial
communication networks), providing communication among Smart Objects for the
collection of data from the environment and for the management of some intelligent
devices; Smart Objects, that coordinate and manage the interaction among Smart

Fig. 1 TETRis overall scenario
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Objects themselves and provide added value services to the upper level; Smart
Environments, that produce knowledge through the continuous and collaborative
interaction of the different elements belonging to the other levels.

The project activities are organized in a number of work packages, each of them
consisting of a number of Industrial Research and Experimental Development
activities.

During the experimental phase, a TETRA test bed infrastructure has been setup
for testing data transmission over a TETRA network. A number of tests have been
carried out using a TETRA terminal, a Wi-fi network, some sensors and devices.
Both sensors and devices interacted with a gateway node equipped with specific
interface for the transfer of the acquired data.

This paper describes the experimental activities conducted by the project in the
following two application areas:

• TETRis Smart Environments for mobility—it concerns the implementation of a
model for the detection of mobility problems in urban areas through the usage of
specific Smart Objects located in the territory and the usage of a network of
sensors connected to them. Data are collected and aggregated into a data
warehouse feeding a Mobility Intelligence platform defined through the design
of innovative techniques of space-temporal data analysis and mining of complex
data, including trajectories.

• TETRis Smart Environments for territory monitoring and delivery of services to
citizens—it defines a Smart Environment managing a network of physical
sensors connected to Smart Objects that is enriched by “social” sensors which
detect in real time the status of the territory. These so-collected data are stored
and aggregated into a data warehouse feeding a Territory Intelligence platform,
which enables the extraction and processing of knowledge for monitoring the
territory.

Within the project two collaboration agreements have been subscribed with the
municipalities of two towns in Southern Italy: (i) Cosenza as for the Urban Mobility
area, and (ii) Rende as for the Urban Monitoring area. The two municipalities have
shown a high interest in the experimentation of innovative IT solutions and tech-
niques in their view of pursuing the realization of a new model of a city. A smart
city seen as an intelligent system that supervises on the compliance and control of
the environment and effectively manages resources through the use of technological
ICT infrastructure and innovative tools in order to deliver high added-value services
for citizens.

3 Design of the Applications Scenarios for Smart City

The two scenarios that have been identified for a typical application in support of a
Smart City, Urban Mobility and Territory Monitoring, Control and Maintenance,
share the same basic architecture that includes the following elements:
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• Actors—divided into three categories:

– Government Body, which is responsible for managing the Smart
Environment and the Smart Object network distributed throughout the area;

– External Local Authorities, which are interested in the services delivered by
the Smart Environment and Smart Objects with which they interact;

– Individuals, who can be either citizens or workers (operators) performing
their duties in the area of interest under the direction of the managing body;

• Government central systems, which are responsible for the overall application
functioning and for the control of the Smart Objects network distributed on the
territory;

• External Local Authorities systems, which interact with the Government central
systems and the Smart Objects on the basis of operating protocols agreed with the
central systems and that can also interact with other external authorities systems;

• Smart phones APPs, used by individuals;
• Smart Objects, which are distributed on a territory under the management of the

central system, and perform two types of communication:

– Remote communication: (i) with the Government central system through
TETRA, (ii) with External Local Authorities systems through commercial
telecommunications protocols (GSM, UMTS, etc.) and possibly also with
TETRA;

– Local communication: (i) with operators through WiFi and NFC technology
for instant activation and personalization of the interaction, (ii) with citizens
through WiFi, (iii) with physical objects, related to a Smart Object and
distributed over the territory, typically using ZigBee protocol or RFID.

• Sensors, which can be:

– classical traffic detection sensors, related to a Smart Object, connected
together with ZigBee network protocol or RFID;

– classical sensors for environmental conditions detection (temperature,
humidity, sound, CO, dust, etc.) connected together with an ad hoc network;

– social sensors, that means citizens and operators having a mobile device
provided with applications for signaling and/or monitoring events that occur
in the territory of interest;

– devices, sensors/actuators of urbotic (i.e., automation at urban level) that can
either directly interact with Smart Objects using low power protocols but
with high performance, such as Cliffside and Wibree, or through a dedicated
control kit using WiFi connection.

Figure 2 shows the overall picture of a typical scenario of Smart Objects usage
within a Smart City with an indication of the various components and their inter-
actions. Smart Objects can make use of remote communication protocols, such as
GSM, TETRA and/or Internet, for information exchange with Government Body
and External Local Authorities concerning urban monitoring and emergencies
management. Smart Objects may also exchange data with citizen and operators
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making use of local communication protocols, such as: WiFi, Bluetooth and NFC,
when interfacing with citizen smartphone applications; WiFi, NFC, TETRA, when
communicating with operators devices; RFID, for bus mobility detection; WIFi,
ZigBee, Cliffside for sharing information with sensors networks.

Figure 3 shows a general architecture of a Smart Object, in which the following
relevant component is identified: the Smart Object software intelligence, which can
collect data coming from sensors networks, citizens and operators apps, then it
processes such data on the basis of some alerting and control criteria, and in the end
it delivers the results to some external entities using local and/or remote commu-
nication protocols and/or specific interfaces, depending on the target users. The
Smart Object architecture can vary depending on the scenario taken into consid-
eration and it can be seen as a three level architecture with the following tiers: (1) a
basic level where social sensors can communicate information through the usage of
smartphone apps, and physical sensors able to detect some specific determined
measures, and continuously transmitting data to the government central system;
(2) a middleware level, which is able to collect data transmitted by sensors and
which is provided with an alerting system. Data collected at this stage feed oper-
ational and informational dashboards that are used by citizens and operators; (3) a
business intelligence system, which integrates data coming from different internal
and external sources and provides territory, mobility and security intelligence ser-
vices to Government Bodies and External Local Authorities by means of decision
support dashboards.

Fig. 2 A smart object usage scenario
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The smart object plays a crucial role in providing a highly integrated urban
network to overcome the drawbacks of current fragmentation and heterogeneity of
telecommunication technologies and reduced support for ubiquitous connectivity
and coverage. The problem of supporting a seamless integration of multiple
services/data from multiple applications or on the social cooperation of multiple
users has been in more general terms addressed in [19], which proposes an “evo-
lutionary” solution for deployment, extension and management of the network
infrastructures in a smart city. This solution handles the heterogeneity of devices
and network technologies and the fragmentation of coverage and connectivity in
urban areas by means of a so-called “STEM-Net”, that consists of dynamically
configurable nodes with self-management capabilities. Similar with a stem cell, a
stem node can undergo mutation in order to fulfill a given new task, using both
built-in node’s capabilities and additional capabilities that are dynamically learnt by
cooperating with other nodes. The solution is interesting and very promising even
though a number of “hard” software challenges need to be taken into account and
in-depth further dealt with: in particular how to define and deploy the initial
intelligence into the stem nodes and how to equip them with effective learning
capabilities. Our smart object can be thought of as a very specific implementation of
some of the features of a stem node: most of its intelligence and “mutation”
capabilities are externally controlled by the smart environments, playing the role of
experts in specific topics. Our approach is less ambitious but the history of Artificial
Intelligence (AI) has experienced that the development of new and successful
technologies first arises in those cases where a specific knowledge domain is
handled.

Fig. 3 Smart object architecture
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4 Urban Mobility

The Urban Mobility scenario implements a model based on a network of smart
objects connected with some sensors networks, through which it is possible to
provide data in real time related to the mobility in an urban area, which can address
and support Mobility managers in solving traffic and mobility management issues.
The model also includes amenities to deliver specific services to operators and
citizens through the usage of mobile devices.

Data from sensors and smart objects, geographically distributed in the urban
area, are collected and aggregated into a data warehouse which feeds a Mobility
Intelligence platform that performs on-line knowledge-based analysis for the
delivery of real-time information to both urban operators and citizens about the
smart management and utilization of mobility systems.

In particular, the Mobility Intelligence platform processes data in real time,
according to the most recent lines of research in OLAP systems analysis and data
mining, and performs as a decision support system supporting operators to extract,
quickly and in a flexible way, all the information needed to meet citizens mobility
needs [20]. A dashboard offers the possibility to the interested authorities to take
strategic/operational decisions and to plan interventions on road infrastructures,
public transport routes, parking spaces and multimodal communication infrastruc-
tures with citizens. The analysis of data through the intelligence platform can also
offer a valid support for the definition of the urban traffic plan through a calibration
activity of the model so that it can be possible to update the plan itself and to adapt
it to the observed actual reality.

Thanks to an effective integration of data mining tools and geo-referenced data
analysis, the platform is also able to depict spatial data, models and results on a
geographical map.

The experimental phase has been carried out on the territory of the municipality
of Cosenza along three main macro areas of development:

• Urban traffic detection and management, by means of stationary smart objects
placed at critical points in the city of Cosenza, which collect frames and videos
from webcams and from traffic detection sensors. The smart object used for this
experimental phase is made up of a video camera and a computing software unit
through which it is possible to detect in real time traffic conditions and to have a
traffic estimation thanks to the video frames analysis;

• Detection and management of any violation made by cars on bus corridors, by
means of moving smart objects installed on buses of the public city trans-
portation company. The smart object used for this experimental phase is made
up of a webcam, a GPS receiver and a computing software unit. Through this
system it is possible to monitor the presence of cars on dedicated bus routes and
to recognize, through an OCR (optical character recognition) module, their
number plates and the geographical coordinates of car location. All data can be
made available to traffic operators for penalties and fines application;
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• Analysis of the mobility in the city of Cosenza for identifying specific key
aspects related to mobility needs and transportation offers in order to implement
a set of services for extracting new knowledge that can be useful for Public
Transport Managers.

Moreover, within the experimental phase, the following classes of applications
for citizens and operators have been also implemented:

1. APP for citizens, providing information on

• bus tracking: bus arrival times, bus timetable, the position of the nearest bus
stops. The information is available on a map and citizens can also create a
route on the map depending on the starting and arrival points and on the
available bus lines on that route; This specific app named InfoBus has been
published and is available on Apple App Store;

• available parking places: their location on the map, the number of vacancies
and the way to reach them based on the geographical position of the citizen
requesting such information;

• real-time traffic updates and traffic jam reports; the traffic condition is
highlighted by different colours on the map depending on the level of
congestion; hazards and police activities are also proposed;

• the city life: showing places of interest, restaurants, hotels and clubs.

All information is contextualized according to the geo-localization of citizens.

2. APP for operators able to:

• enabling them to monitor traffic and public transport status, to analyze alerts
about traffic jams, parking in double row, and other disruptions; Operators
can send information about a specific event, its location (latitude, longitude),
date and time, adding also a picture about the event and some related notes;

• issuing fines related to the violation of the traffic code made by cars;
Operators can record information about the geo-localization, date and time,
the rule that has been violated and they can also attach a picture as a proof of
the violation.

The same services delivered by the apps are also available to citizens and
operators through a specific Web portal.

Regarding the analysis of the mobility in the city of Cosenza, to define the
correct methodologies and processes for urban mobility, the M-Atlas framework
has been used [21–23]. M-Atlas is a mobility querying and data mining system
centered onto the concept of trajectory. Besides the mechanisms for storing and
querying trajectory data, M-Atlas can also perform mechanism for mining trajectory
patterns and models that, in turn, can be stored and queried. The knowledge dis-
covery process based on these kind of data help users to answer to specific ques-
tions about mobility: e.g. what are the frequent patterns of people’s travels? How
big attractors and extraordinary events influence mobility? How is it possible to
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predict intense traffic areas in the near future? How is it possible to characterize
traffic jams and congestions?

M-Atlas is equipped with a querying and mining language and some mecha-
nisms to master the complexity of transforming raw GPS tracks into mobility
knowledge. Moreover, M-Atlas include (i) the privacy-preserving data publishing
and mining techniques, designed to transform trajectory datasets into anonymous
forms so that strong privacy-protection is guaranteed together with high data utility;
(ii) the analysis of different forms of mobility data, such as mobile phone call
records, characterized by complementary weaknesses and strengths in relation to
GPS trajectories.

Based on M-Atlas features, the following further analysis have been conducted:

1. An assessment to check the actual possibility to replace part of private mobility
in the urban area of Cosenza by public transport together with highlighting
deficiencies, waste of resources and suggesting improvements/upgrades. The
objective was to verify the capability of Public Transport to satisfy user mobility
needs. For this analysis, the GPS logs of buses and GPS tracks of private
vehicles were used. Such data have been respectively provided by Amaco S.p.a.,
the Cosenza Public Transport Company, and by Octotelematics S.p.a.

2. A survey about public bus frequent moving patterns in their routes by checking
the mining of bus logs and trajectories. This is to verify time deviations between
real travel times and official time tables in order to highlight chronic delays in
the service.

3. A reachability evaluation of the city and surrounding areas, using data on both
public transport routes and bus logs to compute the actual time distance among
the various areas of Cosenza during the day. The objective was to understand
how much different areas of the city are served by Public Transport considering
different times of a day.

4. A profiling of the population mobility using GSM data by Wind Telecom S.p.a.,
a mobile phone company, in a specific period of time, to detect how phone
callers move among the various city areas and to classify them on the basis of
their behaviors. The aim was to identify important categories of people esti-
mating their segmentation in order to evaluate the corresponding services
demand.

The results of the analysis have been tested on the field, allowing a continuously
monitoring of the general status and health conditions of urban traffic, in terms of
impact of Public Transport, actual mobility demand, and mobility profiles of citi-
zens living in the area.

In particular, regarding the first analysis the Public Transport system was
mapped to a spatio-temporal network, where nodes were bus stops labeled with
name and position and edges were the connections labeled with origin-destination
stops and timestamp. Then, the GPS tracks on the Public Transport network was
also mapped and it was computed the shortest way to satisfy users’ mobility using
an agent-based algorithm simulating human mobility in a network [22].
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It was found that the delay distribution was affected by the seasonality: in
summer the average delay was about 29 min (with a variance of 26), while in winter
was about 16 min (with a variance of 15). Going back to the trajectory data and
extracting the starting points of users which are not served by the public transport, it
was possible to discover which areas were disconnected from the network. By using
a clustering algorithm on the starting points of GPS tracks that were not fully
covered by the Public Transport, two peripheral areas not reached by the bus
service were identified, one industrial and one residential. This result suggested the
possible introduction of new lines or the addition of new bus stops to an existing
line passing by those peripheral areas. This analysis was very effective in discov-
ering the real needs of the population and how the network can handle them, and it
was also useful to highlight potential customers which can be served by the public
transport and therefore good candidates for a specific marketing campaign.

As a result of the second analysis, it was found that particular areas of the city
could be reached by the Public Transport in a fixed amount of time only in specific
time slots. Based on this result, the Public Transport manager could think about
adding further bus lines or modifying existing bus schedule and analyzing the
impact of this choice in the Public Transport system.

The third analysis showed that almost all buses were late in a range [10, ≠10]
min. This kind of information is very useful to spot problems in the buses man-
agement, i.e. to improve the service or to highlight too strict schedules which can’t
be respected by buses in reality.

In the end, the analysis of users calling behavior was useful to classify them into
three categories: Resident, Commuters and Visitors. People that appeared only once
(i.e. that made only one call in the whole period of observation) before disap-
pearing, were separately classified in the In Transit category. The following seg-
mentation was obtained: 23.12 % Residents; 14.56 % Commuters; 26.45 % Visitors,
and 28.74 % In transit. The 7.13 % were unclassified due to their unclear profile.

This work and the collaboration with the public administration, led towards the
definition of a sort of dashboard for a mobility manager made up of a set of
end-user services and indexes to evaluate the transport system of a city.

5 Urban Monitoring and Risk Analysis

The Urban Monitoring and Risk Analysis application scenario activities concerns
the definition of a Smart Environment integrated with a network of smart objects
located throughout the territory for the management and maintenance of the urban
environment and for the delivery of timely and innovative services to citizens.
During the experimentation phase, a number of physical and “social” sensors have
been deployed in the territory to detect in real time the status of the territory itself
and the associated risks. The scenario includes a Territory Intelligence platform
that, first collects data supplied by smart objects and social sensors and, then, as a
result of the appropriate phases of integration and data processing using advanced
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techniques of data warehousing, it makes the information available to various
parties with which the platform interacts in order to properly monitor urban areas.

Within this scenario a number of contextual applications have been made
available to citizens and operators working for territory maintenance through their
mobile devices. These applications allow them to immediately communicate with
the public administrations and utilities in order to report critical situations, mal-
functioning in urban networks, road failures and intervention requests for restoring
the conditions of good livability of the territory. Events to be reported are classified
into the following categories: dangers on the road, stray animals, services and
networks, urban refurnish and green, waste depot. The collected data and reports
can be also inquired through a web portal, which can be seen as a managing console
for performing the following activities: assigning the requests to an operator or a
group of operators for the appropriate interventions; monitoring the status of the
actions taken; checking the status of the smart objects distributed in the area of
interest; implementing an overall urban safety system by an immediate involvement
of urban operators.

The experiments were carried out on the territory of the Municipality of Rende
focusing on the monitoring of urban and extra-urban areas through real-time
information coming from sensor networks connected to smart objects suitably
distributed in the urban territory.

Real-time information from smart objects and social sensors feed the model used
to draw up new plans of action, or to update/modify the current ones so that a local
government can better relate resource planning to the city needs in a dynamic and
timely way. Sensors distributed throughout the territory have been also designed to
detect the exceeding of prefixed “thresholds”, which require contingent changes to
maintenance plans by the government bodies.

Within the Urban Monitoring scenario, a Risk Analysis model has been also
implemented for road traffic monitoring in urban areas, for the identification and
assessment of risks hanging over the system under observation and for taking the
necessary countermeasures. The identification of the possible risk events and the
activities for monitoring them can enable, in a more easy and rational way, local
authorities to implement action plans to prevent the occurrence of risks and/or to
reduce their impact, to promptly detect ongoing risks and to alert urban operators
for their immediate intervention. The involvement of citizens both in the detection
of critical situations and in the immediate assistance has been also taken into
account.

The experiments within Urban Monitoring scenario have been conducted also
through the usage of wireless sensor networks for monitoring the surrounding
environment [24] designed in a way that every sensor is able to forward the
acquired information to a collection center (a sort of a gateway smart object), a kind
of a multi-hop ad hoc network. This converge-cast communication schema is
particularly suitable for collating data on a territory and for communicating them to
a central sink (a smart object), in order to make data available for other further data
processing. The adopted protocol is CTP—Collection Tree Protocol [25]. Every
sensor periodically communicates data to its parent (selected on the basis of the
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communication protocol policy) going up to the sink in order to forward data to the
Territory Intelligence platform.

Two main experimental domains have been identified:

1. Indoor working environment for air quality monitoring;
2. Structural buildings monitoring.

In both domains two wireless sensors networks have been installed within the
same building for the experimental activities. In particular, both wireless sensors
networks were made up by using two of the most common typology of sensor
nodes: TeloSB and Magonode—MNA Board (the last one was used for prototyping
and debugging purposes). Such networks were running for 24 h in different days
and were made up of 20 nodes in total powered by 2 × 1.5 V AA alkaline batteries.
As communication protocol stack it was used the Collection Tree Protocol (routing
layer) on top of Low Power Listening (MAC layer). Both protocols were imple-
mented using the TinyOS 2.1.2 open source software. TinyOS is an operative
system dedicated to wireless sensors networks developed by Berkeley University.
The open-source character of the software decreed its success: the possibility to
modify, reuse and adapt the source code to fulfill the developers needs made
TinyOS very popular and rich of applications and drivers for a great variety of
hardware modules.

Sampling per node occurred every 15 min, a sufficient range of time to provide
meaningful measurements. Moreover, all protocols have been tuned for the opti-
mization of the energy consumption, and consequently the network lifetime, in
view of the sampling requirement.

In the first domain, air quality indoor monitoring, a wireless sensor network,
made up of battery powered electronic devices and motes (microcontrollers
equipped with some memory, a radio module, some sensors), has been installed to
monitor the quantity of CO2, CO and dust, the temperature and humidity levels in a
specific indoor site (a basement of a building). The testbed was made by 8 nodes
placed in the indoor specific site equipped with two ambient boards, featuring CO,
CO2 and dust sensors, in order to collect a number of relevant data about the quality
of the air within this area; 2 other nodes equipped with MNA Boards for temper-
ature and humidity sampling were added. Collected data were transmitted to a
collection point (i.e. the sink, the eleventh node) at the basement level and covered
a period of several weeks. During the experimental phase of the TETRis project, the
sink was also connected to a smart object capable of delivering the information
collected by the wireless sensor network over the TETRA network, which has been
setup in the test bed infrastructure for testing data transmission.

Data collected have been then made accessible in real-time and, and later on,
summarized in a report.

At the end of the monitoring process in the specific site, the network can be
dismantled and used in a new place (a new building, a new urban area) in order to
reduce implementation costs and to repeat the analysis in a different site. The
flexibility of wireless sensors networks facilitate the fast and ease deployment of a
larger number of sensors.
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In the second domain, structural buildings monitoring, another wireless sensor
network has been set up for the monitoring of the statics of the same building in
order to provide evidence of whether a situation is to be considered “under control”
or it is instead critical and, therefore, a prompt intervention is needed and/or some
alarm signals need to be sent. The structural monitoring activity was performed by
two multi-sensor boards: one was placed indoor and connected to a vibrating wire
strain gauge, while the other was placed outdoor and connected to a displacement
sensor. Finally, two MNA Boards have added and deployed outdoor to manage
wireless connectivity between the basement and the roof of the building used as test
bed.

The Fig. 4 shows the test bed area within the Tetris project with the evidence of
the sensors location both in the basement and on the roof of the building taken
under consideration.

The results of the analysis showed that the MagoNode had a very low current
consumption in both transmission, reception and it was also noticed how the
MagoNode platform can be easily interfaced to a number of sensors and in par-
ticular to the sensors needed for monitoring critical infrastructure and air quality.

The experimental activity demonstrated the efficiency of a wireless sensor net-
work made of an hybrid indoor/outdoor scenario that can be considered relevant
both for public safety contexts, in which data about structural and health (air

Fig. 4 Test bed area
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quality, noise, vibrations etc.) monitoring are made available, and for private needs.
Data collected using specific sensors into the TETRis ecosystem have been con-
sidered valid for making further analysis and taking the correct actions. The results
of the experimental activity confirm that wireless sensor network can be effectively
used to support the management of critical situations and to meet the requirements
provided by experts on structural health monitoring.

6 Conclusion

We have illustrated some of the activities and results of the TETRis project con-
cerned with the study and experimentation of innovative solutions for the regen-
eration of urban contexts according to the emerging integrated strategic vision of
the Smart City. Experiments were made possible thanks to collaboration agree-
ments with two Southern-Italy municipalities and to the proactive involvement of
their representatives in the design and implementation of novel smart city appli-
cation scenarios in order to provide more effective and efficient services to citizens.
A crucial role in the application scenarios is played by the so-called ‘social sensors’,
i.e. the citizens themselves and operators (municipality and utility employees) who
are supposed to communicate in real time with all the institutions to report all
critical situations such as traffic jams, vandalism and neglect, presence of waste,
road holes, various inefficiencies.

The paper has described two relevant smart city application scenarios: (1) Urban
Mobility and (2) Territory Monitoring, Control and Maintenance. The two sce-
narios share the same architecture based on a network of stationary and moving
smart objects located in the urban areas and on Intelligent Software platforms
supporting the delivery of innovative services to both urban operators and citizens.
Thanks to the pervasive usage of advanced ICT tools, the two scenarios enhance the
direct line citizens—Public Administration, thus enabling the citizens to become an
integral component of good administrative practices.
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